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ABSTRACT

The integration of atomic physics and nanophotonics combines the best of two
worlds. With atoms as the naturally existing qubits and nanophotonic devices as the
engineered interaction medium, new frontiers can be explored for building novel
quantum optical circuits for non-conventional quantum optics and exotic quantum
many-body physics, as well as potentially serving as a fundamental building block
for quantum computation and communication with neutral atoms. While important
experimental milestones towards this goal have been reached, a grand challenge
for experiments in this new field is the loading and trapping of atomic arrays with
high fractional filling near complex nanophotonic structures. In this thesis, we
have proposed a novel protocol for atom assembly on nanophotonic structures by
integrating optical tweezer arrays and photonic crystal waveguides. This research
is inspired by recent exciting progress in free-space atom assembly. However, un-
like its free-space counterpart, our new proposal should enable subwavelength atom
arrays with complex patterns defined by precision nanofabrication. To demon-
strate the basic principles behind this new proposal, we have designed and built
an advanced apparatus with a compact footprint that overcomes several significant
experimental barriers in previous experiments. To achieve efficient atom delivery
and assembly of arrays for more complex nanostructures, we have proposed a novel
direct delivery scheme with optical tweezers by exploiting the rapid spatial variation
of the Gouy phase of radial Laguerre-Gauss beams. With reduced dimension in
the axial direction, the optical tweezer formed by supposed Laguerre-Gauss beams
may find important applications in the communities of general atomic physics and
super-resolution imaging. Finally, we have investigated the optomechanical proper-
ties of our nanophotonic devices for trapping atoms and evaluated potential heating
mechanisms for trapped atoms. The studies presented in this thesis should provide
important guidance to future atom-nanophotonic experiments.
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C h a p t e r 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The atom-light interactions
The interaction of atom and light lies at the heart of quantum optics. In the develop-
ment of quantum optics, one of the central goals in experiment is to achieve strong
interactions between atoms and photons at the quantum level [39, 42]. Efficient
interactions between atoms and light constitute the key enabling mechanism for
applications with atomic systems, ranging from quantum information processing to
metrology to nonlinear optics [40, 110]. The figure of merit that characterizes the
interaction strength between the atom and light is the Purcell factor %, which is
defined as the ratio between the rate an excited atom decaying into the specific light
field of interest (Γint) versus the rate decaying into other channels (Γ′).

% =
Γint
Γ′
. (1.1)

Perhaps the simplest way for increasing the atom-light interaction is to improve the
spatial overlap between the light field and the atom. For example, the scattering
cross-section for two-level atoms with transition wavelength _0 is defined as f0 =

3_2
0/2c. For achieving strong atom-light interaction, one can focus the light beam to

dimensions comparable to the atomic scattering cross-section, as shown in Fig. 1.1
(a). However, the smallest area the light can be focused down in free-space is set by
the diffraction limit, resulting in �eff,min ' _2. As a result the Purcell factor % 5 for
the interaction of free-space focusing beam with a two-level atom is limited to [188]

% 5 ,max ∝
f0

�eff,min
' 0.5. (1.2)

The tightly focused beam reduced the transverse dimension of the photonwavepacket.
One can further increase the atom-light coupling strength by reducing the dimension
of wavepacket in the propagation direction, leading to the confinement of photons.
This can be achieved by an optical cavity formed by a pair of highly reflective mir-
rors, as shown in Fig. 1.1 (b). The approach to enhance atom-light interaction by
confining both the atom and light field in a same cavity forms the field cavity QED.
It first suggested by Purcell in 1940s [149] and the experiments are pioneered by Jeff
Kimble in the optical domain [109] and Serge Haroche in the microwave domain
[82]. Intuitively, the atom-light interaction strength inside a cavity is enhanced by
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Figure 1.1: a) Diffraction-limited focusing of an optical beam onto a tightly trapped
atom. b) Cavity QED where the interaction is enhanced by a large number of
photon-round trips. c) Atomic ensemble, where a large atom number results in high
probability of interaction with a single photon. d) atomic ensemble of Rydberg
atoms. Figures adapted from Ref. [40] with permissions.

the number of round-trips that the photonmakes across the atom due to the reflection
off the mirrors, that is

%cav ∝ #trips
f0
�eff
∝ &

_3
0

+eff
. (1.3)

Here we have used the relation of #trips to the cavity length ! and decay rate ^,
#trip = 2/^!, the definition of quality factor of the cavity & = l2/^ and the volume
of the cavity mode +eff = �eff!. From this expression, it is obvious that the strong
atom-light interaction can be achieved by making a high quality-factor cavity with
a small mode volume. Since the initial demonstration in conventional Fabry-Perot
cavities [82, 155, 183], different types of cavities have been explored in experiment
[7, 44, 184, 187] and a Purcell factor on the order 10∼100 can be reached.

The cavity QED approach represents a state-of-the-art for achieving strong single
atom-light interactions. One can further increase the overall atom-light interactions
by making the photon interact with atom assembles of large atom numbers #0, as
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shown in Fig. 1.1 (c). Despite a relatively weak single atom-light coupling, this
approach in itself has find many applications including quantum memories for light
[41, 59], spin squeezing [117] and long distance quantum communications [53].
Furthermore, when the light propagation phase is negligible compared to the atom
ensemble dimension, the light decayed from atoms in the ensemble will sum up
coherently, leading to a collective decay rate proportional to atom number #0. This
effect is called Dicke superradiance as it is first realized by Dicke in 1954 [50]. It
is worth mentioning that in an optical cavity, the resonant light forms a standing
wave pattern without propagation phase. As a result, for #0 atoms inside the optical
cavity with the cavity resonance matching the atomic transition, the #0 atoms will
form a “super-atom” with collective decay rate #Γcav. The Purcell effect for the
“super-atom” is

%cav,super = #0
Γcav
Γ′
∝ #0#trips

f0
�eff
∝ #0&

_3
0

+eff
. (1.4)

In our previous discussion, the atom is simplified as a two-level atom with a fixed
scattering cross-section f0. Strong single atom-light interactions are achieved by
engineering the properties of the light field. As the atom-light interaction is pro-
portional to the atomic dipole moment |d| = 4 |r|. For real atoms, an alternative
approach to increase the atom-light interaction is by exciting the atom to the Rydberg
state with high principle quantum number = (= is typically between 50∼100 [28]),
as illustrated in Fig. 1.1 (d). As the Rydberg state dipole moment scales with =2

and the lifetime scales with =3, the Purcell factor for light interacting with Rydberg
atoms scales with =5. The strong interactions between atom-light and atom-atom
within this Rydberg approach provide a remarkable platform for studying nonlinear
quantum optics [39, 184] and many body physics [21, 28].

1.2 Atom-light interaction on nanophotonics devices
In the previous section, we have presented the conventional ways for achieving
strong atom-light interaction, which are typically implemented in a macroscopic,
free-space setup. Despite many experimental successes in achieving strong atom-
light interaction in the conventional interfaces, there has also been an effort for
over a decade to migrate from free-space to micro/nanophotonic platforms [3, 7,
66, 67, 182, 191] for a number of motivations. First, as suggested in Eq. 1.3,
nanophotonic cavities can lead to strong atom-light interactions with an achievable
mode volume on the order of _3 [187]. Besides, the photonic systems fabricated
from the state-of-the-art lithographic techniques provide excellent robustness and
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scalability beyond the conventional atom-light interfaces, which is promising for the
realization of quantum internet with chip-scale quantum nodes [110]. While these
original motivations are largely centered on improving upon free-space approaches,
the integration of ultra-cold atoms with nanophotonic devices also creates new
paradigms for atom-photon interactions [40, 124]. As we will show shortly, the
complexity of fields and dispersions in nanophotonic systems give rise to a variety
of unanticipated opportunities, namely the chiral interactions between atoms and
light [124] and the atom-photonic bound state [101].

One of the basic nanophotonic structures is the unstructuredwaveguide, as illustrated
in Fig. 1.2 (a). As the light propagates in the dielectricwaveguidewith group velocity
E6 < 2, the Purcell factor for an atom next to the unstructured waveguide is modified
as

%wg =
Γ1D
Γ′
∝ 2

E6

f0
�eff

. (1.5)

Here the �eff is the optical effective mode area which is related to the design of the
waveguide and the atom position. For example, for atom trapped in the gap center
of a slot waveguide with dimensions described in Ref. [157], the mode area �eff can
be as small as 0.1_2. However, for the enhancement from slow group velocity in the
unstructured dielectric waveguide, it is typically limited by the material refractive
index =6 which is of order unity.

Figure 1.2: a) An illustration of unstructured waveguide b) The dispersion relation
for unstructured waveguide c) Illustration photonic crystal waveguide. d) Dispersion
relation for photonic crystal waveguide

Large reduction in group velocity can be achieved by artificial structures, namely the
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photonic crystal waveguides. As illustrated in Fig. 1.2 (c), the periodicmodulation of
the waveguide creates a periodic lattice for the light, modifies the dispersion relation
for light propagating on it. Similar to the electrons in solid state lattices, light
propagating on photonic crystal waveguides leads to the formation of propagating
band and band gap, as shown in Fig. 1.2 (d). The group velocity of light can be
generally evaluated from E6 = 3l/3: , corresponding to the slope of the dispersion
relation in the band diagram. Near the band-edges, the group velocity is reduced and
finally approaches to zero at the band-edge. This reduction of group velocity leads to
the slow light enhancement of atom-light interaction. For example, for the alligator
photonic crystal waveguide (APCW) reported in Ref. [200], a group index =6 ∼ 10 is
observed. For atom trapped in the gap of the APCWwith a mode area �eff ' 0.3_2,
this leads to a single atom Purcell factor ∼10. In a more recent design of the Slot
Photonic Crystal Waveguide (SPCW) reported in Ref. [204], the group index can be
further increased to ∼ 40 and the estimated Purcell factor is of order ∼100, which is
comparable to the interaction strength in the state-of-the-art cavity QED. However,
we emphasize that unlike the cavity QED case where strong atom-light coupling
relies on small mode volume, the slow light enhancement in the photonic crystal
waveguide is capable of mediating long-range atom-atom interactions by way of the
guided mode.

Figure 1.3: Atoms coupled to the bandgap of a photonic crystal waveguide. As
light cannot propagate in photonic bandgap, the atoms and the emitted photons form
atom-photon bound states

Apart from the slow-light enhancement near the photonic crystal band edge, what
makes the photonic crystal waveguide most interesting for atom-light interactions
is the physics inside the photonic bandgap. As indicated with gray area in Fig. 1.2
(d), the photonic bandgap is a region in frequency that light with frequencies within
this range cannot propagate inside the photonic crystal waveguide. Imagine that
an excited atom is coupled to the photonic crystal waveguide but with transition
frequency within the bandgap, as shown in 1.3. The atom can still emit a photon into
the structure, but the photon cannot propagate inside the photonic crystal waveguide
due to the photonic bandgap. As a result, the photon will be localized near the atom
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position with an exponential decay length !3 , forming an atom-photonic bound state
[101]. When atoms are placed next to each other with spacings less than !3 , as
illustrated in Fig. 1.3, the incoherent interaction between the field and the atoms is
greatly suppressed while the coherent exchange between atoms along the device can
still present. The physics of coherent excitation exchange within the atoms chains
next to the photonic crystal waveguide can be directly mapped to a 1D spin chain
[52]. Interestingly, the decay length !3 is a function of the detuning to band edge
ΔBE = l−lBE and can vary from the length of a few unit cells (whenl in the center
of bandgap) to infinite long (when l = lBE). This flexibility makes the photonic
crystal waveguide a unique platform to explore many-body systems of photons and
atoms with tunable interaction ranges.

Besides the tunable-range interactions in the photonic bandgap, the complexity in
the fields within the nanostructures can be engineered to study the chiral quantum
optics [124]where the coupling of atom and photons are taken place in a directionally
dependent way, even if the system is nominally mirror symmetric. Furthermore, the
guided mode of the nanophotonic structure can form stable lattice for trapping atoms
with lattice geometry defined by nanostructure from precision nanofabrication. This
provides a practical platform to achieving subwavelength atomic arrays with strong
photon mediated atom-atom interaction for investigating novel quantum many-body
matter [71].

In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, wewill give amore detailed andmore formal description
of atom-light interactions on nanophotonics. Specifically, Chapter 2 is dedicated
to the basic theory of atom-light interactions with two-level atoms on quasi-1D
structures while Chapter 3 provides a connection between the basic theory and the
real world practices of atom-light interactions on nanophotonic devices.

1.3 Motivation of the thesis
While exciting theoretical opportunities of atoms coupled to nanophotonics have
emerged, this research of integrating atoms and nanophotonics only moves forward
in the laboratory by advancing nanophotonic device fabrication and by integrating
these novel devices into the realm of ultracold atoms. However, in comparison
to the rapidly expanding theoretical literature, to date experimental progress has
been modest. Important experimental lab systems include optical nanofibers, where
' 103 atoms have been trapped ' 220 nm from fiber surfaces [66, 191], dispersion
engineered photonic crystal cavities [164, 182, 184] and waveguides [33, 68, 86],
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Figure 1.4: Schematic for building nanoscopic atomic arrays with one atom per unit
cell in (a) 1-D alligator photonic crystal waveguide (APCW) [67, 200] and (b) 2-D
honeycomb photonic crystal lattice [204], respectively. In both cases the silicon
nitride structures (gray) are suspended above an underlying silicon substrate (dark
background). Green spheres represent the yet to be achieved trapped single atoms.

where strong atom-photon coupling and collective atom-atom interactions have
been observed, albeit with only a few atoms trapped ' 150 nm from dielectric
surfaces. A grand challenge for this emerging field is the laboratory attainment of
one and two-dimensional atomic lattices with high filling fraction near or within
the nanophotonic structures. This major experimental difficulty originates from
the nature of fields confined in nanophotonic systems, such as their polarization
and dispersion relation, which can be quite different than in free space. As a
result, techniques from conventional atomic physics toolbox of loading, cooling,
and trapping free-space atoms do not immediately apply when it comes to confining
atoms within nanoscale regions of dielectric structures.

In this thesis, we propose a novel protocol for achieving high filling fraction atom
arrays on nanophotonic structures by integrating optical tweezer arrays and nanopho-
tonic devices, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5 (a) for 1D APCW and (b) for 2D photonic
crystal slab. This research of atom assembly on nanophotonic structures is inspired

Figure 1.5: a) 1D atom array on the APCW b) 2D atom array on a square photonic
crystal slab
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Figure 1.6: (a) The ‘old’ experimental setup consists of a ‘bulky’ metal chamber
with fiber feedthroughs connecting to the photonic chip hold inside the chamber
by a long mechanical arm. (b) A zoomed image of the chip inside the vacuum
chamber, with the fibers indicated by white arrows. (c) The new advanced apparatus
for integrating optical tweezers and free-space coupling. The chip is silicate bonded
inside the glass cell with red focused beam indicating the free-space coupling. (d)
A photograph of the assembled free-space coupling chip and its supporting glass
table. Fig. (a) courtesy of Akihisa Goban, Fig. (c, d) adapted from Ref. [125] with
modifications.

by recent exciting progress in free-space atom assembly [16, 17, 57]. However, as
we will show in Chapter 4, direct atom assembly on the surface of nanostructure is
rather challenging due to inefficient imaging tools and short trapping lifetime near
the dielectric surfaces. Instead, we propose to circumvent these difficulties by first
assembling the atom array in free-space and then transfer the atom array to the target
positions on device. This method takes advantages of well-developed techniques in
free-space atom assembly [16, 17, 57] but requires efficient transfer of atom arrays
from free-space to nanophotonic devices. From a series of numerical Monte-Carlo
simulations in Chapter 4, we show that the possibility of nearly deterministic transfer
with the side-transfer technique [182] for a variety of nanostructures. Different from
the free-space counterpart, our new proposal should enable subwavelength atom ar-
rays with complex patterns defined by precision nanofabrication. The integration
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of optical tweezers with nanophotonics could largely extend the ability of precise
control of the position and state of the surface trapped atom. As we suggested in
Chapter 4, a simple experiment with two atoms on the nanophotonic device could
allow one to map the two-body Green’s function of the structure which provides full
information for describing atom-light interactions on nanostructure.

To demonstrate the basic principles behind this new proposal, we have designed
and built an advanced apparatus with a compact footprint, as shown in Fig. 1.6.
As a comparison, an illustration of the previous generation of experimental setup
is shown in Fig. 1.6 (a, b). Through a series of technical innovations, namely 1)
a vacuum-compatible silicate-bonding technique, 2) a free-space coupling with ‘Y-
couplers’ and 3) efficient loading and transport of tweezer array with single atoms,
our new apparatus overcame several significant experimental barriers in previous
experiments, making a significant step towards atom assembly near nanophotonic
structures. The details about the new advanced apparatus will be presented in
Chapter 5.

In Chapter 6, we have proposed a novel atom direct delivery scheme with opti-
cal tweezers by exploiting the rapid spatial variation of the Gouy phase of radial
Laguerre-Gauss beams. As illustrated in Fig. 1.7, optical tweezers of the super-

Figure 1.7: An Illustration of atom delivery to the APCW with left: Gauss beam
and right: the superposed Laguerre-Gauss beam. The white arrows indicate the
beam moving directions. Image courtesy of Jean-Baptiste Béguin .
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posed Laguerre-Gauss beam lead to a significant reduction in the axial dimension
as compared to the Gaussian beam. Such axial reduction can be applied to effi-
ciently delivery atoms ‘straightly’ from free-space to complex nanostructures, such
as 2D photonic crystal slabs. Besides, a more general discussion on the link be-
tween apodization and the smallest axial dimension of the focus is presented in
Chapter 6. The optical tweezer formed by the superposed Laguerre-Gauss beams
may find important applications in the communities of general atomic physics and
super-resolution imaging.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we will investigate the optomechanical properties of the pho-
tonic crystal waveguides for the case of the APCW.We show that due to their unique
dispersion relations, the optomechanical coupling in a photonic crystal waveguide
cannot be simply described by the conventional cavity optomechanics framework
or the unstructured waveguide optomechanics framework. This new degree of
freedom in the atom-nanophotonic systems may provide opportunities to study the
strong coupling of atoms, photons and phonons within a single photonic crystal
waveguide.
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C h a p t e r 2

ATOM-LIGHT INTERACTIONS IN NANOSTRUCTURES: A
SIMPLE STORY

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, wewill introduce the basic theory of atom-light interactions in nanos-
tructures. To simplify our discussion, we restrict our discussion to two-level atoms
on 1D or quasi-1D structures. The goal here is to capture the essential physics of
atom-light interactions in nanostructures without distracting to complicated experi-
mental details (which I will discuss in detail in Chapter 3). Two different approaches
are presented here, namely the transfer matrix model and the Green’s function ap-
proach. I will start with the simple transfer matrix model for a 1D photonic crystal
waveguide. The goal there is to find the basic scaling laws for atom-light interaction
with respect to device parameters and to understand the origin of enhancement for
atom-light interactions. With a basic understanding of the scaling laws for atom-
light interactions in the 1D photonic waveguides, we then turn to a more powerful
Green’s function approach. We will see how the complex optical properties of
nanostructures are encoded in the atom-light interactions and how multiple atoms
interact with each other in the presence of complex optical structure. After a general
theory of atom-light interactions with the Green’s function approach, we will give
specific examples on quasi-1D nanostructures to understand the basic physics and
differences behind them. This material presented in this chapter is largely based on
previous published (mostly Ref. [11]) and unpublished works by Ana Asenjo-Garcia
(who is now a professor at Columbia University) and Jonathon Hood (who is now
a professor at Purdue University). Other main references for the Green’s function
approach are Ref. [30] and works from Welsh and his colleagues Refs. [31, 74].

2.2 Transfer matrix model of 1D photonic crystal waveguide
The transfer matrix method
For wave propagation in one dimensional structures, the electric field (here we
consider a scalar field � for simplicity) can be decomposed into right-going and
left-going field as � = �+48:G + �−4−8:G , where �+/− denotes the amplitude of
right/left-going field and : is the propagation wave-vector (: = =0l/2 and =0 is the
refractive index which we will set to 1 in the rest of our discussion) as illustrated in
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Fig. 2.1 (b). The transfer matrixM describes the relation between the field on the
left hand side to the right hand side by[

�+
'

�−
'

]
=MX

[
�+
!

�−
!

]
. (2.1)

While the transfer matrix method can apply to any potential in general, here, for

Figure 2.1: (a) Sketch of the system. The gray slabs depict X-function potentials,
characterized by reflection and transmission coefficients. We define a symmetric
unit cell that consist of a barrier in the center and free propagation over distance 0/2
on each side (blue shaded area). (b) Convention for left (-) and right (+) propagating
electric fields at the left (L) and right (R) sides of a barrier.

simplicity, we choose a X-function potential barrier as our basic element in the 1D
structure. The X-function barrier is characterized by reflection (A) and transmission
(C) coefficients that are related by continuity of the electric field (C = 1+A). The field
amplitude at right and left side of the barrier (as illustrated in 2.1b) can be further
related by the continuity of the field

�+' = C�
+
! + A�−' ,

�−! = A�
+
! + C�−' .

(2.2)

This leads to a transfer matrix for the X-function barrier as

MX [Z] =
1
C

[
C2 − A2 A

−A 1

]
=

[
1 + 8Z 8Z

−8Z 1 − 8Z

]
, (2.3)

with Z ≡ −8A/C. Note that transfer matrices in the form only require the continuity
equation (C = 1 + A) and thus can be applied to any planar scatterer (either lossy
or lossless). In this section, we consider only lossless scatterers for which energy
conservation (|A |2 + |C |2 = 1), A has to be an imaginary number and as a result, Z is
a real number. For simplicity, we assume Z > 0 in our following discussion.
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For free-space propagation, the transfer matrix for a propagation distance G is

L[G] ≡
[
48:G 0
0 4−8:G

]
. (2.4)

With these two transfer matrix we can further construct the transfer matrix for a 1D
Fabry-Perot cavity by a pair barriers separated by distance !, namely

MFP =MX [Z1]L[!]MX [Z2], (2.5)

and construct the transfer matrix for 1D finite/infinite photonic crystal waveguides
with array barriers with spacing 0

Mpcw =
∏
8

MX [Z8]L[0] . (2.6)

It can be shown that for any lossless 1D structure, the transfer matrixMtot can be
generally expressed in terms of the overall transmission (Ctot) and reflection (Atot)
coefficient as

Mtot =

[
1/C∗tot Atot/Ctot
A∗tot/C∗tot 1/Ctot

]
. (2.7)

Thus, we can calculate the overall transmission and reflection coefficient from the
elements of transfer matrixMtot as

Ctot = 1/M22
tot, (2.8)

Atot =M12
tot/M22

tot. (2.9)

The transfer matrix model of a 1D photonic crystal waveguide
In this section, we will present the transfer matrix model of a 1D photonic crystal
waveguide (PCW). As illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (a), we model the PCW as infinite
periodic system of X-function potential barriers separated by a distance 0. The
transfer matrix for the unit cell (as indicated in the blue area in Fig. 2.1a) can then
be written as

Mcell = L[0/2]MXL[0/2] =
[
(1 + 8Z)48:0 8Z

−8Z (1 − 8Z)4−8:0

]
. (2.10)

As detMcell = 1, the two eigenvalues of unit-cell transfer matrix take the form
_± = 4±8@0 (as _+_− = detMcell = 1). From the Bloch’s theorem that the eigenmodes
of an infinite, periodic structure are Bloch modes with Bloch index @ as quasi-
momentum in the Bloch space. The dispersion relation of the 1D infinite array (the
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relationship betweenl and @) can be obtained from the trace of the unit-cell transfer
matrix

cos@0 = cos :0 − Z sin :0. (2.11)

For non-zero Z , this dispersion equation does not always have a real solution of @
for any l, as the left hand side (LHS) of Eq. 2.11 is bounded within [−1, 1] while
the right hand side (RHS) is bounded with [−

√
1 + Z2,

√
1 + Z2]. This suggests a

bandgap is formed in the 1D photonic crystal waveguide, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2
(a) as an example. For frequencies lie in between the two band-edge frequencies l−
and l+, light cannot propagate inside this 1D lattice. The band-edge frequencies
l+ and l− can be determined by setting the RHS of Eq. 2.11 equal to 1

l+ =
c2

0

l− =
2

0
cos−1

(
Z2 − 1
Z2 + 1

)
.

(2.12)

Here we restrict the solution within the Brillouin zone @ ∈ [−c/0, c/0]. For small
Z (Z � 1), l− ' c2

0
(1 − 2Z/?8) and the size of bandgap is

XlBG ≡ l+ − l− '
2Z2
0
. (2.13)

Figure 2.2: (a) Band diagram for Z = 0.2. The band gap is indicated with gray
area. (b) Figure of the imaginary propagation constant @im inside the bandgap as a
function of l, with Z = 0.2.

Intuitively, this suggests that the size of bandgap can be tuned by the scatter’s reflec-
tivity and larger reflectivity leads to larger bandgap. From these simple equations
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(Eq. 2.12 and Eq. 2.13), we can have a quick estimation of 0 and Z by aligning
l− and l+ to Cs atom main transitions at D1 and D2 lines to find 0 ' 426 nm
and Z ' 0.064. As a comparison, for real structures such as the APCW, we fitted
=0 ∼ 1.7 , 0 = 370 nm and Z ∼ 0.2 (see Chapter 3 for detail).

To get insights inside the bandgap, we rewrite Eq. 2.11 with a complex propagation
constant @gap = @re + 8@im

cos @re0 cosh @im0 + 8 sin @re0 sinh @im0 = cos :0 − Z sin :0. (2.14)

As the RHS of Eq. 2.14 is in a real domain, we require sin(@re0) = 0 to keep the
LHS also in the real domain. This led to @re = c/0 and

cosh @im0 = − cos :0 + Z sin :0. (2.15)

For near the band-edge (but in the bandgap), we get

@im '
√

2(− cos :0 + Z sin :0 − 1)

'
√

2Z
|Xl|0
2

,
(2.16)

with Xl = l − lBE. The maximum @im is at the center of the gap and

@im,max =
arccosh

√
1 + Z2

0
. (2.17)

Fig. 2.2 (b) shows an example of the imaginary propagation constant @im inside the
bandgap for Z = 0.2. The maximum @im,max0 ' 0.2 which indicates the 4−1 decay
length is ' 50.

As shown in Chapter 1, the group velocity E6 is an important figure of merit for
slow-light-enhanced atom-light interactions. This can be derived from the dispersion
relation (Eq. 2.11) as

E6 ≡
3l

3@
=

2 sin @0
sin :0 + Z cos :0

. (2.18)

It worth noting that E6 is positive for lower band but negative for upper band.
Typically, small group velocity is achieved near the band-edge. This can be shown
by making an expansion near the band-edge (X@ ≡ c/0−@). The dispersion relation
(Eq. 2.11) and group velocity (Eq. 2.18) near the upper and lower band-edge can be
approximated as

l ' l± ±
20

2Z
X@2 (2.19)

E6 ' ∓
20

Z
X@. (2.20)
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From Eq. 2.19, when l tuned to the band-edge, the group velocity approaches to
zero near band-edge and the group index =6 ≡ 2/E6 diverges, corresponding to a
Van Hove singularity at the band-edge.

We can further calculate the field distribution from the eigenvectors of the unit-cell
matrix which take the form

u@ =
1√

1 + 5 2

[
1
5

]
,

u−@ =
1√

1 + 5 2

[
5

1

]
,

(2.21)

where 5 is defined as

5 = −

√
=2
6 − 1

=6 + 1
= −sgn(=6)

√
A6, (2.22)

and A6 = (=6−1)/(=6+1) is the Fresnel reflection coefficient between two interfaces
=1 = 1 and =2 = =6. At the band-edge (@ = c/0), we have |=6 | → ∞ and A6 → 1
and 5 = 1 for upper band and 5 = −1 for lower band.

The electric field and intensity within one unit cell can be expressed as

�@ (G) =
1√

1 + 5 2
(48:G + 5 4−8:G), (2.23)

|�@ (G) |2 =
1

1 + 5 2 (1 + 5
2 + 2 5 cos 2:G). (2.24)

where 0 < G < 0 with G = 0 corresponding to the left edge of the unit cell as shown
in Fig. 2.3. This equation suggests that the eigenmode with Bloch wavevector +q
is a summation of right- and left-propagating field with ratio 5 . Thus, 5 can be
interpreted as the reflection coefficient of an infinite lattice (for a plane wave 48:G

input).

For upper and lower band-edges, the electric field profiles take the form of a standing
wave

�BE,+(G) =
√

2 cos :+G =
√

2 cos
c

0
G, (2.25)

�BE,−(G) = −8
√

2 sin :−G ' −8
√

2 sin
c − 2Z
0

G. (2.26)

This also explains why the group velocity approaches to zero near the band-edge
Eq. 2.19. As shown in Fig. 2.3, the intensity at the upper band band-edge (blue
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Figure 2.3: Bloch mode intensity at the band-edge for upper (blue curve) and lower
(orange curve) with Z = 0.2. The scatterer positions are indicated with gray vertical
bar.

curve) maximizes at the center between the scatters while the intensity at the lower
band band-edge maximizes at the scatterer position. For this reason, the upper band
is typically called as ‘air band’ as the intensity distribution concentrates more on
the ‘air’ (lower index) part while the lower band is named as ‘dielectric band’ as
the intensity distribution concentrates more on the ‘dielectric’ part (higher index, or
here the scatter).

Additionally, the transformation O that diagonalizes the unit-cell matrix can be
constructed from the eigenvectors:

O = 1
1 − 5 2

[
1 5

5 1

]
,

O−1 =

[
1 − 5
− 5 1

]
.

(2.27)

It is easy to check that

OO−1 = I =
[
1 0
0 1

]
, (2.28)

and

OMcellO−1 = Λ =

[
48@0 0

0 4−8@0

]
. (2.29)

These two equations will be useful later for simplifying the transfer matrix for a
finite PCW.
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Transfer matrix model of 1D finite scatterer array
In the previous section, we have discussed the properties of 1D infinite periodic
structures. This corresponds to an ideal case, as there is no such infinite periodic
structure in experiment. All PCWswe fabricated always have a finite size. Thus, it is
important to understand the a finite photonic crystal waveguide with two boundaries.
For a finite scatterer array with # unit cells, the total transfer matrix is written as

M# =McellMcell...Mcell︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
N unit cell

=M#
cell. (2.30)

To simplify this expression, we insert the identity OO−1 = I into Eq. 2.30

M# = OO−1McellOO−1Mcell...O−1McellOO−1

= OΛ#O−1 = O
[
48#@0 0

0 4−8#@0

]
O−1

=
1

1 − 5 2

[
48#@0 − 5 24−8#@0 −28 5 sin(#@0)

28 5 sin(#@0) 4−8#@0 − 5 248#@0

]
.

(2.31)

This expression is particularly interesting as it suggests this 1D finite photonic
crystal waveguide is equivalent to a Fabry-Perot cavity in the Bloch-space (as the
propagation constant is @ not :) with two ‘mirrors’ O and O−1 of reflectivity A = 5 .
This reflectivity at the boundary can be intuitively understood as the mismatch of
free-space : momentum and Bloch mode @ quasi-momentum on the boundary.

The overall transmission (C# ) and reflection (A# ) coefficient can be calculated from
the matrix element ofM# as

C# =
1
M22

#

=
1 − 5 248#@0

1 − 5 2428#@0 =
1

cos #@0 − 8=6 sin #@0
, (2.32)

A# =
M12

#

M22
#

= − 28 5 sin(#@0)
4−8#@0 − 5 248#@0

. (2.33)

Fig. 2.4 shows the power transmission coefficient (or transmissivity) )# = |C# |2 (red
curves) and the power reflection coefficient (or reflectivity) '# = |A# |2 (blue curves)
for Z = 0.2, with two different unit-cell numbers, # = 25 in (a) and # = 50 in (b),
respectively. One unique feature for the finite structure transmission compared with
the infinite structure case is the formation of resonances near the band-edge. This
agrees with previous observation of the equivalence to Fabry-Perot cavity in Bloch
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@-space from the total transfer matrix (Eq. 2.31) and we expect the resonances near
the band-edge are narrower due to larger group index mismatch and thus larger
reflectivity at the boundary. Another interesting feature is the position and linewidth
of the resonances are strongly related to the total number of unit cells, as comparing
(a) and (b). As so, it will be interesting to see the resonance position and linewidth
scaling with the total unit cell number # .

Figure 2.4: Power transmission and reflection spectrum for 1D finite periodic struc-
ture, with (a) # = 25 unit-cells and (b) # = 50 unit-cells. The solid curves (red
for transmission and blue for reflection) are calculated from Eq. 2.32 with the two
black dashed lines indicate the position of band-edge for infinite structure. Z = 0.2
for both (a) and (b).

The resonances’ positions can be calculated from A# = 0 or equivalently sin(#@0) =
0 as

@< = (1 −
<

#
) c
0
, (2.34)

where the resonance index < is counted from band-edge, for example, the first
resonance (< = 1) from the band-edge has @1 = (1−1/#)c/0. For resonances near
the band-edge, the resonances’ frequencies can be found approximately by using
Eq. 2.19

l±,< = l± ±
c22

2Z0
<2

#2 . (2.35)

This equation can be used to infer the band-edge position from experimentally mea-
sured transmission spectrum (see Chapter 3 for details). One can further calculate
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the group velocity at resonances near band-edge based on Eq. 2.19 and get

E6,< = ±
c2

Z

<

#
. (2.36)

It is worth noting that this group velocity alone may not fully characterize the
interaction strength of atom-light for such 1D finite structure as it does not account
for the cavity enhancement from the boundary reflections. This is different from the
case in an infinite PCW.

For probe frequency l close to resonance l<, we can approximate cos(#@0) '
(−1)#−< + O((@ − @<)2), sin(#@0) ' # (@ − @<)0 + O((@ − @<)2) and @ − @< '
=6 (l − l<)/2, we get

C# '
(−1)#−<

1 − 8(−1)#−<=2
6#0(l − l<)/2

. (2.37)

Comparing this expression to a Lorentzian

L< (l) =
(−1)#−<

1 − 28(−1)#−< (l − l<)/^<
. (2.38)

We can extract the effective full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) linewidth ^< as

^< '
22
=2
6#0

. (2.39)

For near the band-edge, we have =6 � 1 and the identity Z2 = (=2
6 − 1) sin2(@0) '

=2
6<

2c2/#2, we can rewrite ^< in Eq. 2.39 as

^< ∼
2<2c22

Z2#30
. (2.40)

Here, we replicated the linewidth scaling <2/#3 as shown in Ref. [12].

2.3 The transfer matrix model with atoms in the story
Singe atom transfer matrix
In the previous section, we have presented the transfer matrix model for 1D infinite
and finite PCWs. In this section, we will incorporate atoms into the transfer matrix
model. Here, we neglect the quantum nature of the atom but only treated it as a
narrow band lossy scatterer. For this reason, the transfer matrix theory here will be
only valid for the low saturation limit.

Under the low saturation limit, we approximate a single atom as an narrow-band
delta-function scatterer. The transfer matrix is very similar to MX and can be
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expressed as

M0 [Z0] =
[
1 + 8Z0 8Z0

−8Z0 1 − 8Z0

]
, (2.41)

with Z0 ≡ −8 AC . The reflection coefficient A for an atom is given in Ref. [38] as

A = − W1D
W1D + Γ′

1
1 − 28Δ�/(W1D + Γ′)

, (2.42)

where Δ� = l − l�, W1D =
f0

2�effΓ0 is the decay rate into the 1D unstructured
waveguide mode (without slow-light or cavity enhancement) with �eff being the
effective mode area and f0 = 3_2

0/2c being the atom’s radiative cross-section. Here
we use the lower case W1D to differentiate it from slow-light and cavity enhanced Γ1D.
Γ′ represents the decay rate into all other channels. Together with the continuity
equation C = 1 + A , Z0 can be written as

Z0 = 8
W1D
Γ′

1
1 − 28Δ�/Γ′

. (2.43)

Recall that energy conservation requires Z being a real number. The Z0 of an atom
is a complex number suggests an atom is a lossy narrow-band scatterer centered at
l� with a Lorentzian linewidth Γ′.

Singe atom inside 1D infinite scatterer array

Figure 2.5: (a) Sketch of an infinite scatterer array with single atom (indicated
with green dots) inside one unit cell. The distance G is measured from the edge of
left-hand side unit cell (G < 0 if inside the left-hand side unit cell). Note that the
atom is a ‘lossy’ scatterer with decay rate Γ′ to all other channels.

For a single atom inside an infinite structure with position x in the cell (−0/2 ≤
G < 0/2) as illustrated in Fig. 2.5 (a), the total transfer matrix can be symbolically
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written as

"∞,atom = ...Mcell︸  ︷︷  ︸
∞ unit cell

L[−G]M0 [Z]L[G] Mcell...︸  ︷︷  ︸
∞ unit cell

= ...OO−1McellOO−1︸                   ︷︷                   ︸
∞ unit cell

L[−G]M0 [Z]L[G] OO−1McellOO−1...︸                   ︷︷                   ︸
∞ unit cell

= Λ∞O−1L[−G]M0 [Z]L[G]OΛ∞.

(2.44)

From this expression, we see the atom inside the infinite PCW behaves like a
‘dressed’ atom in the Bloch @-space. The effective transfer matrix for the ‘dressed’
atom is

M0,eff [G] = O−1L[−G]Ma [Z]L[G]O
= L[−;eff(G)]M0 [Zeff(G)]L[;eff(G)],

(2.45)

where we defined

Zeff(G) = Z0
1 + 2 5 cos 2:G + 5 2

|1 − 5 2 |
, (2.46)

;eff(G) = G −
1

2:
arg

(
1 + 5 428:G

1 + 5 4−28:G

)
. (2.47)

Fig. 2.6 shows the plot of :;eff for lower (a) and upper band (b). When atom is
located near the Bloch mode intensity maximum, :;eff can be well approximated as
:;eff ∼ 0 for near upper band-edge and c/2 near the lower band-edge.

Figure 2.6: The effective length ;eff as a function of G for lower (a) and upper band
(b). Here : (;eff/c is plotted vs. :G/c for =6 = 10 (or equivalently 5 = −0.905) for
lower band and =6 = −10 (or equivalently 5 = 0.905) for upper band. The Bloch
mode intensity maximum positions are indicated with gray vertical dashed lines.

To see the physics meaning of Zeff, we rewrite Zeff with Eq. 2.22 and Eq. 2.23 and
we get

Zeff(G)
Z0

= |=6 | × |�@ (G) |2 (2.48)
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This ratio can be absorbed into the definition of a spatial dependent enhanced
coupling rate Γ1D(G)

Γ1D(G) = W1D × |=6 | × |�@ (G) |2 (2.49)

This new expression for coupling rate is very intuitive and self-explained. It suggests
the enhancement of coupling rate due to 1D infinite photonic crystal is the product
of the group index and the normalized Bloch mode intensity at the position of atom.
Typically, in the nano-fiber experiments[66, 191], W1D/Γ′ ∼ 0.05 when probing on
resonance (Δ = 0). In order to achieve Γ1D/Γ′ ∼ 1 at the peak intensity of Bloch
mode, the PCW group index =6 should be ∼ 10.

We further calculate the transmission spectrum of the effective atom as

) (Δ) =
���� 1
1 − 8Zeff

����2 = Γ′2 + 4Δ2

Γtot(G)2 + 4Δ2

= 1 −
(
1 − Γ′2

Γtot(G)2

)
︸            ︷︷            ︸

depth

1
1 + 4Δ2/Γtot(G)2︸                ︷︷                ︸

width

,
(2.50)

where we defined the total decay rate Γtot(G) = Γ1D(G) + Γ′.

Figure 2.7: Example of power transmission of a single atom inside infinite 1D
scatterer array with Γ1D = Γ′.

Single atom inside 1D finite scatterer array
Now, let’s consider a single atom inside a unit cell of a finite scatterer array with #1

cell on the left side and #2 cell on the right side (#1 + #2 = #). The atom position
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G is defined as in the previous section with −0/2 ≤ G < 0/2. The total matrix can
be written as

M#,atom =M#2L[−G]M0 [Z]L[G]M#1

= OΛ#2O−1L[−G]M0 [Z]L[G]OΛ#1O−1

= OΛ#2L[−;eff(G)]M0 [Zeff(G)]L[;eff(G)]Λ#1O−1.

(2.51)

We can extract the new transmission coefficient with atom from the matrix element
"22, and divided by the transmission coefficientwithout atom, we get the normalized
transmission as

C#,0C><

C#
=

1
1 − 8Zeff� (#1, G)

(2.52)

where
� (#1, G) =

(1 + 5 428q1) (1 + 5 428q2)
1 − 5 2428#@0 , (2.53)

where q1 = #1@0 + :;eff(G) and q2 = #@0 − q1 = #2@0 − :;eff(G).

To see the physical meaning of � (#1, G), consider @ is on the power transmission
resonances as shown in Fig. 2.4 and @ = @< = (1 −</#)c/0 (Eq. 2.34) with index
< refer to the <th resonance from the band-edge. For simplicity, we also assume
that the atom locates in the intensity maximum position (G = 0) for the upper band.
In this case, �+(#1, G) can be simplified as

�<,+(#1, G = 0) =
(1 + 5 )2 − 4 5 cos2(< #1

#
c)

1 − 5 2 , (2.54)

where the ‘+’ sign represents the upper band. The maximum of �<,+(#1, G = 0) can
be calculated as

�<,+,max(G = 0) = 1 + 5
1 − 5 . (2.55)

This agrees with the expression for cavity intensity maximum expression with
' = 5 2 and suggests that � (#1, G = 0) is the intensity profile of the cavity mode.
It is worth noting that the maximum value �<,+,max(G = 0) is different for different
resonances as 5 is also a function of @< from Eq. 2.22 and Eq. 2.36. For the case
=6 � 1, we can simplify Eq. 2.55 as

�<,+,max(G = 0) ' 2|=6,< | '
2Z#
<c

. (2.56)

Fig. 2.8 shows the plot of �<,+(#1, G = 0) vs. #1 for first three resonances with
Z = 0.2 and # = 150 with the gray dashed indicating the approximated maximum
2|=6,< |. The parameters are chosen so that the group velocity at first resonance
|=6,1 | = Z#/c ∼ 10 which is close to the setting of the APCW [68, 86].
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Figure 2.8: A plot of �<,+(#1, G = 0) vs. #1 for first three resonances with Z = 0.2
and # = 150. The gray dashed lines are calculated with the approximated maximum
2|=6,< | for < = 1, 2, 3.

Similar to the definition of Γ1D in Eq. 2.49, the term � (#1, G) in Eq. 2.52 can also
be absorbed into the definition of Γ1� and we define

Γ1D,# (#1, G) = W1D × |=6 | × |�@ (G) |2 × � (#1, G) . (2.57)

We see from this new definition Γ1D,# that the overall coupling rate to the 1D
finite PCW is the product of slow-light enhancement, Bloch mode profile and cavity
enhancement. For a finite structure with Z = 0.2, # = 150 and assuming the
coupling rate to unstructured waveguide is W1D/Γ′ ' 0.05, the maximum Γ1D,# is
achieved at Γ1D,#=150(#1 = 75, G = 0)/Γ′ ' 18.2 for the lower band first resonance.
This requires the lower band first resonance is aligned to atom transition and the
atom is placed at the centered of the cavity profile and the peak intensity of Bloch
mode.

Now let’s see how the coupling rate Γ1D,# scales with the total unit cell number # .
Near the band-edge, using the fact that |=6,< | ' #Z/<c (Eq. 2.36), �< (#1, G) '
2|=6,< | ' 2#Z/<c and |�@ (G) |2 ' 2, Eq. 2.57 can be written as

Γ1D,#,<,max ' 4W1D
(
Z#

<c

)2
. (2.58)

And the Purcell factor can be written as

%1D,#,<,max ≡
Γ1D,#,<,max

Γ0
=

3_2
0

c�eff

(
Z#

<c

)2
. (2.59)
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Recall that in conventional cavity QED, the Purcell factor in a cavity with quality &
and mode volume +m is defined as

%cav =
3&
4c2

_3
0

+m
. (2.60)

Similarly, we can define the quality&< for <-th resonance as&< = l</^< with ^<
defined in Eq. 2.40 and mode volume +m = �eff#0, we can rewrite Eq. 2.59 as

%1D,#,<,max =
3&<
c2

_3
0

+m
= 4%cav. (2.61)

Here the factor of 4 difference should be gone if averaging over Bloch mode and
averaging over the cavity profile.

Finally, it worth noting that away from resonances, � (#1, G) is generally a complex
function. This will result in asymmetric transmission spectrum with respect to
detuning Δ� (as shown later in Fig. 2.11). The physical meaning of the asymmetry
will be addressed later in the sections with Green’s function approach.

Summary of transfer matrix model
In this section, we have shown the transfer matrix model to understand the basic
properties of photonic crystal and atom-light interactions. We have shown that
the photonic band in infinite PCW is equivalent to free-space in Bloch space with
a modified group index that diverges at the band-edge. For finite PCW, we have
shown that it is equivalent to a Fabry-Perot cavity with two effective mirrors in the
Bloch space. As a result, the single atom-light interaction near the band-edge of a
infinite PCW is enhanced by the group index (the Bloch mode which contributes
at most a factor of 2). For finite structure, the enhancement is broke down into the
product of cavity enhancement and the group velocity enhancement.

Despite our analysis is for only a single atom, extensions can be easily made to
multiple atoms by inserting more atom transfer matrix into the structure. As the
single atom can be viewed as a lossy scatter, the transfer matrix model we presented
here can also provide some insights for purely atom arrays, e.g. PCWs formed by
atoms [12].

However, there are several limitations in the transfer matrix model. First, it is a 1D
model and extensions to 2D or 3Dwill be challenging. Second, it is typically hard to
gain physical insight from the total product of transfer matrices. Another limitation
of the transfer matrix model is the assumption of low saturation limit, which does
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not incorporate the “quantumness” of an atom. For a more rigorous analysis, we
turn to the Green’s function approach of atom-light interactions in complex optical
structures. We will see that within the Green’s function approach, the information
of complex optical structures is encoded in the Green’s function and the interactions
between atom-atom and atom-light are more explicit.

2.4 The Green’s function in classical electromagnetic theory
In this section, we will present the Green’s function approach to the atom-light
interaction in nanophotonics which provides a rigorous and quantitative framework
to describe atom-nanophotonic interfaces. This is based on a series of works
developed by Welsch and colleagues [30, 31, 74] and extended more explicitly
to quasi-1D systems by Ana Asenjo-Garcia and Jonathon Hood in Ref. [11] and
Ref. [88]. As Jonathon Hood already gave a very nice description to this topic in
his thesis [88], here we follow his thesis and give a relative short introduction for
completeness.

The Green’s function in electromagnetic wave equation
Before introducing the Green’s function approach of the quantum theory, we would
like to have a quick review of the Green’s function in the classical electromagnetic
theory. We start our discussion from the Maxwell’s wave equation in the frequency
domain [137] (i.e. E(r, C) = Re

[
E(r, l)4−8lC

]
), namely

∇ × ∇ × E(r, l) − l
2

22 n (r, l)E(r, l) = 8`0lJ 5 (r, l). (2.62)

Here n (r, l) is medium relative permittivity, allowed to be position and frequency
dependent. For simplicity, we have assumed the material is non-magnetic `(r, l) =
1 and has no free charge d 5 (r) = 0, which is typically case for dielectric optical
structures. Here the right hand side J 5 (r, l) is the free current density that excites
the electromagnetic wave and is related to the oscillating polarization density by
J 5 (r, C) = 3

3C
P(r, C), or J 5 (r, l) = −8lP(r, l) in the frequency domain. The wave

equation can then be written in terms of oscillating polarization density as

∇ × ∇ × E(r, l) − l
2

22 n (r, l)E(r, l) = `0l
2P(r, l). (2.63)

In electromagnetic theory, the Green’s function is defined by the electric field E at
position r generated by a radiating electric dipole p located at position r′ as

E(r) = `0l
2G(r, r′;l) · p. (2.64)
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Here G(r, r′) is a tensor quantity due to possible polarizations (e.g. x,y,z) of the
field at r and possible source orientations (e.g. x,y,z). Replacing the polarization
density P(r, l) with a point dipole source pX(r − r′), we get the equation for the
Green’s function G(r, r′;l) (in the frequency domain) as

∇ × ∇ ×G(r, r′;l) − l
2

22 n (r, l)G(r, r
′;l) =

↔
I X(r − r′). (2.65)

With the Green’s function satisfies Eq. 2.65, the electric field for an arbitrary po-
larization source can then be obtained by integrating the Green’s function over the
polarization density, in the form of Dyson’s equation

E(r, l) = E0(r, l) + `0l
2
∫

33r′G(r, r′, l)P(r′;l), (2.66)

with E0(r, l) being the homogeneous solution without sources.

It is generally hard to find the explicit solution of the Green’s function to Eq. 2.65
for complex optical structures. However, analytic solutions do exist for a few simple
cases. First, for the scalar Green function in free-space (in this case the Maxwell
wave equation becomes Helmholtz equation in wave optics)[

∇2 + l
2

22

]
�0(r, r′) = −X(r − r′). (2.67)

In this case, the Green’s function solution of this scalar wave equation is [98]

�0(r, r′;l) =
1

4c
48: |r−r′ |

|r − r′| . (2.68)

In physics, this corresponds to a spherical wave propagating out of the source. From
the scalar Green’s function �0(r, r′;l), the 3D tensor Green’s function is given as

G0(r, r′;l) =
[
↔
I + 2

2

l2∇∇
]
�0(r, r′;l). (2.69)

For the case when dielectric material is presented, if the structure’s electric field
eigenmodes are already given, we can then construct the Green’s function from its
eigenmodes1 [162]

G(r, r′, l) = 22

n (r′, l)
∑
=

1
l2
= − l2

E= (r) ⊗ E∗= (r′), (2.72)

1This can be very generically proved and here we show a simple proof for 1D scalar Green’s
function. The Green function for a generic eigenvalue function takes the form

[L − _]� (G, G ′) = X(G, G ′). (2.70)

Assume we know the orthogonal eigenfunction basis q= (G) with eigenvalues _=, that is, Lq= (G) =
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where E= (r) is the eigenmode of the system with index =.

For complex optical dielectric structures, numericalmethods such as finite-difference
time domain (FDTD) simulations [126, 137] can be used to solve the Green’s func-
tion. This is performed by simulating the electric field pattern from a point dipole
source placed inside the optical structure, as will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

Despite the difficulty of solving Eq. 2.65 analytically for complex structures, a few
important identities with the Green’s function can be made based on arguments from
the general physics. First, a system with Lorentz reciprocity requires

G) (r, r′;l) = G(r′, r;l), (2.73)

with ) stands for transpose. Physically, the Lorentz reciprocity states if one inter-
changes the points where the current is placed and where the field is measured, the
resulting electric field is unchanged. Second, to maintain a real Green’s function
G(r, r′, g) in the time domain requires that

G∗(r, r′;l) = G(r, r′;−l). (2.74)

These identities will be useful in the derivations associated with the Green’s func-
tions.

Finally, it can be shown that the power radiating from the point dipole is related to
the imaginary part of the self-Green’s function G(r′, r′;l). Recall that in classical
electromagnetic theory, the radiation power can be calculated by performing a
surface integral of the normal component of the Poynting vector over a surface
surrounding the oscillating dipole [98, 137]

%rad =

∫
m+

〈S〉 · n30 = −1
2

∫
+

Re[j∗ · E]3+, (2.75)

_=q= (G). Assuming the Green’s function can be expand with the eigenfunction basis as � (G, G ′) =∑
= 6= (G ′)q= (G), with the coefficient 6= (G ′) to be solved. On the right hand side of Eq. 2.70, the

X-function also be expanded with the eigenfunction basis as X(G, G ′) = ∑
= 3= (G ′)q= (G) with the

coefficient 3= (G ′) =
∫
3Gq∗= (G)X(G − G ′) = q∗= (G ′). Plug these eigenvector expansions into Eq. 2.70,

we can solve for 6= (G ′) as 6= (G ′) = 1
_=−_q

∗
= (G ′), and the Green’s function as

� (G, G ′) =
∑
=

1
_= − _

q∗= (G ′)q= (G). (2.71)

Eq. 2.70 can be mapped to the wave equation by L → 1
n (r,l)∇ × ∇×, _ →

l2

22 and X(G − G ′) →
1

n (r,l)
↔
I X(r − r′).
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where 〈S〉 = 1
2Re[E×H∗] is the time average of the Poynting vector. With j(r, l) =

−8lpX(r − r′) and E(r, l) = `0l
2G(r, r′;l) · p, we rewrite the radiation power in

terms of the Green’s function as

%rad =
l3 |p|2
2n022 n̂? · Im[G(r′, r′;l)] · n̂? . (2.76)

with n̂? being the unit vector of the dipole, p = |p|n̂? and we assumed n̂? is real, e.g.
for a linear dipole moment. We will see later in the quantum theory of the Green’s
functions that the decay rate of an atom is also proportional to the imaginary part
of its self-Green’s function. This is because the atom, in the classical limit, can be
approximated as an oscillating point dipole.

Examples of the Green’s function in quasi-1D systems
As mentioned in the previous section, it is generally hard to find analytic solutions
of the Green’s function in Eq. 2.65 with the presence of complex dielectric struc-
tures. However, for simple structures in 1D or quasi-1D system, analytic forms of
the Green’s function can be derived or approximately evaluated. To simplify our
discussion, we assume the polarization and dipole source are in the same transverse
direction to replace the tensor Green’s function with a scalar Green’s function.

From the 1D wave equation, Eq. 2.65 can be simplified as[
32

3G2 + :
2n (G)

]
� (G, G′;l) = −X(G − G′), (2.77)

with wavevector : = l/2. Here we assumed the electric field is linearly polarized in
the transverse direction which allows us to reduce the Green’s function tensor into a
scalar. For free-space with n (G) = 1, the solution of the Green’s function of the 1D
wave equation is

�0,1D(G, G′;l) =
8

2:
48: |G−G

′ | . (2.78)

From this 1D free-space Green’s function, one can simply find the 1D uniform
waveguide Green’s function with n (G) = =2

�wg,1D(G, G′;l) =
8

2:
2

E6
48: |G−G

′ | . (2.79)

with E6 = 2/= being the group velocity.

We can further derive the Green’s function for a 1D Fabry-Perot cavity by employing
theWronskianwith the 1D free-space Green’s function as shown in JonathonHood’s
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thesis [88]

�cav(G, G′;l) =
8

2:
1

1 − A!A'428:!

×
[
48: |G−G

′ | + A!48: (!+G+G
′) + A'48: (!−(G+G

′)) + A'A!48: (2!−|G−G
′ |)
]
.

(2.80)

Here ! is the cavity length and A' (A!) is reflection coefficient of the right (left)
mirror. As a sanity check, we find � (G, G′;l) = � (G′, G;l) and the Green’s
function becomes that of free-space when the reflection coefficients become zero.
For a symmetric cavity with A! = A' = A, Eq. 2.80 can be simplified as

�1D,cav(G, G′;l) = �0,1D(G, G′;l)
(1 + A48: (!−|G−G ′ |+G+G ′)) (1 + A48: (!−|G−G ′ |−(G+G ′)))

1 − A2428:!

= �0,1D(G, G′;l) +
8

2:
2A48:!

1 − A48:!
cos :G cos :G′

+ 8

2:
2A48:!

1 + A48:!
sin :G sin :G′.

(2.81)

We can further simplify this expression for high finesse cavity (|A | ≈ 1) with
probe frequency close to resonances. For example, for the odd modes resonance
(:2! = <c, with < = 1, 3, 5...), we have (1 + A)−1 � (1 − A)−1 (assuming A < 0
which is typically the case for reflective mirrors) and we can further neglect the first
and the third terms in Eq. 2.81. This leads to the cavity Green’s function near <-th
odd resonances2 as

�1D,cav(G, G′;l) ≈
8

2:
2A48:!

1 − A48:!
cos :G cos :G′

≈ 82

<c

1
^/2 + 8Δ2

cos :G cos :G′,
(2.82)

where Δ2 is the detuning to the cavity resonance, Δ2 = l − l2 and we have used
the relation for the cavity linewidth ^ ≈ 22

!
1+A
|A | . Note that the peak value of Green’s

function scales with 1/< which is consistent with Eq. 2.56 in the transfer matrix
model.

2For even modes, we have the sin :G sin :G ′ term dominant. The reason we have two different
expressions for odd and even modes is simply due to the choice of origin where we set G = 0
corresponds to the cavity center, to be consistent with the choice in the transfer matrix model. In
fact, if we choose the left mirror position as G = 0, both even and odd resonances are dominant with
cos :G cos :G ′ term.
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Besides, the self-Green’s function at the cavity center can be found with G = G′ in
Eq. 2.81

�1D,cav(G′, G′;l) =
8

2:
(1 + A48: (!+2G ′)) (1 + A48: (!−2G ′))

1 − A2428:!

= �0,1D(G′, G′;l)� (G′),
(2.83)

with
� (G) ≡ (1 + A4

8: (!+2G)) (1 + A48: (!−2G))
1 − A2428:! . (2.84)

We can see � (G) is mathematically very similar to the � (#1, G) defined in Eq. 2.53
in the previous section and it is related to the Finesse of the cavity. To see this,
consider a special case with G = G′ = 0 and :! = c (on resonance)

� (0) = 1 − A
1 + A ≈

2
1 + A ≈

4F
c

(2.85)

where F = c('1'2)1/4/(1 −
√
'1'2) is the finesse of the Fabry-Perot cavity.

Next, for the infinite 1D PCW, since we already know the eigenmode is Bloch mode
with Bloch index @, we can write down the Green’s function explicitly using Eq. 2.72

�pcw,1D(G, G′, l) =
∫ c/0

0
3@

222

l2
@ − l2

�@ (G)�∗@ (G′). (2.86)

From the transfer matrix model in the previous section, we have derived the Bloch
mode electric field �@ (G) (Eq. 2.23). One can in principle insert Eq. 2.23 into
Eq. 2.86 and use the dispersion relation (Eq. 2.11) to work out the integral. Since
we are interested in the atom-light interaction near the band-edge, the Green’s
function near the band-edge can be approximately given as

�pcw,1D,+(G, G′;l) ≈
8

:

2

E6
48(:−

c
0
) |G−G ′ | cos

(c
0
G

)
cos

(c
0
G′

)
. (2.87)

for the upper band-edge (l ' l+), with : ≈ c/0 with the group velocity E6 = 3l
3@

and
�pcw,1D,gap(G, G′;l) ≈

1
:

2

E6
4−@im |G−G

′ | cos
(c
0
G

)
cos

(c
0
G′

)
. (2.88)

for the bandgap (near upper band-edge) with the imaginary Bloch vector @im defined
in Eq. 2.15. The lower band-edge can be similarly given by replace the cos(:+G)
term with sin(:−G) term as shown in Eq. 2.25.

For finite PCWs, Ana Asenjo-Garcia shows (in an unpublished note) that the self-
Green’s function close to transmission resonance can be modelled as the cavity
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Green’s functions in the Bloch-space with linewidth given in Eq. 2.40. This ob-
servation is consistent with the result predicted by the transfer matrix model as in
Eq. 2.57.

Finally, to connect to 3DGreen’s function, we would like to point out the 3DGreen’s
function for quasi-1D systems such as nano-fiber or waveguides can be approximated
as a product of the 1DGreen’s function with a geometric area factor. As an example,
the 3D Green’s function for a uniform waveguide is given as (see Jonathon Hood’s
thesis [88] for detailed derivations)

�wg(r, r′;l) =
8

2:
2

E6

1
�k
48: |G−G

′ |, (2.89)

where E6 is the group velocity and �: is the effective mode area in the transverse
direction, defined as

�: =

∫
B
3r2n (r) |E: (r) |2

max[n (r) |Ek(r) |2]
. (2.90)

Similarly, for 3D Fabry-Perot cavity with transverse mode area �, the 3D Green’s
function near resonance is given as

�cav,3D(r, r′;l) ≈
82

:!

1
�

1
^/2 + 8Δ2

cos :G cos :G′. (2.91)

2.5 The quantum theory of atom-light interaction with Green’s functions
In the previous sections, we have introduced the Green’s function in the classical
electrodynamics. In this section, we will see the Green’s function is a suitable tool to
describe the quantum atom-light interaction with the presence of complex dielectric
materials.

To describe the quantum atom-light interaction, we first write down the system’s
total Hamiltonian as

�̂ = �̂� + �̂� + �̂int, (2.92)

where �̂� , �̂� and �̂�� represents the Hamiltonian for the light field, the Hamilto-
nian for the atom and Hamiltonian of atom-light interaction.

For the field Hamiltonian ��, recall that in the canonical quantization technique, the
field is expressed in terms of a set of eigenmodes of the system, with corresponding
creation and annihilation operators 0† and 0. However, the quantization of field here
is not straightforward as there is no simple eigenmode decomposition for complex
dielectric structure. Further, the presence of material dispersion and loss can break
the conservation of commutation relations for the field operators. From a series of
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work byWelsch and colleagues [30, 31, 74] it turns out the Green’s function provides
a suitable framework for the quantization of field with the presence of complex
structures. The detailed quantization of electric field within the Green’s function
language is described in Refs. [30, 88] and for simplicity, we only summarize the
main results here. Within this Green’s function quantization framework, the field
Hamiltonian takes the form

�� =

∫
33r

∫ ∞

0
3lf̂†(r, l)f̂ (r, l). (2.93)

Here, the field creation and annihilation operators f̂ is associate with the degrees of
freedom of local material polarization noise and is related to the electric field Ê(r)
by

Ê(r, l) = 8`0l
2
√

~n0
c

∫
3r′

√
Im[n (r′, l)]G(r, r′;l) · f̂ (r′, l) + h.c.

= Ê+(r, l) + Ê−(r, l).
(2.94)

Here Ê(r, l) is the electric field frequency component and is related to the total
electric field by Ê(r) =

∫
3lÊ(r, l). The presence of Im[n (r, l)] in the expression

indicates the material dissipation which is a result of fluctuation-dissipation theorem
[30]. The commutation relations for f̂ are defined as

[ 5̂: (r, l), 5̂ †: (r
′, l′)] = X:: ′X(l − l′)X(r − r′), (2.95)

[ 5̂: (r, l), 5̂: ′ (r′, l′)] = 0. (2.96)

With the definitions of field operators above, the last two Hamiltonians �� and ���

are straightforward to work out. For atomic part, �� (assuming single atom) is
expressed as

�� =
1
2
~l� ( |4〉 〈4 | − |6〉 〈6 |) =

1
2
~l�f̂I, (2.97)

with |6〉 and |4〉 represents the two level atom’s ground state and excited state with
energy separation ~l�. And the interaction Hamiltonian �AF is given as

��� = −Ê(r) · d̂ = −Ê(r) · (df̂ + d∗f̂†), (2.98)

where d̂ is the dipole operator of the atom d̂ = 4r̂ and we have projected the dipole
operator d̂ onto the atom states with the dipole matrix elements d = 〈6 | d̂ |4〉,
d∗ = 〈6 | d̂ |4〉 and the Pauli spin operators f̂ = |6〉 〈4 | and f̂† = |4〉 〈6 |.
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With the system’s Hamiltonian defined, we can now calculate the evolution of the
light field and the # identical two-level atoms from the Heisenberg equation

¤̂
$ =

1
8~
[$̂, �] . (2.99)

The equations for the atomic operators are

¤̂f9 = −8l�f̂9 −
8

~
f̂I
9
Ê(r 9 ) · d, (2.100)

¤̂fI
9
=

28
~
f̂
†
9
Ê(r 9 ) · d + h.c., (2.101)

for the 9-th atom at position r 9 . And the equation for the field operator is

¤̂f (r, l) = −8lf̂ (r, l) + l
2

22

√
Im[n (r, l)]

cn0~

#∑
9=1

d̂ 9 ·G∗(r, r 9 ;l). (2.102)

We can formally integrate the field operator equation and insert it into Eq. 2.94 to find
the electric field. As already shown in Ref. [88], after some algebraic manipulation
and performing theMarkov’s approximation (which assumes the response of the light
field is much faster than the atomic evolution), we finally arrive at the expression
for the electric field operator

Ê+(r) = Ê+0 (r) + `0l
2
�

#∑
9=1

G(r, r 9 ;l�) · df̂9 . (2.103)

Here Ê+0 (r) denotes the electric field without atoms, for example, due to the probe
light. The physics picture behind this expression is very intuitive: the total field is
the sum of the homogeneous field solution of the structure without atom plus the
field radiated by the atoms. This suggests the exiting quantum field of the complex
optical structure is completely described in terms of the correlations of atoms and
input field, while the interactions within the complex optical structure is encoded
in the Green’s function. It can be viewed as a generalization of the classic input-
output equations developed within cavity QED settings [64] to arbitrary dielectric
environments.

By inserting the expression of electric field (Eq. 2.103) into theHeisenberg equations
for atoms (E) and applying the rotating wave approximation by neglecting counter-
rotating terms, we get the equations of the atomic operators with the drive from the
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input field Ê+0 (r) (in the rotating frame)

¤̂f9 = −8Δ�f̂9 −
8`0l

2
�

~
f̂I
9

#∑
8=1

f̂8d∗ ·G(r 9 , r8;l�) · d − 8Ω̂ 9 f̂
I
9
, (2.104)

¤̂fI
9
=

28`0l
2
�

~
f̂
†
9

#∑
8=1

f̂8d∗ ·G(r 9 , r8;l�) · d + 28Ω̂ 9 f̂
†
9
+ h.c., (2.105)

with Δ� = l − l� and the driving term Ω̂ 9 = d · Ê+0 (r 9 )/~ .

The equations above are essentially nonlinear with presence of the product of atomic
operators, e.g. f̂I

9
f̂8. To simplify our discussion, we linearize the equations above

by considering the case under low saturation limit where atoms mostly stay in the
ground state, that is, 〈fI〉 ≈ −1. In this case, the linearized equation of motion is

¤̂f9 = −8Δ�f̂9 +
8`0l

2
�

~

#∑
8=1

f̂8d∗ ·G(r 9 , r8, l�) · d + 8Ω̂ 9

= −8Δ�f̂9 + 8
#∑
8=1

68 9 f̂8 + 8Ω̂ 9 ,

(2.106)

with 68 9 = �8 9 + 8
Γ8 9

2 and the spin-exchange rate �8 9 and the decay rate defined as

�8 9 =
`0l

2
�

~
d∗ · ReG(r8, r 9 ;l�) · d, (2.107)

Γ8 9 =
2`0l

2
�

~
d∗ · ImG(r8, r 9 ;l�) · d. (2.108)

Specifically, for the case 8 = 9 , we have the decay rate of the 9-th atom as

Γ 9 9 =
2`0l

2
�

~
d∗ · ImG(r 9 , r 9 ;l�) · d. (2.109)

For free-space, the imaginary part of the Green’s function is given as3

Im[G0(A, A;l)] =
l

6c2
. (2.110)

Insert this result into Eq. 2.109, we recover the free-space decay rate for a two-level
atom

Γ0 =
`0 |d|2l3

�

3c~2
. (2.111)

3This can be derived by calculating the imaginary part of the electric field of a finite size dipole
at the limit :A → 0, as shown in Jonathon Hood’s thesis [88]. Interestingly, at the limit :A → 0, the
real part of electric field diverges but the imaginary part stays finite.
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Under the low saturation limit, we can further derive an effective atom-atom Hamil-
tonian of the system (non-Hermitian character due to the presence of decay rates)
[65]

�eff/~ = −
∑
9

Δ�f
†
9
f9 −

∑
8, 9

68 9f
†
9
f8 −

∑
9

(
Ω̂ 9f

†
9
+ h.c.

)
. (2.112)

It is clear from this effectiveHamiltonian that the dynamics of atom-light interactions
within nanophotonic structures is described by the atomic state and the input driving
field, while the information of the complex optical structure is encoded inside
spin-exchange and decay rates through the Green’s functions. As the form of
Eq. 2.112 is very similar to the Hamiltonian of quantum spin-1/2 system, the
effective Hamiltonian is also called spin model of atom-light interactions. The
effective Hamiltonian (Eq. 2.112), together with the linearized equations of motion
for f9 (Eq. 2.106) will be the starting point of our discussion in following sections.
It should be pointed out that these results are valid under low saturation limit, and
we will always assume this limit in our following discussion unless otherwise stated.

Steady state response and diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian
From the linearized equation of motion under low saturation limit, we can calculate
the steady state response by setting 〈 ¤̂f9 〉 = 0. This leads to

0 = 8Δ�f9 + 8
#∑
8=1

68 9f8 + 8Ω 9 , (2.113)

where we defined f = 〈f̂〉, Ω = 〈Ω̂〉. The can be written in a compact form as

M2 = −
, (2.114)

where 2 = (f1, ..., f# ), 
 = (Ω1, ...,Ω# ), M = Δ�I + G and G is the matrix
with element 68 9 . The solution can be easily constructed from the eigenvector and
eigenvalues of the matrixM as

2 = −
∑
8

v∗
8
·

_8

v8, (2.115)

with _8 and v8 being the 8-th eigenvalue and eigenvector of matrixM. It is worth not-
ing thatM and G have same eigenvectors and related eigenvalues (shift by constant
Δ�). Thus analyzing the eigenvector and eigenvalue provides direct information of
the system’s steady state response.
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In steady state, the electric field (E+(r) = 〈Ê+(r)〉) at the observation position r>DC
is given as

E+(rout) = E+0 (rout) + `0l
2
�

#∑
9=1

G(rout, r 9 ;l�) · df9 . (2.116)

Assume the input field is excited by a classical dipole source pin at position rin, we
can express E+0 (rout) as

E+0 (rout) = `0l
2G(rout, rin;l) · pin. (2.117)

Similarly, Ω 9 can be written as

Ω 9 =
1
~

d · E+0 (rj) =
`0l

2

~
d ·G(r 9 , rin;l) · pin. (2.118)

Plug this into f9 , we get

f9 = −
∑
8

∑
:

E∗
8:
Ω:

_8
E8 9

= −`0l
2

~
E∗
8:
E8 9

_8
d ·G(r: , rin;l) · pin,

(2.119)

where in the last step we used Einstein summation rule to sum over repeated indices.
Plug Eq. 2.117 and Eq. 2.119 into Eq. 2.116, we get

E+(rout) = `0l
2G(rout, rin;l) · pin

−
`2

0l
2l2

�
|d|2

~
E∗
8:
E8 9

_8
G(rout, r 9 ;l�)G(r: , rin;l) · pin.

(2.120)

We can define an effective Green’s function of the system that relates the input dipole
source to the observed field, that is

E+(rout) = `0l
2Geff(rout, rin;l) · pin, (2.121)

and the effective Green’s function is

Geff(rout, rin;l) = G(rout, rin;l)

−
`0l

2
�
|d|2

~
E∗
8:
E8 9

_8
G(rout, r 9 ;l�)G(r: , rin;l),

(2.122)

where we used Einstein summation rule to sum over repeated index. This effective
Green’s function can be used to calculate light scattering of atoms within an optical
structure, given the structure’s original Green’s function without the atom is known.
For example in the 1D or quasi-1D, this expression can be used to calculate the
transmission and reflection, as shown in next section.
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2.6 Atom-light interaction in quasi-1D systems with Green’s functions
In the previous section, we presented the Green’s function approach of atom-light
interaction with the presence of complex optical structures. In this section, we apply
this approach to specific 1D or quasi-1D systems. The material here is largely based
on Ref. [11].

Unstructured waveguides
First, let’s consider the simplest case, the unstructured waveguide. We have already
shown the 3D Green’s function for a quasi-1D waveguide in Eq. 2.89. Thus, the
spin-exchange and decay rate for the unstructured waveguide4 is written as

�wg,8 9 = −
Γ1D,wg

2
sin :

��G8 − G 9 ��, (2.123)

Γwg,8 9 = Γ1D,wg cos :
��G8 − G 9 ��, (2.124)

where Γ1D,wg = 1
2Γ0

2
E6

f0
�:

equals to Γwg, 9 9 with G8 = G 9 . The definition of Γ1D,wg here
is consistent with previous definition of Γ1D in the transfer matrix model (Eq. 2.49)
with the Bloch mode profile |� (G) |2 = 1 for the unstructured waveguide case.

Remarkably, the spin-exchange and decay rate is oscillatorywhen varying two atoms’
relative distance 3 =

��G8 − G 9 ��. Specifically, for two atoms with distance 3 = =_/2,
where = is an integer number, the atom-atom interaction is purely dissipative while
when 3 = =_/2 + _/4, the atom-atom interaction is purely coherent, corresponding
to the purely spin-exchange interactions (together with free-space decay). This
unique feature allows engineering the dissipative interactions by carefully tuning the
distance between the emitters. For the case when 3 = =_/2, we have 68 9 = 8Γ1D,wg/2.
As G is of rank one, it only has one nonzero eigenvalue _� = 8#Γ1D,wg/2. The
special collective mode is called “bright mode”, as compared to other # − 1 “dark
modes” which do not couple into the probe light.

Now let’s consider the transmission and reflection coefficient for the unstructured
waveguide. The transmission and reflection coefficient can be derived from the
generalized input-output equation (Eq. 2.103). For general quasi-1D structures (e.g.
waveguides and Fabry-Perot cavities), it was shown in Ref. [11] and [88] that the

4Here we separate the Green’s function as a sum of the free-space Green’s function and the
waveguide Green’s function, that is, Gtot (r, r′;l) = G0 (r, r′;l) + Gwg (r, r′;l). As a result, we
need to add the free-space spin-exchange rate and decay rate to get the total rates, e.g. Γtot = Γ1D+Γ0.
This approximation is valid for quasi-1D systems when the dielectric material does not significantly
change the free-space property of the atom. To further consider the impact of free-space decay
rate, one can replace Γ0 with Γ′ which represents decay rates into all other channels except the 1D
structure.
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normalized transmission (which is defined as the ratio of transmission with atoms
over the transmission without atoms) is directly related to the eigenvalues of the
Green’s-function matrix 68 9 as

C (Δ�)
C0(Δ�)

=

#∏
:=1

Δ� + 8Γ′/2
Δ� + �:,1D + 8(Γ′ + Γk,1D)/2

, (2.125)

where �:,1D and Γk,1D/2 are the real and imaginary part of the :-th eigenvalue
_: = �:,1D + 8Γk,1D/2.

For N atoms with spacing 3 = =_/2, the transmission can be written as (assuming
C0 = 1 for unstructured waveguide)

C (Δ�) =
Δ� + 8Γ′/2

Δ� + 8(Γ′ + #Γ1D)/2
. (2.126)

Compared to the single atom transmission (Eq. 2.50), the # atoms in this “bright
mode” behave like a “superatom” with total decay rate Γtot = Γ′ + #Γ1D,wg. A
classical analog of this “bright mode” corresponds to the case where the radiation
fields into the guided mode from each dipole source are constructively enhanced
due to the dipole array spacing 3 = _/2.

Figure 2.9: (a) Transmission spectra for two atoms with spacing 3 = _/2 (orange)
and 3 = _/4 (blue). (b) 2D map of the transmission spectra as a function of atom
spacing 3 and detuning Δ�. For both figures, we have chosen Γ1D, wg = Γ′.

For other atom spatial configurations, the transmission expression can be com-
plicated. As an example we show the case for two atoms with spacing 3. The
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of G are _± = 8

Γ1D, wg
2 (1 ± 48:3) and v± = 1√

2
(1,±1).

The transmission takes the form

C (Δ�) =
(Δ� + 8Γ′/2)2

[Δ� + 8 Γ
′

2 + 8
Γ1D

2 (1 + 48:3)] [Δ� + 8
Γ′
2 + 8

Γ1D
2 (1 − 48:3)]

. (2.127)
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Figure 2.10: (a) Transmission spectra for # = 20 atoms along an unstructured
waveguide. The blue dashed curve represents an ordered array with atom spacing
3 = _/2. The orange curves show 10 different spectra with 20 atoms randomly
placed along the unstructured waveguide. The black curve represents the non-
interacting limit for # = 20 atoms. (b) The reflection spectra for the same settings
as in (a). In both plots, we have chosen Γ1D, wg = Γ′. Figures adapted from Ref. [11]
with permission.

For large # randomly placed on the waveguide, it was shown in Ref. [11] that the
transmission can be approximated as the transmission of # “noninteracting” atoms
(Γ8 9 = 0, �8 9 = 0 for 8 ≠ 9)

C (Δ�) ≈
(

Δ� + 8Γ′/2
Δ� + 8(Γ′ + Γ1D,wg)/2

)#
. (2.128)

Fig. 2.10 (a) shows 10 examples of the transmission (orange curves) for # = 20
atoms randomly placed along an unstructured waveguide, as compared to the order
array with spacing 3 = _/2 (blue dashed curve) and the “non-interacting” limit
(black curve). Interestingly, unlike the transmission, the reflection for # randomly
placed atoms on unstructured waveguide carries more information about the system,
as shown in the 10 examples (orange curves) in Fig. 2.10 (b). However, the mapping
of reflection spectra to atom positions is not quite clear due to the lack of simple
explicit expression for reflection.

One can further calculate the transmittance and recover the Beer-Lambert law for
light attenuation

) (Δ�) ≈ exp

[
−#ln

Δ2
�
+ (Γ′ + Γ1D,wg)2/4
Δ2
�
+ Γ′2/4

]
≈ exp

[
− OD

1 + (2Δ�/Γ′)2

]
,

(2.129)

where OD = 2#Γ1D,wg/Γ′ is the optical depth and we have assumed Γ1D,wg � Γ′.
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Fabry-Perot cavities
Let’s examine atom-light interactions inside a Fabry-Perot cavity. In the good cavity
limit (|A | ≈ 1) and probe close to resonance (Δ2/ΔFSR � 1), the cavity spin-
exchange and decay rates can be evaluated from the cavity Green’s function given
in Eq. 2.91, namely

�cav,8 9 ≈ −262 Δ2

Δ2
2 + ^2/4

cos :G8 cos :G 9 ≡ �1D,cav cos :G8 cos :G 9 , (2.130)

Γcav,8 9 ≈ 262 ^

Δ2
2 + ^2/4

cos :G8 cos :G 9 ≡ Γ1D,cav cos :G8 cos :G 9 , (2.131)

where 6 =
√
|d|2l/2n0~�! is the atom-cavity coupling rate defined in conventional

cavity QED [154]. Note that the maximum Γ1D,cav,max = 262/^ = %cavΓ′ where %cav
is the Purcell factor for cavity. It is also easy to show the atom-cavity coupling rate
6 is related to the Γ1D,wg in waveguide by Γ1D,wg = 2!62/E6.

From the cavity spin-exchange and decay rate (Eq. 2.130), we can see here when
the probe light is on resonance (Δ2 = 0), �cav,8 9 = 0 and there is only the dissipative
interaction Γcav,8 9 (Δ2 = 0) = 862^−1 cos :G8 cos :G 9 . For detuning away from the
cavity resonance (Δ2 > ^), the spin-exchange rate �cav,8 9 dominates as it scales with
1/Δ2 while the decay rate Γcav,8 9 scales with 1/Δ2

2. Interestingly, the ratio of the
coherent spin-exchange rate to the dissipative rate equals to the ratio of the detuning
Δ2 to linewidth ^, that is �cav,8 9/Γcav,8 9 = Δ2/^.

Figure 2.11: Normalized transmission spectra for single atom at cavity antinode.
(a) For cavity detuning Δ2/^ = −1 (blue curve) and Δ2 = 0 (red curve) with
respect to atomic detuning Δ�. (b) Full 2D map of normalized transmission for
different cavity detuning Δ2 and atomic detuning Δ�. In both plots, we have chosen
Γ1D, cav, max = Γ

′.
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Remarkably, regardless of detuning Δ2, the cavity matrix G is a separable matrix
as 68 9 ∝ cos :G8 cos :G 9 (mathematically a matrix is separable if it can be written as
a tensor product of two vectors). As a result, the matrix G is of rank 1 and it has
only one nonzero eigenvalue _� =

∑
688 = (�1D,cav + 8Γ1D,cav/2)

∑
8 cos2 :G8. The

normalized transmission thus takes the form

C (Δ�)
C0

=
Δ� + 8Γ′/2

Δ� + �1D,cav
∑
9 cos2 :G 9 + 8(Γ′ + Γ1D,cav

∑
9 cos2 :G 9 )/2

. (2.132)

Fig. 2.11 shows the normalized transmission spectra under different cavity detuning
Δ2 and atomic detuning Δ� for a single atom at cavity antinode. Note that the
normalized transmission spectra becomes asymmetric with non-zero spin-exchange
rate.

The “bright mode” here may appear to be very similar to the “bright mode” in
unstructured waveguides when the atom are placed by 3 = =_/2. However, the
difference is there is always one “bright mode” in the cavity, no matter the separation
between the atoms or whether they form an ordered or disordered chain. The
fundamental difference arises from the standing wave nature of the cavity when
close to resonance which eliminate the propagation phase. This physics here is
essentially the same as Dicke’s superradiance which in its original form, requires
atom spacing smaller than the wavelength so that the light propagation phase can be
neglected.

Photonic crystal waveguides
Finally, let’s consider the an infinite PCW. For atomic resonance far away from
the band-edge and bandgap, the photonic crystal is close to a waveguide which
we already investigated in the previous sections. For close to the band-edge (for
simplicity, we consider close to the upper band-edge), the spin-exchange and decay
rates is given as

�pcw,8 9 ≈ −
Γ1D, pcw

2
sin

(
(: − c

0
) |G8 − G 9 |

)
cos

(c
0
G8

)
cos

(c
0
G 9

)
, (2.133)

Γpcw,8 9 ≈ Γ1D, pcw cos
(
(: − c

0
) |G8 − G 9 |

)
cos

(c
0
G8

)
cos

(c
0
G 9

)
. (2.134)

Here the photonic crystal Γ1D, pcw is defined as Γ1D, pcw = Γ0
2
E6

f0
�:

= 2Γ1D, wg,
where the factor of 2 comes from Bloch mode standing wave. As we can see
from Eq. 2.133, the spin-exchange and decay rates are oscillatory with two spacing
frequencies 2c/(: − c/0) and 0/2. For near the upper band-edge, 2c/(: − c/0)
can be much larger than the physical separation of atoms. With atom maximum
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separation 3max � 2c/(: − c/0), the spin-exchange rate can be approximate as

�pcw,8 9 ≈ 0 (2.135)

Γpcw,8 9 ≈ Γ1D, pcw cos
(c
0
G

)
cos

(c
0
G′

)
. (2.136)

This suggests atom-atom interaction near the band-edge of a 1D infinite photonic
crystal is dominant by collective dissipative interaction. As thematrixG is separable
as in cavity case, the eigenmodes consist of only one “bright mode” and # − 1
“dark mode” with the “bright mode” eigenvalue _� = Γ1D, pcw

∑
9 cos2( c

0
G 9 ) and the

normalized transmission as

C (Δ�)
C0

=
Δ� + 8Γ′/2

Δ� + 8(Γ′ + Γ1D,pcw
∑
9 cos2( c

0
G 9 ))/2

. (2.137)

This superradiance behavior in PCW is similar to the one in standing wave cav-
ity. The formation of Bloch mode standing wave near band-edge suppresses the
propagation phase term and atoms at different positions are coupled to the light
field with same phase, leading to constructive superposition of decay field. How-
ever, it is worth noting that the physics origins of the enhancement of atom-light
interactions are different in cavity and PCW. Recall that in the cavity case, the
Γ1D, cav ∝ 62/^ ∝ 1/+^. In order to increase the atom-light coupling rate, one has
to reduce the mode volume + and cavity linewidth simultaneously. This poses a
significant challenge to scale up to multiple cavities and to multiple atoms inside
one cavity. As a contrast, the enhancement of atom-light interaction comes from the
slow light and Γ1D, pcw ∝ E−61 and is independent of device size5. This slow light
enhancement allows one to scale up to multiple devices and to multiple atoms along
PCW.

So far, it seems the physics of atom-light interaction inside the PCW can be either
approximated by a waveguide (when far from band-edge) or a cavity (when close
to the band-edge). This is not true. As we show below, the physics of atom-light
coupling inside a photonic crystal bandgap is completely different from the cavity
or the waveguide. From the Green’s function for the bandgap (Eq. 2.86)

�pcw,gap,8 9 ≈
Γ1D, pcw

2
4−@im |G8−G 9 | cos

(c
0
G8

)
cos

(c
0
G 9

)
(2.138)

Γpcw,gap,8 9 = 0, (2.139)

5In fact, for finite device, the first resonance E6 scales with 1/# as shown in Eq. 2.36. In
principle, one can simply increase the length of device to increase the coupling strength. In practice,
this is typically limited by the material loss which we didn’t consider here.
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of tuning the interaction length by changing the relative
position of the band-edge frequency with respect to atomic transition frequency. (a)
Deep inside the bandgap with short interaction range. (b) Close to the band-edge
with long interaction range.

we can see the atom-atom interactions inside photonic crystal bandgap is purely
coherent with the spatial field decay constant @im. As already shown in the transfer
matrixmodel (Eq. 2.15), @im is a function of the detuning to band-edge. By changing
the detuning to the band-edge, one can tune the interaction range between two atoms
from tightly bonding model to infinite long range interactions [52] as illustrated in
Fig. 2.12. Finally, we notice the matrix G is not a separable matrix. As a result,
there is no single “bright mode”. However, for the case the atomic frequency is
close to the band-edge (but still within the bandgap), @im ' 0 and we can neglect the
exponential term 4−@im |G8−G 9 | term if the maximum separation @im3max ' 0. Given
this approximation, the matrix G is again separable and we recover the single “bright
mode” as in the cavity case.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed two different methods to understand the atom-light
interaction in nanostructures, namely the transfer matrix method and the Green’s
function approach. Each method provides valuable information of about physics
of atom-light interaction in nanostructures, from different perspectives. In the
transfer matrix model, we have presented a series of scaling analysis of atom-
light interaction in the 1D infinite and finite PCW with respect to a variety of
device parameters. More importantly, we broke down the enhancement of atom-
light coupling into a few separate physical origins, namely cavity enhancement and
the group velocity enhancement for the finite PCW. The Green’s function approach
provides a very rigorous framework for describing atom-light interactions and can be
used to study atom-light interactions in 3D complex optical structures. It was shown
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that by tracing out the field operators, the information of complex optical structures
is encoded into dissipative and dispersive interactions between atoms. We also
applied the Green’s function approach explicitly to quasi-1D structures, namely the
waveguide, cavity and PCW and characterized their transmission/reflection spectra.
Importantly, we show the bandgap in PCWs provides a unique frontier to study
atom-atom interactions with tunable interaction range.

We emphasize that the methods we have described here not only apply to atom-light
interactions but can also be applied to other emitters such as quantum dots, NV
centers, rare earth ions and superconducting qubits [123, 124, 134, 206].

While we focus on understanding the basic physics of atom-light interactions in
nanostructures in this chapter, connections to the real world experiment will be
presented in the next chapter.
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C h a p t e r 3

ATOM-LIGHT INTERACTIONS IN NANOSTRUCTURES: A
REAL-LIFE STORY

3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we presented the basic theory of atom-light interaction in
nanophotonic structures. There, for simplicity, we restricted the discussion within
two-level atoms on quasi-1D structures. In real world, the structures are complex
3D structures and the atoms have multiple electronic levels. It is of interest to
see how the simple story can be extended to apply to the real world nanophotonic
structures and atoms. Furthermore, the extra degrees of freedom from both the
nanostructures and atoms may allow us to observe new phenomena not presented in
the 1D two-level atoms scenario. In this chapter, wewill show how the simple theory
in the previous chapter connects to the real world experiment. Most importantly,
we show examples of new exciting opportunities for atom-light interactions on
specially engineered nanophotonic structures that are reachable in experiment in the
near future.

The topics in this chapter are arranged as follows: Wewill first start with an overview
of the general theory photonic crystals and the photonic crystal waveguides (PCWs)
designed and tested within the Caltech Quantum Optics Group (QOG) for atom-
light interaction applications. After that we will give an introduction of electronic
levels in the cesium atom used in our experiment and understand the associated
transition strengths of different transitions. With the understanding of both the
photonic world and the atomic world, we then present the general theory of atom-
light interaction with multi-level atoms on complex nanophotonic structures and the
FDTD numerical simulations of the interaction rates on different photonic crystals.
In the end, we will show the general design principles for guided-mode traps and
review some other potential extensions to the physics described in this chapter.

The materials in this chapter will also serve as an overview of previous experimental
achievements made by generations of the QOG members, for example, Chen-Lung
Hung, Akihisa Goban, Jonathon Hood, Mike Martin, Juan Muniz, Su-Peng Yu,
Andrew McClung, Alex Burgers, Lucas Peng, Jae Lee and many others. Main
references in this chapter are Refs. [33, 40, 66–68, 86, 92, 200, 204] and PhD thesis
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from previous graduated students [69, 88, 130, 146, 171, 202].

3.2 Photonic crystal devices in the real world
In the previous chapter, we introduced some basic concepts of the PCW with 1D
periodic scatter array model. In this section, I will introduce more formally about
the theory of photonic crystals. Specifically, I will go through 1D PCWs and 2D
photonic slabs.

General theory of photonic crystals
The concept of photonic crystals originates from early works by Eli Yablonovitch
[197] and Sajeev John [100] in 1987. In their seminal papers, they suggested that
the materials where the dielectric constant is modulated in a periodic way will affect
the structure and dispersion of their photonic modes. This idea is in analog to the
electron band structure in crystals. In the case of photons, the spatial periodicity of
the dielectric function constitutes a periodic potential, enabling the emergence of
photonic bands and band gaps. To introduce the theory behind photonic crystal, let’s
start our discussion from the Maxwell’s wave equation (Eq. 2.62) in the frequency
domain [137] with E(r, C) = Re

[
E(r)4−8lC

]
LE =

1
n (r) ∇ × ∇ × E(r) = l

2

22 E(r). (3.1)

Note that different fromEq. 2.62, we further assumed there is no free current density,
e.g. J 5 (r) = 0. We also explicitly write the wave equation as a form of an eigenvalue
equation for the operator L = 1

n (r)∇ ×∇× with l
2/22 as the eigenvalue and E(r) as

the eigenfunction1. When n (r) is a periodic function of the spatial coordinate r, we
can apply Bloch’s theorem

E=,k(r) = u=,k(r)48k·r, (3.2)

where k is wavevector and = is the band index. uk(r) are periodic vectorial functions
that satisfy

uk(r + a8) = uk(r), (3.3)

and a8 are the elementary lattice vectors with 8 = 1, 2, 3. Plug the Bloch mode
solution E=,k(r) into Eq. 3.1, one can obtain the dispersion relations l= (k). The
plot of the dispersion relations for all = band within the Brillouin zone is called

1Strictly speaking, the magnetic field H is a better choice as an eigenvalue equation as the L for
electric field can be non-Hermitian, as pointed out in Ref. [99].
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band diagram. Band diagrams are typically projected to a finite range of : vectors
within the Brillouin zone (for example, in 1D −c/0 < : < c/0). Because the
function l= (k) possess the full symmetry of the photonic crystals [99], we only
need to consider the smallest region within the Brillouin zone called the irreducible
Brillouin zones. Further, it can be shown that the band frequencies typically take
extreme values at the edge of the irreducible Brillouin zones (for example : = c/0
in 1D) [111]. As a result, 2D or 3D band diagram are typically plotted along the
path through these high symmetry : points labelled as ‘Γ’, ‘X’, ‘M’, etc., following
the solid state convention. An example of the band diagram for 2D square array
with infinite long dielectric rods is shown in Fig. 3.1. The left panel in Fig. 3.1
shows the contour plots of l(:G , :H) for the lowest band, with the first Brillouin
zone shown as a black square and the irreducible zone shown as a red triangle. The
right panel in Fig. 3.1 shows two different bands that are labelled based on their
mode polarizations along the path Γ − - − " − Γ, as will be explained in detail in
next sections. Band diagrams for more realistic photonic structures for atom-light
interaction applications will be shown in Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.1: Examples of band diagrams for photonic crystals. Here the band
diagrams are calculated for a square array of dielectric columns with A = 0.20 and
n = 8.9. (a) Contour plots of l(:G , :H) for the lowest band. The first Brillouin zone
is shown as a black square, and the irreducible zone is shown as a red triangle. (b)
The blue bands represent TM modes and the red bands represent TE modes. Left
inset: The Brillouin zone, with the irreducible zone shaded light blue. Right inset:
The cross-sectional view of the dielectric structure under study. Figures adapted
from Ref. [99] for illustration purpose.
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Numerical methods for modelling photonic crystals
For complex nanophotonic structures, it is typically hard to solve for theBlochmodes
analytically. While analyticmodels such as the 1D transfermatrixmodel described in
the previous chapter can be used to qualitatively analyze the performance, rigorous
numerical methods are typically required for a precise modelling. In the past,
several numerical methods have been employed inside the QOG to design andmodel
the real photonic devices for atom-photonic purpose. Typically for time domain
simulation or Green’s function calculation, we use finite-difference time-domain
method (FDTD) with the open software Meep [140] developed by the MIT group
and the commercial software Lumerical [126]. For solving photonic crystal band
diagram, we use the eigenmode expansion methods based open software MPB [103]
(also developed by MIT group) and the finite element method based commercial
software COMSOL®[45] .

Generally speaking, a good design of nanophotonic structures for the purpose of
atom-light interactions should fulfill a few main criteria. First, it should be able to
support strong atom-light interactions. For the PCW case, this directly corresponds
to the small effective mode volume and the small group velocity. The small group
velocity is achieved by aligning theCs transitions to the band-edge. Second, it should
be able to support stable optical traps for atoms. A stable trap site for atoms ensures
long interaction time between atom and light which is the basis of many quantum
applications, such as quantum memory. Third, it should be able be fabricated
with sufficient precision to match atomic transitions and the material should be
compatible with atomic operations. Lastly, it should be mechanically stable and
rigid. In the following sections, we will show the design principles behind a variety
of structures developed in the QOG and basic techniques to quantify a good design
vs. a bad design.

Three types of photonic crystal waveguides
As our focus here is atom-light interaction in do nots, there are three different kind
of do nots we have designed for trapping and strong atom-light interactions, namely
the APCW, the SPCW and the 2D photonic crystal slabs.

Fig. 3.2 shows an example of the band diagram for theAPCW.This double nanobeam
structure is designed with corrugated modulations on the outer side of the double
nanobeams and a flat air gap in the center. At first glance, this design is different
from conventional 1D nanobeam do nots with periodic air holes [56]. This is due
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the “small” wavelength difference of the cesium atom’s two main transitions, D1

and D2 lines. To align the bandgap (red area in Fig. 3.2) to the D1 and D2 frequency
difference, will require the size of the air holes in 1D down to < 100 nm, which
is challenging for nano-fabrication [92, 200]. Further the flat air gap in the center
of APCW also helps making a stable guided-mode trap, which will be explained in
detail in Section 3.5.

Figure 3.2: (a) The band diagram for the APCW. Blue curves are bands with even
I symmetry and red curves are bands with odd I symmetry. Solid lines represent
the modes which can be directly excited in the experiment. On the right side
are simulated field profiles for the two TE bands. Figures adapted from Andrew
McClung’s thesis [130] with modifications.

The band diagram in Fig. 3.2 for the APCW has clearly more bands than the one
presented (Fig. 2.2) in the 1D transfer matrix model. As claimed in the previous
section, the number ofmodes is related to the symmetries of the structure under study.
In this case of the APCW, this double-nanobeam structure has two mirror-symmetry
planes (H = 0 and I = 0 for propagating along G axis). These symmetries allow
classify the modes as either even or odd with respect to both types of reflections,
I and H. For example, for a mode with electric field that satisfies E(G, H, I) =
−E(G,−H, I), this mode is said to have even y symmetry (similarly, odd y symmetry
if E(G, H, I) = E(G,−H, I)). Under this definition, there are four different modes for
the APCW structure, namely y-odd-z-odd, y-odd-z-even, y-even-z-odd and y-even-
z-even as shown in Fig. 3.3. Specifically, the y-even-z-odd mode and y-odd-z-even
mode are also called ‘TM-like’ and ‘TE-like’, respectively. They are analog to
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the TE and TM polarization light in free-space, as their polarization are polarized
mostly along z axis (TM) and y axis (TE). This similarity also leads to the fact that
the TE-like and TM-like are easier to be excited by a free-space linear polarized
light input from the end of the do not. For this reason, we will focus the TE-like and
TM-like modes in the rest of our discussion.

Figure 3.3: Example of the mode symmetry of the APCW. Arrows indicate the
direction and magnitude of the electric field vector. The top (bottom) row has even
(odd) H symmetry and the left (right) column has even (odd) I symmetry. TE-like
and TM-like modes are indicated. Figures adapted from Andrew McClung’s thesis
[130].

The band diagram in Fig. 3.2 is also different from the ‘true’ photonic crystal band
diagram as shown in Fig. 3.1 with the presence of the gray shaded area. This is
an effect of index guiding, a phenomenon similar to the total reflection when light
entering from an optically denser material to an optically rarer material. For several
practical reasons (e.g. device fabrication), the physical devices we worked on in our
experiments are either 1D do nots or 2D photonic crystal slabs. In these devices,
confinement of light in the transverse direction is achieved by index guiding, In
these cases, the wavevector projected into propagation direction and perpendicular
to propagation direction l = 2 |k| = 2

√
:2
⊥ + :2

‖ . For a given value : ‖ , there will
be modes with every possible frequency greater than 2: ‖ . Thus, l = 2: ‖ defines
separation which the spectrum of states above is continuous, as marked gray area in
Fig. 3.2. By convention, the region of band structure withl > 2: ‖ is called the light
cone. Further, as light does not propagate along transverse direction, :⊥ has to be
imaginary for modes below the light line with :⊥ = 8^‖ = 8

√
:2
‖ − l2/22. The fields
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for these index-guided modes decay exponentially decay in the transverse direction
with 4−1 decay length ^−1

‖ . As a simple example, for the band-edge of the APCW
with 0 = 370 nm,lBE = lD1 ≈ 2c×335THz, we have the decay length ^−1

‖ ≈ 209.4
nm. Similarly, for D2 transitions at the band-edge, we get ^−1

‖ ≈ 235.9 nm. These
evanescent fields, together with their different decay lengths, are important for the
guided-mode trap design, as shown later in Section 3.5.

Figure 3.4: (a) An example of the reduced band diagram for TE modes of the
hexagonal latticewith hexagonal hole. The red shaded region represents the bandgap
and the D1 and D2 lines are indicated with black dashed lines. Insets: left the
hexagonal lattice in real space with the unit cell marked with white dashed hexagons;
right the Brillouin zone in the momentum space, with the high symmetry points
labelled ‘Γ’, ‘K’ and ‘M’. (b) The SEM image of the slot photonic crystal waveguide
(SPCW). Red shaded regions indicating the line defect inside the 2D hexagonal
lattice. (c) Band diagram of the SPCW with the unit cell aligned to Cs D1 and D2
transitions. Inset SEM image of the SPCW with the unit cell indicated with red
rectangle. Detailed design parameters can be found in Su-Peng Yu’s thesis [202].
(d) Simulated field profiles for the upper (‘A’ mode) and lower band (‘H’ mode).
Fig. (a) is adapted from Su-Peng Yu’s thesis [202] with modifications.

For 2D slabs, one can replace the index guiding in one transverse direction (H
direction) by embedding the 1D waveguide into a 2D photonic crystal with a band
gap. Technically, this is done by generating a line defect (e.g. removing a row of
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holes) in 2D photonic crystals, as shown in Fig. 3.4 (b). In the y direction, the
mode for the line defect has been localized to the line defect in the bandgap of the
2D photonic crystal. Meanwhile, the new system still has translational symmetry
along G direction so the localized line defect mode can freely propagate along the
line defect. A specific example within our group is the design of the slot photonic
crystal waveguide (SPCW) as shown in Fig. 3.4 (b). Here the perfect 2D photonic is
a hexagonal lattice with hexagonal holes and it has a bandgap larger than the cesium
D1 and D2 lines. The line defect is generated by adding an air gap and increasing the
air hole size of the first row. This design appear to be different from the conventional
‘W1’ defect slot-waveguides [198] as the 2D crystal has been pulled further apart.
This is again a consequence of aligning the two line defect modes to the cesium D1

and D2 lines, as shown in the band diagram in Fig. 3.4 (c) with the unit-cell of the
SPCW indicated in red rectangle. The intensity profiles of the two aligned modes
are shown in Fig. 3.4 (d), with the ‘A’ mode aligned to D1 and ‘H’ mode aligned
to D2. Inside the air gap, the mode profile looks very similar to the mode intensity
profile of the APCW in Fig. 3.2. The advantages of the SPCW over the APCW is
the stronger group velocity enhancement in atom-light interactions. This difference
is visible from the flatness of the band (as E6 = 3l/3:).

Finally, it is worth noting that 2D photonic crystal slabs itself (without the line defect)
can also guide the light by aligning the propagation : vector to the flat isofrequency
contours in the band diagram in Fig. 3.1 (a) and more explicitly in Fig. 3.5 (b).
As an example, we show the reduced band diagram and the isofrequency contour
plot of the lower band for square lattice with circle holes in Fig. 3.5 (a) and (b).
For a beam with wavevector lying along the ®:Γ" direction and frequency within
the black rectangular region in Fig. 3.5 (b), the beam will spread out very slowly
as the group velocities for different :-component are parallel to each other in the
flat contour region. As a result, the beam is self-collimated inside the 2D photonic
crystal slab and can freely propagate for a long distance. This effect is called
supercollimation and was first proposed by Kosaka et al. [113] in 1999. Follow this
idea, a design for the application of atom-light interactions is shown in Fig. 3.5 (e)
and (f) [171]. Despite having a relatively larger mode area compared to APCW and
SPCW, this supercollimation effect may allow one to design chips to address atoms
from different input ports as shown in Fig. 3.5 (f). This might be useful in building
a 2D atomic network with directional emissions, as will be discussed in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: (a) The reduced band structure for a unit cell with lattice constant
0 = 290 nm, hole radius ' = 103 nm, thickness C = 200 nm and reflective index
= = 2 (i.e. SiN). Dashed linesmark CsD1 andD2 transition frequencies. Inset shows
the real space (black arrows) and momentum space (red arrows) basis vectors. (b)
Isofrequency contours in momentum space for the lowest band shown in (a). The
dashed black rectangle shows the region where the group velocity has uniform
direction along ®:Γ" . (c) Illustration of waveform stays the same shape when
propagating on a 2D photonic crystal with flat isofrequency contours (transparent
inset). (e) Simulated field profile for an incident guided mode with frequency near
Cs D2 line propagating along G axis. Region (i,vii) are the input/output rectangular
waveguide. Region (ii,vi) provide supercollimation with the Γ−" direction aligned
along G axis. Region (iv) is aligned to Cs D2 line at M point for slow light
enhancement and region (iii, v) are transition regions connecting (iv) to (ii,vi).
(f) Example of devices of a hexagonal slab with 2D photonic crystals designed to
have supercollimation effect at working wavelength. The connected six ports allow
addressing atoms in the overlapped region in the center from six different directions
independently. The Figs. (a-e) are adapted from Juan Muniz’s thesis [171] and Fig.
(f) is adapted from Su-Peng Yu’s thesis [202].
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Figure 3.6: The APCW chip and support components. Center: Schematic of the
waveguide chip, illustrating the various regions of the waveguide. Bottom: (a)
Optical image of the fiber-coupled waveguide chip showing the through-hole for
optical access. Zoom-in SEM image of (b) the adiabatic fiber-coupling region
(A), (c) the alignment, mechanical support, and thermal heat-sink tethers (B, C,
D), (d) the tapered region of the APCW (E), and (e) the central APCW region
(F). The sinusoidal modulation facilitates high-precision fabrication. (G) the side
thermal/mechanical contracts which consist of a pair of 7.5 `m wide SiN rails
extending across the entire length (' 2 mm) of the waveguide and connecting to the
SiN, Si substrate. Figure adapted from Ref. [200].

Full chip-scale design
A good design of the do not is not the full story for the applications to atom-light
interactions. In order to be compatible with atomic setup and allow light coupled in
and out from the device, more chip level engineering is required. As an example,
Fig. 3.6 shows an illustration of the full chip design for the APCW device together
with zoomed images of other essential components on the chip. This device is
fabricated on a 200 `m thick Silicon chip coated with a high-stress 200 nm thick
silicon nitride (SiN) film. As shown in Fig. 3.6 (a), the SiN device is suspended
across a 2-mm-wide window after the silicon substrate beneath it is removed. This
window allows optical access for the trapping and cooling of atoms around the
device. The full device is ' 3 mm long with ' 300 nm beam width in the center
and tapered down to ' 130 nm at the end facet. The etched V-grooves on each end
provide optimized coupling positions for fiber-butt coupling [43]. The thin nanowire
structure design suppresses the scattering of atomic beams (e.g. the cooling beam)
but is not mechanical stable with itself. Supporting tethers on the side (labelled
as ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’ in Fig. 3.6) together with two side rails (7.5 `m each) provide
a rigid frame for both mechanical support and thermal dissipation to the center
nanowire device. Finally, in order to match the mode profile from single nanobeam
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to double nanobeam and suppress the group index mismatching at boundary of the
do not, a tapered region (region ‘E’ in Fig. 3.6) is introduced by linearly ramping
the amplitude of modulation from zero to the value in the APCW.

It is worth mentioning new generation of chips for SPCW and free-space couplers
has been also designed and tested. These new type of couplers provides better me-
chanical stability and much higher damaging threshold than the structure described
here and will be described in detail in Chapter 5.

Device characterization
Finally, after a device is designed and fabricated, it is important to characterize the
device performance before further integrationwith the cold atom setup. Typically the
device characterization is done by transmission/reflection measurements [68, 200]
and the scattering light measurements [86] as explained below.

Fig. 3.7 shows the measured transmission/reflection spectra of the APCW for TE
and TM polarizations. Here the spectra are measured by coupling the light source
from a broadband superluminescent diode into the device and detecting the transmit-
ted/reflected signal using an optical spectrum analyzer. From the measured spectra,
one can extract substantial information about the optical properties of the whole de-
vice. First, one can directly read out the position of the bandgap from the reflection
spectra and mark the relative position to cesium D1 and D2 lines (indicated with
red dashed lines in Fig. 3.7). More quantitatively, the transmission and reflection
spectra are fitted by transfer matrix models or FDTD simulations to find the correct
group index =6 and the reflectivity 'C at the boundary due to group index mismatch.
An example of the fitted transmission spectra is shown in Fig. 3.7 (b) with the black
solid line representing the measured transmission and red solid line representing the
fitted from 1D transfer matrix model. The estimated group index =6 and boundary
reflectivity 'C is plotted in Fig. 3.7 (c) and at the first resonance position (indicated
by black vertical dashed line), the group index is ' 11 and 'C ' 0.48. This can be
used to estimate the total enhancement of atom-light interaction as already shown
in Chapter 2

Γ1�
Γ′

=
W1D
Γ′
=6

1 + 'C
1 − 'C

' 1.56, (3.4)

where we have assumed the unstructured decay rate W1�/Γ′ ' 0.05. This simple
estimation agrees qualitatively with the FDTD simulation with Green’s function
calculation in Ref. [68, 86]. Slight difference comes from the assumed unstructured
decay rate W1� which is the value measured in the nanofiber experiment [66].
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Figure 3.7: (a) Measured transmission (black curve) and reflection (blue curve)
spectra for the TE mode. The red dashed lines are the Cs D1 and D2 lines. The
band edges of the TE mode are at positions ' 335 THz and ' 348 THz. The
TM transmission (gray curve) is plotted as a comparison with the band-edge at
' 365 THz. (b) The model fit (red) of a measured TE transmission spectra around
the edge of the dielectric band. The dashed lines mark the resonant frequencies
a8 and the solid line marks the inferred band-edge frequency aBE. (c) Estimated
group index =6 (green) and taper reflection 'C (blue) from the fitted model, with the
transmission spectra overlaid for reference. The dashed line indicates the position of
the first resonance a1 with the fitted group velocity =6 ' 11 and the taper reflection
'C ' 0.48. Figure (a) is adapted from Ref. [86] and Figure (b,c) is adapted from
Ref. [68].
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It is worth mentioning that in real experiment, this process is iterated with the
measurement result fed into the fabrication process to find the optimal ‘magic
factors’ for fabricating the desired device [130, 202].

Figure 3.8: (a) The measured scattering light from the APCW. The 2D map is
generated by scanning the frequency and integrating the scattering light in each
image. The resonances’ positions and the band-edge position is also marked with
arrows. (b) A FDTD simulation of the field profile near the band-edge shows good
agreement with the scattering light measurement in (a). (c) An illustration of the
intensity profile at first resonance and at the bandgap. (d) The fitted :G (dots) from
the scattering light measurement matches very well with the simulated dispersion
relation (solid lines) in both the propagating band (black) and the band gap (red).
Figures adapted from Ref. [86].

The dispersion relation can also be directly measured by imaging the scattering light
along the device with a microscope. Scanning the probe frequency, the distribution
of the scattering light can provide the information about field distribution within
the device. Fig. 3.8 shows an example of such measurement. Here the data under
each frequency is integrated from a single scattering image and the line data under
different frequencies are taken to produce this 2D map. From the scattering light
stacked images (a), one can identify the position of the first few resonances near the
band-edge together with its field distribution. One can further extract the spatial
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:G from this scattering light plot. Recall that in the 1D transfer matrix model
(Chapter 2), the finite photonic crystal is equivalent to a Fabry-Perot cavity in the
Bloch space. Thus, the electric field within a finite photonic crystal can be written
as

|� (G) |2 = �1
���48(X:G)G − 'C428X:G!4−8X:GG

���2, (3.5)

where X:G = c/0 − :G and 'C is the reflectivity of the boundary due to index mis-
match. By fitting the measured scattering light data, one can extract the information
about the :G under different frequency l and thus infer the dispersion relation.
Similarly, for the light field in the band gap, by replacing the X:G with 8^G , we can
also extract the decay constant as an function of detuning to the band-edge XBE. An
example of the fitted X:G is shown in Fig. 3.8 (d) and the measured result (dots)
matches very well with the simulated dispersion relation (solid lines) in both the
band (black) and the band gap (red).

In the previous discussions, we have skipped the nano-fabrication process for sim-
plicity. However, it is worth pointing out it is non-trivial to achieve high yield rates
and precise alignment of the spectra to Cs D1 and D2 lines, given the extraordinary
aspect ratio of the device (!G/!H =2 mm/ 500 nm= 4000). Readers who interested
in this fabrication process can refer to the theses from Su-Peng Yu [202] and Andrew
McClung [130] for details.

3.3 The multilevel nature of atoms in the real world
The electronic structure of the cesium atom
We have introduced the complex optical structures in the real world. Now, let’s
recognize the real atom we work with in our experiment. In the previous chapter,
we model atom as a two-level system. This is apparently oversimplified from
the real cesium atoms we are working on. The reason we choose cesium atoms
(133Cs) is for their relatively simple electronic configuration ([Xe]6s1) and relatively
heavy mass which is suitable for laser cooling and trap. Despite the single valence
electron, the cesium atom exhibits multiple levels due to the coupling of spin-orbit
momentum. First, the fine structure is a result of the coupling between the orbital
angular momentum L of the outer electron and its spin angular momentum S. The
total angular momentum quantum number of the atom J = L + S can takes the
values in the range |! − ( | ≤ � ≤ ! + (. For Cs ground state, we have ! = 0
and ( = 1/2 so � = 1/2 and for the excited state, we have ! = 1 and � = 1/2
or � = 3/2. These two excited states corresponds to state 6%1/2 and state 6%3/2

and the two transitions from ground state are called �1 (6(1/2 → 6%3/2) and �2
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(6(1/2 → 6%3/2) lines. The corresponding transition wavelengths for these two D
lines are at ' 852.347 nm (corresponding frequency at ' 351.726 THz) for D2 line
and 894.593 nm (corresponding frequency at ' 335.116 THz) for D1 line.

Figure 3.9: (a) The fine and hyperfine structure for cesium 133. The two main tran-
sitions D1 and D2 correspond to 6(1/2 → 6%1/2 and 6(1/2 → 6%3/2, respectively.

The hyperfine structure is a result the coupling of J with the total nuclear angular
momentum I. The total atomic angular momentum F is F = J + I with value range
|� − � | ≤ � ≤ � + �. For the cesium ground state, � = 1/2 and � = 7/2, so � = 3 or
� = 4. Similarly for the D1 excited state � = 3 or � = 4 and for the D2 excited state
� takes 2,3,4,5. A full level diagram of the fine and hyperfine splittings is shown in
Fig. 3.9.

In the presence of external field, the hyperfine structure can be further split into
different sublevels. For example, under DC magnetic fields, each of the hyperfine
levels can split into 2� + 1 magnetic sublevels labelled as |�, <�〉 with Zeeman
splitting approximately given as

Δ� |�,<� 〉 = `�6�<��I, (3.6)

where `� is the Bohr magneton, 6� is the hyperfine Landé g-factor (with expression
given in Ref. [173]) and we have explicitly assumed the magnetic field is along z
axis. Lastly, it is worth mentioning these magnetic sublevel degeneracies can break
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without the presence of magnetic field, for example, due to vector light shifts of an
optical field. We will discuss the AC stark of atomic levels in detail in Section 3.5.

Reduction of the dipole operator
With the complexity of fine and hyperfine levels, it is important to determine the
transition strength of a specific atom transition when the laser linewidth is narrow
enough to address each hyperfine levels (which is the case in our experiment). Recall
that in the previous Chapter, the interaction between atom and light is characterized
by the dipole moment elements. Thus for different hyperfine levels |�<�〉 (as
the ground states) and

���′<′
�

〉
(as the excited states), the transition strength can

be determined by evaluating the dipole moment elements 〈�<� | d̂
���′<′

�

〉
. In the

following derivations, we follow Ref. [173] closely for the definitions2. To calculate
the matrix element, we can further factor out the angular dependence by expressing
the matrix element as a product of Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and a reduced matrix
element, using the Wigner-Eckart theorem

〈�<� | 3̂@
���′<′�〉 = 〈�d̂�′〉C<� ,@

= 〈�
d̂�′〉(−1)� ′−1+<�

√
2� + 1

(
�′ 1 �

<′
�

@ −<�

)
.

(3.7)

Here, @ is an index labelling the component of r in the spherical basis, that is

ê±1 = ∓
1
√

2
(Ĝ ± 8 Ĥ), ê0 = Î. (3.8)

3̂@ is the projected dipole moment operator in spherical basis ê@, that d̂ =
∑
@ 3̂@ ê∗@.

The double bars in the notation 〈�
d̂�′〉 indicate that matrix is reduced (see, for

example, Ref.[173] for details). In the last step, we have written the expression in
terms of a Wigner 3- 9 symbol. Note that the 3- 9 symbol vanishes unless <� =

<′
�
+ @. The reduced matrix element 〈�‖4r‖�′〉 can be further simplified by

factoring out the � and �′ dependence into a Wigner 6- 9 symbol as

〈�
d̂�′〉 = 〈�d̂�′〉(−1)� ′+�+1+�

√
(2�′ + 1) (2� + 1)

{
� �′ 1
�′ � 1

}
. (3.9)

Finally, the reduced matrix element 〈�
d̂�′〉 is related to the decay rate of �′ → �

transition as [173]

Γ�� ′ =
`0l

3
�

3c~2
2� + 1
2�′ + 1

|〈�
d̂�′〉|2. (3.10)

2Note that in Ref. [118], a different definition is used. The final expression for reduced dipole
matrix element is also different. See Ref. [66] for more discussions.
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In experiment, the decay rate in free-space can be measured precisely from the
lifetime of the excited �′ state. Based on the information about lifetime, we can
calculate the transition dipole moment for any hyperfine transition following the
relations defined in Eq. 3.7 and Eq. 3.9. For Cs D1 and D2 lines, the reduced dipole
matrix elements |〈�

d̂�′〉| are given as [173]
〈� = 1/2

d̂�′ = 1/2〉 = 3.1822400, (3.11)

〈� = 1/2
d̂�′ = 3/2〉 = 4.4786400, (3.12)

where 00 is the Bohr radius and 4 is the electron charge.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that despite the considerable complexity of real
atomic electronic structure, the two-level atom model can still be a useful in some
important situations. One of the examples is the stretched states under optical
pumping [81] where a f+ polarized light is driving � = 1/2→ �′ = 3/2 transition.
In this transition, � = 1/2, <� = 1/2→ �′ = 3/2, <′

�
= 3/2 is a closed transition and

atoms starting in any other state will eventually become pumped into the this cycling
transition. As a result, in the steady state limit, we effectively have a two-level atom.

3.4 Atom-light coupling in nanophotonic structures
Green’s function approach with multilevel atoms
In the previous section, we have shown that the atomic level structure is complex
compared with a simple two-level atom due to fine and hyperfine splittings. We
also showed that the transition strength of a particular hyperfine transition can
be associated with a reduced dipole operator and an appropriate Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient (Eq. 3.7). With this information, we can rewrite the effective Hamiltonian
(Eq. 2.112) for two-level atoms in the previous chapter to include the hyperfine levels
for a real atom as (without derivation) [11]

�eff/~ = −
#∑
9=1

1∑
@=−1

Δ@Σ
†
9@
Σ 9@ −

#∑
8, 9=1

1∑
@,@′=−1

68 9@@′Σ
†
8@
Σ 9@′

−
#∑
9=1

1∑
@=−1

(
Ω 9@Σ

†
9@
+ h.c.

)
.

(3.13)

Here we have defined a new spin operator Σ†@ as

Σ̂ 9@ =

�∑
<�=−�,
<′
�
=<�−@

C<� ,@f̂9� ′<′��<� ≡
�∑

<�=−�,
<′
�
=<�−@

C<� ,@ | 9�<�〉
〈
9�<′�

�� . (3.14)
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The Green function matrix element 68 9@@′ = �8 9@@′ + 8Γ8 9@@′/2 is

�8 9@@′ =
`0l

2
@@′

~
��〈�d̂�′〉��2ê@ · ReG(r8, r 9 ;l@@′) · ê∗@′, (3.15)

Γ8 9@@′ =
2`0l

2
@@′

~
��〈�d̂�′〉��2ê@ · ImG(r8, r 9 ;l@@′) · ê∗@′ . (3.16)

The driving term is Ω̂ 9@ = ê∗@ · Ê+0 (r 9 )〈�
d̂�′〉/~

Similarly, the generalized input-output equation (Eq. 2.103) can be modified as

Ê+(r) = Ê+0 (r) + `0l
2
#∑
9=1

1∑
@=−1

G(r, r 9 ;l) · ê∗@ 〈�
d̂�′〉Σ̂ 9@ . (3.17)

Finally, the total decay rate for a multilevel atom near the photonic crystal can
also be explicitly given. Recall that in Chapter 2, for # two-level atoms near
a nanophotonic structure, the collective decay rate is obtained from the imaginary
part of the eigenvalues of theGreen functionmatrixGwith element 68 9 = �8 9+8Γ8 9/2.
In the case when single atom is presented (# = 1), we have Γ = Γ88. For the case of
multiple atoms with multiple levels, the decay rate can be obtained from a similar
process, except the matrix element is 68 9@@′ and an additional step to sum over all
ground states and average over all single excitation excited states, if the different <�

levels are not distinguished. For a single atom case (# = 1), the total decay rate
from excited state �′ level to ground state � level can be written as

Γii,FF’ =
2

2�′ + 1

∑
<′
�

∑
<�

Im
〈
8�<��

′<′�
�� 1∑
@=−1

688@@Σ
†
8@
Σ8@

��8�<��
′<′�

〉
=

2`0
��〈�d̂�′〉��2
(2�′ + 1)~

1∑
@=−1

∑
<�

l2
@@

���<� ,@ ��2ê@ · ImG(r8, r 9 ;l@@) · ê∗@

(3.18)

where we have used the fact that only <� = <
′
�
+ @ term is non-vanishing to remove

summation over <′
�
.

For the case where the eigenmodes of the photonic crystal are TE-like or TM-like,
the polarization is mostly linear near the atomic position. In experiment, when the
Cs transition is aligned to the band-edge of one specific guided mode (TE-like or
TM-like), the atom is coupled dominantly to this specific guided mode due to slow-
light enhancement near the band-edge. In this case, we can choose the spherical
basis to be aligned with the polarization axis and the summation can be carried out
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approximately with @ = 0 subspace.3 Using the identity
∑
<�

���<� ,0��2 = 2� + 1, the
decay rate in Eq. 3.18 can be further simplify as

Γii,FF’ ≈ Γii,FF’,00 =
2`0l

2
00

~
2� + 1
2�′ + 1

��〈�d̂�′〉��2ê0 · ImG(r8, r8;l00) · ê∗0 (3.19)

Here l00 refer to the transition frequency from � to �′ with @ = @′ = 0. As a sanity
check, for free-space two-level atoms, (2� + 1)/(2�′ + 1) → 1,

��〈�d̂�′〉��2 → |d|2
Im�II (r8, r8;l00) = :0/6c, we then get Γ8800 = Γ0/3. Here the factor of 3 shows up
as we only consider the decay into one polarization in the spherical basis.

So far, we have explicitly derived the total decay rate for the hyperfine transitions.
This expression is particular useful since we always probe transmission with a spe-
cific hyperfine transition in experiment. For general applications without hyperfine
structures, it was shown in Ref. [92] that the decay rate can be expressed in terms
of the ground state |68〉 and excited state

��4 9 〉 (with index 8 and 9 label the number
of states) as

Γtot =
2`0
~

∑
8

l2
8 9Tr[�8 9 · Im]G(r0, r0;l8 9 )] (3.20)

for atom at position r0, with �8 9 defined as �8 9 = 〈68 | d̂†
��4 9 〉 〈

4 9
�� d̂ |68〉.

Atom-light interactions in real 1D and 2D nanophotonic structures
In the previous section, we have derived the expression for multi-level atom decay
rate near a nanophotonic structure with the Green’s function lies at the core of
the calculation. To calculate the Green’s function for complex optical dielectric
structures, FDTD simulation is used to simulate the Green’s function of a given
structure. This is performed by simulating the electric field pattern from a point
dipole source placed inside the optical structure under different dipole orientations.
In Lumercial [126], the built-in ‘dipolepower()’ function computes the output power
at each Fourier frequency component which is proportional to the imaginary part
of the self-Green’s function (Eq. 2.76). The output is normalized to the imaginary
part of the free-space self-Green’s function. Finally, to convert to atomic decay rate
for specific transitions, Eq. 3.18 or more general Eq. 3.20 are used to account for
the correct transition strength. It is worth noting that since the Green’s function
physically represents the electric field radiated from a dipole source inside the

3Here we also assumed that there is no cross-talk between TE-like and TM-like mode. This is not
precisely true. For example, if the atom excited by @ = 0 polarization can decay into superposition of
@ = −1 and @ = 1 polarization. The superposition of @ = −1 and @ = 1 can be projected in another
TM-like mode, introducing cross-talk between TM-like mode and TE-like mode. We have measured
this TE-TM cross-talk in experiment (unpublished results).
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Figure 3.10: The normalized imaginary part of simulatedGreen’s function (a) for the
APCW structure and (b) for the SPCW structure. In both plots, the dipole positions
are indicated by the red circle in the left inset and the band structures for a unit cell
are indicated in the right insets. The vertical black lines indicate the Cs D1 and D2
transitions and the horizontal red dashed lines indicate the ratio 1, corresponding to
the situation where the total decay rate equals to the free-space decay rate. Note that
in (b), the normalized ratio is below 1 in the bandgap, suggesting that the presence
of the SPCW structure suppress the total decay rate. Detailed parameters of the
structures under simulation can be found in Juan Muniz’s thesis [171] for (a) and
Su-Peng Yu’s thesis for (b).
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nanostructure, it respects the symmetry of the structure under simulation. As a
result, the Green’s tensor is diagonalized at the structure’s high-symmetry points.

Fig. 3.10 (a, b) show two examples of the simulated imaginary part of the Green’s
function tensor for the APCWand SPCWstructures with similar dimensions (#cell =

60), both normalized to the free-space Green’s function. Here, the dipole positions
are placed at the center of the gap to the dielectric mode, as indicated in the inset
on the left. From Fig. 3.10, it is clear to see the total decay rate is enhanced
due to the slow-light enhancement near the band-edge, with the peak position
corresponding to the resonance position of transmission near the band-edge. Follow
amore quantitative comparison, we find that the SPCW structures exhibits a stronger
enhancement near the band-edge, given the similar structure dimensions. This
difference is due the different dispersion relations in the APCW and SPCW. As
shown in the right insets in Fig. 3.10 (a, b), the SPCW has a much ‘flatter’ dispersion
curve compared with the one in APCW. This is a result of anti-crossing between the
index-guided band and the gap guided band, where two bands that are expected to
‘intersect’ will instead couple to one another and the bands repel. This anti-crossing
effect in the ‘W1’ do not was first noticed by Notomi et al. [136] in 2001 but the
general physics is actually very common in many different physics settings [99].

From Fig. 3.10 (a, b), we notice that the normalized ratio of the imaginary Green’s
function can be below 1 in the bandgap (where the ratio 1 is indicated with horizontal
red dashed lines). This suggests that the presence of the photonic structure can
suppress the total decay rate in the bandgap. Intuitively, this can be understood as
the presence of the bandgap eliminates the decay of the atom into the structure. The
finite solid angle of the structure effectively reduces the number of spatial modes the
atom can decay to, leading to an reduction in the total decay rate. This also explains
why the SPCW has more significant effect than the APCW due to the 2D photonic
bandgap of surrounding photonic crystal (vs. 1D photonic bandgap in the APCW).4

In experiment, the dissipative rate Γ1D and �1D in quasi-1D systems can be de-
termined from the normalized transmission and reflection spectra with atoms, as
already shown in Chapter 2. In Fig. 3.11, we show an example of such measure-
ment for the APCW. Fig. 3.11 (b-c) shows the measured normalized transmission
()/)0) versus probe detuning Δ� at the peak of the first resonance (a1) and the
two sides of the first resonance a+ and a−, with positions indicated in the device

4Following this argument, one can imagine that if the atom is within a true 3D photonic crystal
bandgap, the total decay rate can be suppressed to zero, as suggested in original papers by John [100]
and Yablonovitch [197].
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Figure 3.11: (a) Measured (black) and FDTD simulated (blue) transmission spectra
of the APCW without atom as a function of the probe detuning from the band-
edge, XBE = a? − aBE. (b, c) Measured normalized transmission with atoms as a
function of probe detuning Δ� = a? − aD1 for TE (black dots) and TM (gray dots)
polarization (b) at first resonance a1 and (c) at the two sides of the first resonance
a± for the APCW. The corresponding positions of a1, a+ and a− are indicated in
the transmission spectra in (a) with same color vertical dashed lines. Solid lines
are from fitting model as shown in Eq. 2.132. (d) The fitted dissipative rate #̄Γ1D
(green) and coherent spin-exchange rate #̄�1D around the band-edge. The solid
lines are the predictions from the 1D transfer matrix model. Figure adapted from
Ref. [86].
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transmission spectra in Fig. 3.11 (a). By fitting the normalized transmission with
Eq. 2.132, we can extract the position averaged #̄Γ1D and #̄�1D. Fig. 3.11 (d) shows
the fitted #̄Γ1D and #̄�1D measured at different position with respect to the band-
edge. Interestingly, it is found in Ref. [86] that �1�/Γ1� ∝ 4^G! with ^G ∝

√
ΔBE

which deviates from the conventional cavity QED �2/Γ2 = ^2/Δ2 law derived in
Chapter 2. This deviation will be helpful for the observation of spin-spin exchange
in the bandgap as will be shown shortly. It is worth noting that dissipative rate
#̄Γ1D and spin-exchange rate #̄�1D fitted here are atom position averaged and atom
number averaged from experimental cycle to cycle. To get the value of single atom
Γ1D and �1D with respect to the Bloch mode intensity peak, one needs to determine
the average atom number #̄ and perform a position average over the Bloch mode.
The average atom number can be determined from the pulse decay measurement,
as demonstrated in Ref. [68]. Beyond this atom number average and atom posi-
tion average, we will show in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 that the integration with
optical tweezers allows deterministic atom number and atom positioning near the
nanophotonic structure in both 1D and 2D.

Figure 3.12: (a) The ratio of the coherent rate and the dissipative coupling rate
as a function of detuning to the band-edge, for the APCW (dashed line) and the
SPCW (solid line). (b) Evolution of the excited states population (solid lines)
for two atoms placed at successive even antinodes on the SPCW, with atomic
transition frequency inside the bandgap of the SPCW. Dashed lines represent the
non-interacting scenario as defined in Chapter 2. The spin exchange and decay rates
are chose to be �1D = −3Γ0, Γ1D = 0.15Γ0, and Γ′ = 0.5Γ0. Figure adapted from
Ref. [11].

The strong atom-light interaction and the suppression of free-space decay rate in
the SPCW can allow us to observe interesting physics that are difficult to observe
in the APCW. For example, in Fig. 3.12 (a), we plot the ratio of the coherent spin-
exchange rate and the dissipative rate, |�1D/Γ1D | from the FDTD simulation. At a
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detuning ' 0.5 THz from the band-edge, we have |�1D/Γ1D | ' 104 for the SPCW,
two order of magnitude higher than the ratio in the APCW at similar detunings.
Under this large spin-exchange rate �1D, it should be possible to observe coherent
spin-spin exchange between two neighbor atoms, as shown in the solid curves in
Fig. 3.12 (b). Here the two atoms are placed at successive even antinodes with
their transition frequencies in the bandgap of the SPCW. The time evolution of the
excited-state populations are solved by Eq. 2.106 with the spin exchange and decay
rates chosen to be �1D = −3Γ0, Γ1D = 0.15Γ0, and Γ′ = 0.5Γ0. The excited state
population evolution for the non-interacting scenario is also plotted (dashed lines)
as a comparison.

Figure 3.13: (a, b) Field profile from a dipole at the center of the center hole,
normalized after removing the field in the immediate vicinity of the dipole. When
the emission wavevector lies in the flat isofrequency contour region (as indicated
with black rectangle in the inset in (a)), the emission field pattern is directional.
Depending on the dipole orientations (indicated with black arrows), the emission
field can propagate along selective ®:Γ" directions as indicated in (a) for polarized
along diagonal direction and (b) for polarized along H direction. Figure adapted
from Ref. [204].

So far, we have focused our discussion of atom-light interactions on quasi-1D do
nots. Recall that in Section 3.2, we showed that a 2D square lattice exhibits an
anisotropic dispersion relation (Fig. 3.5 (a, b)) and allows supercollimation effect
when the wavevector is aligned to the flat isofrequency contours (black rectangle in
Fig. 3.5 (b) and Fig. 3.13 (a) inset). Thus, it is expected that atoms near 2D photonic
crystal slabs should exhibit rich spatial profiles of the emitted electric fields, and
one may be able to observe anisotropic dissipative and spin-spin interactions. For
the square lattice with parameters the same as in Fig. 3.5 (a, b), we numerically
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simulated the emission field pattern by placing a dipole source in the center of
the center holes, as shown in Fig. 3.13. Here the emission field is normalized
after removing the field in the immediate vicinity of the dipole. As we can see in
Fig. 3.13, when the emission wavevector lies in the flat isofrequency contours (black
rectangle in Fig. 3.13 (a) inset), the emission field pattern is directional in space.
Depending on the dipole orientation (indicated with black arrows), the emission
field can propagate along selective ®:Γ" directions. For example, in Fig. 3.13 (a),
the dipole is polarized along the diagonal direction, only the orthogonal direction is
excited. When the dipole is polarized along H axis, as shown Fig. 3.13 (b), emission
along all ®:Γ" directions is excited. Intuitively polarized along H direction can
be decomposed as a superposition of two orthogonal diagonal directions. As the
atom-atom interactions on photonic crystal are fully characterized by the Green’s
function, this field pattern will represent the directionality of atom-atom interaction.
For example, if a ‘test’ atom is placed one of the corner in Fig. 3.13 structure, one
can control the two atom interactions by change of their dipole orientations. In
experiment, this can be achieved by applying a magnetic bias field or by the local
vector shifts with side-illumination tweezer beams, as will be shown in Chapter 4.
Further, by placing atoms periodically along all ®:Γ" directions, one can build a 2D
atomic network with switchable interactions. For example, by rotating the atom
dipole moment orientation, one can choose to have interactions between atoms
along (1, 1) direction or along (−1, 1) direction, or any superposition of these two
directions (full 2D interactions).

In experiment, the anisotropic emission and spin-spin exchange interaction can be
measured by involving two atoms, that is, one as the ‘emitter’ atom and one as the
‘probe’ atom. By varying their relative angle and distance, we can measure the
anisotropic emission of ‘emitter’ atom and from that infer the spatial information of
the 2D Green’s function. The detailed experiment protocol is presented in Chapter
4 with the integration of optical tweezer traps.

Beyond the anisotropic emission discussed here, the atom-light interaction on 2D
photonic crystal also opens the possibility to observe topological protected states
and explore exotic quantum many-body phases as proposed in Refs. [93, 204].

3.5 Atom trapping in guided-mode traps
In previous chapters, the trapping of atoms inside nanophotonic structures is taken
for granted. In this section, we will show that designing and implementing the
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guided-mode traps is actually non-trivial. Before considering the design of traps for
atoms on nanostructures, we would like to review the basics forces on nanophotonic
structures. In our scenario, main forces on atoms near a dielectric surfaces are the
dipole forces from guided-mode traps, external illumination traps (as will be shown
in Chapter 4), surface forces such as the Casimir-Polder potential, and scattering and
push effect from near resonant probe light. For guided-mode trap design, we mainly
consider the first three forces. Other forces can be electric field formed by surface
defects/adsorbed atoms that remain to be investigated in quantitative measurements.

Scalar, vector and tensor light shifts
In the presence of an electric field Ê(r), the atom will be polarized by the electric
field corresponding to an induced dipole moment

d̂ind = "(l) · Ê(r). (3.21)

Here the term "(l) is called the polarizability of the atom and in its most general
form, is a tensor. The coupling of the induced dipole moment to the light field Ê(r)
introduces an effective interaction Hamiltonian [118]

�̂ls = −Ê(r) · d̂ind = −Ê(r) · "(l) · Ê(r). (3.22)

One can explicitly write the polarizability tensor in terms of scalar, vector and tensor
components as

"(l) = UB (l)I +UE (l) (8& × &∗) ·
FI
�
+UC (l) (3|& · eI | − 1)

3F2
I − F2

2� (2� − 1) , (3.23)

where UB (l), UE (l), UC (l) are called scalar, vector and tensor polarizabilities,
respectively. The exact expression for UB (l), UE (l), UC (l) is given in Ref. [118].
& represents the unit vector of the field polarization in the spherical basis.

As a special case, the scalar optical Stark shifts of the ground and excited states in
the two-level atom model are

Δ�6 = −Δ�4 =
~|Ω(r) |2

4Δ�
=
|〈6 | & · d |4〉|2

���+0 (r)��2
~(l − l�)

. (3.24)

This expression suggests the scalar light shift is proportional to the intensity profile
of the light field. The spatially dependent energy shift leads to a spatially dependent
potential. For red-detuned light (Δ� < 0), this potential is attractive for ground
state atoms and can be used to trap atoms when atom temperature is lower than this
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energy shift. Similarly, for blue-detuned light (Δ� > 0), this potential is repulsive
as an anti-trap. Also note that the ground state and excited state have the opposite
sign of light shift. This suggests that the trap for the ground state can be an anti-trap
for the excited state, causing potential heating when atoms are excited.

For real atoms with multiple transitions, this simple estimation above is only valid
for linear polarized light at detuning close to the transition frequency l� so that
the scalar shifts from other transitions are negligible. However, the fact that the
energy shift * (r) is spatially dependent and atomic electronic state dependent can
introduce inhomogeneous broadening and limit long-lived trap and coherent times
necessary for repeated coherent operations [199]. Very interestingly, the presence of
multiple atomic levels adds more degree of freedom in the polarizability, allows one
to engineer the scalar polarizability. A state-insensitive optical trap can be designed
at the “magic” wavelength where the scalar polarizabilities UB (l) for the ground
and excited state are equal [199]. For Cs D2 transition 6(1/2, � = 4 → 6%3/2, two
magic wavelengths are at _red ' 935.7 nm for a red-detuned trap and _blue ' 684.8
nm for a blue-detuned anti-trap.

For the vector light shift, we notice it is proportional to 8& × &∗. For linear polarized
light field, we have & × &∗ = 0 and this vector shift term vanishes. This suggests
that the vector shift only presents when the light field has elliptical components. In
fact, Im(& × &∗) is a direct measure of ellipticity of light in classical optics [174].
Interestingly, the vector shift also explicitly dependents on FI (or <� if projected on
|�<�〉 basis). This is very similar to the Zeeman shift undermagnetic field (Eq. 3.6).
For this reason, the vector shift is often referred to as a “fictitious magnetic field”
and can typically be cancelled or suppressed by adding a magnetic bias field[181].

For guided-mode traps, the strong guiding nature of the structure inevitably leads
to non-negligible longitudinal (along propagation direction) electric fields in the
evanescent region, which are c/2 out of phase with the transverse electric field.
Furthermore, the spatially varying elliptical polarization of the evanescent field is
typically on a scale less than _. This makes it difficult to cancel it from an external
magnetic bias field. In this case, the vector shift can be cancelled by adding a
counter-propagating field with same amplitude, as demonstrated in Ref. [66] for the
nano-fiber traps.
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Casimir-Polder potential
For trapping atoms at submicron distances away from dielectric surfaces, it is im-
portant to include the effect of Casimir-Polder interactions[34] for the trap design.
Unlike the optical dipole forces introduced in the previous section, the Casimir-
Polder interaction is essentially a fluctuation-induced force. It arises from an atomic
dipole interacting with electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations near a dielectric sur-
face. For atomic ground states, the Casimir-Polder interaction can be understood as
an energy shift resulting from counter-rotating terms in the full atom-light interac-
tion Hamiltonian (Eq. 2.98) [30]. During this counter-rotating process, fluctuations
introduce the simultaneous creation of a photon and transition to the excited state.
Similar to the light shifts from a dipole trap, this energy shift of the ground state
is also position dependent. As a result, it can also be interpreted as an attractive
motional potential. For scales under 100 nm, this force can be so strong that it can
weaken or completely open a guided-mode trap and crash the trapped atom into the
dielectric surface.

For simple dielectric structures, analytic forms for the Casimir-Polder potential
can be obtained from full QED calculations [122]. For example, the approximate
potential for an atom near a planar dielectric surface takes the form [61, 169]

*CP(3) = −
�4

33(3 + _)
. (3.25)

Here 3 is the distance between an atom and the proximal dielectric surface, �4

is the coefficient for the retarded 1/34 long-range potential that depends on the
atomic polarizability and dielectric permittivity of the surface. The characteristic
length scale is _ = _/2c with _ being the effective atomic transition wavelength
that contributes most to the polarizability of the atom. For 3 � _, *�% recovers
the classic van der Waals potential 3−3 scaling while for 3 � _, the relativistic
retardation leads to a 3−4 dependence [34]. For Cs atoms near a SiN surface,
�4/:� ∼ 5 nK`m4 and _ ∼ 100 nm [175], resulting in a substantial potential energy
variation Δ*CP ∼ −:� × 250 `K as 3 changes from 100 to 50 nm.

Generally, the Casimir-Polder potential for complex nanostructures can be calculated
within the Green’s function approach introduced in Chapter 2 [32]. Following
Ref. [30], we write the ground-state Casimir-Polder potential as an integral over a
continuous frequency spectrum with range (0,∞)

*CP(r) = −
`0~
2c

Im
∫ ∞

0
3ll2Tr["(l) ·Gsc(l)], (3.26)
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where we have utilized the fluctuation-dissipation theorem and assumed that the
temperature of the nanostructure is much smaller than the atomic transition energies
:�) � ~l 9 [30, 92]. The Gsc in the integral is defined as the scattering Green’s
function without the free-space component G0, that is Gsc(l) ≡ G(r, r, l) −
G0(r, r, l). The dynamic polarizability tensor "(l) is defined in Eq. 3.23, and
we rewrite it more explicitly in terms of atomic transitions as

"(l) ≡ lim
n→0

1
~

∑
9

2l 9�0 9

l2
9
− l2 − 8ln

, (3.27)

where l 9 is the transition frequency from ground state 9 , and the tensor �0 9 =

〈0| d̂†
��4 9 〉 〈

4 9
�� d̂ |0〉 is defined in Eq. 3.20.

As Eq. 3.26 also involves the evaluation of the Green’s function tensor, numerical
methods such as FDTD are typically required for solving complex optical structures.
Furthermore, note that different from the expression for the spontaneous emission
rate (Eq. 3.20)where theGreen’s function is evaluated only at the atomic frequencies,
the expression for the Casimir-Polder potential (Eq. 3.26) is integrating over all
positive frequencies. As a result, this makes the integral difficult to converge
and special numerical techniques have been developed to ensure accurate and fast
converging results as shown in Refs. [129, 158]. However, the analytical models can
provide useful sanity checks for the results obtained from numerical simulations.

Figure 3.14: Numerically computed Casimir-Polder potential for Cs 6(1/2, � = 4
ground state in the gap of the APCW. left along I direction. right along H direction.
The position and directions are also indicated with the green dots and black arrows
in two plot. Figure adapted from Ref [200].

As an example, Fig. 3.14 shows the numerically computed Casimir-Polder potential
for Cs 6(1/2, � = 4 ground state in the gap of the APCW. As shown in Fig. 3.14
(a), the Casimir-Polder potential creates a weak 30 `K trap along along I direction.
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However, for along H direction, the Casimir-Polder potential is so strong that atom
deviates from the trap center by 50 nm can experience a 100 `K attractive potential.
As a result, a strong repulsive potential is required to prevent an atom from crashing
into the surfaces, as will be discussed in the next section.

Design of a stable guided-mode trap

Figure 3.15: The field profile near the band-edge of the APCW left for the air
and right for the dielectric band. Green dots indicate atom trap positions with
blue-detuned air mode trap and red-detuned dielectric mode trap as in Ref. [67].

As we find from the previous section, the presence of the strong attractive Casimir-
Polder potential requires a repulsive potential to prevent atom from being lost to the
surface. This can be accomplished by introducing a blue-detuned guided mode as
the field is more concentrated near the dielectric surfaces. However, the combination
of the blue-detuned guided mode with the Casimir-Polder potential will only lead
to a trap depth on the order of ' 30 `K along I direction, as already shown in
Fig. 3.14 (a) and in Ref. [92]. It is challenging to trap an atom in such a shallow trap,
given the atom temperature after the sub-Doppler cooling near a dielectric surface
is on the order of 10 `K [67]. For this reason, it generally requires additional red
detuned guided-mode trap to make a stable trap with reasonable trap depth. This
can be fulfilled by having one trap light at the lower dielectric band as a red-detuned
trap and the another trap light at the higher air band as a blue-detuned trap. As
the field maximum positions for air band and dielectric band are concentrated at
different position, atom will localized in the red trap position along the x direction,
as indicated with green dots in Fig. 3.15 for the APCW. However, the trap center of
the red-detuned dielectric mode trap is a saddle point with the intensity concentrated
more on the dielectric surfaces. To make a closed trap along H direction, the blue-
detuned air mode trap has to compensate both the Casimir-Polder potential and
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the red-detuned dielectric mode trap. The blue-detuned air mode trap cannot be
arbitrarily large, since we still require the trap center position to be a trap with
*tot < 0. Mathematically, these two arguments give two constraints that define a
closed guided-mode trap.

m2*tot

mH2

����
G=0

=
m2*1

mH2

����
G=0
+ m

2*A

mH2

����
G=0
+ m

2*CP

mH2

����
G=0

< 0, (3.28)

*tot(G = 0) =*1 (G = 0) +*A (G = 0) +*CP(G = 0) < 0. (3.29)

Here we have assumed the trap center is at G = 0 along G axis within a unit cell. The
first inequality ensures the trap has the correct curvature while the second inequality
ensures the trap minimum is lower than free-space zero point.

Subject to these two constraints, we calculated different combinations of blue and
guided-mode traps and the result is shown in Fig. 3.16 (a) where G axis corresponds
to the blue trap maximum (|*b,max |, at G = 0/2) and H axis corresponds to the red
trap minimum (|*r,min |, at G = 0). Here, four different regions are identified: the
‘anti-trap’ region (purple shaded) corresponds to when the trap minimum is larger
than zero; the ‘open trap’ (red shaded) corresponds towhen the blue trap is not strong
enough to compensate the Casimir-Polder and red-detuned trap curvature; ‘closed
trap’ (white triangle region) corresponds to when a close trap is formed and the
color indicates the effective trap depth measured from trap minimum to the turning
point (as indicated in Fig. 3.16 (c) with black point), and finally the ‘forbidden
zone’ which corresponds other physical constraints such as the limitation of total
guided-mode power from thermal damage (which is actually a main limitation in
the APCW as shown in Ref. [125]). Generally, a large trap potential is not preferred
as this will increase the heating rate due to any residual vector shift or anti-trap
heating for the excited state atoms when the trap frequency is close to the atomic
decay rate. Thus, the ‘safe delta’ in Fig. 3.16 (a) provides the guidance for making a
stable guided-mode trap and the optimal ratio is given with the black dashed line in
Fig. 3.16. As an example, we calculate the trap profile for one optimal combination
at |*r,min | = 4.3 mK and |*b,max |/:� = 40 mK (indicated with red dots in Fig. 3.16
(a)) on the optimal ratio line. Fig. 3.16 (b) shows the calculated trap potential in the
y-z plane at G = 0. Fig. 3.16 (b, c) show the calculated trap potential along H direction
and along G direction, with each trap potential contribution plotted separately for
comparison.5 From the total trap (solid blue curves) along G and Hdirections, we

5Here we have assumed that the dipole potential and the Casimir-Polder potential can be simply
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Figure 3.16: (a) Combined guided-mode traps as a function of the blue detuned trap
maximum (|*b,max | at G = 0/2) (x axis) and the red detuned trap minimum (|*r,min |,
at G = 0) (y axis). Four different regions are identified: the ‘anti-trap’ region (purple
shaded), ‘open trap’ (red shaded), ‘closed trap’ (white triangle region) and the
‘forbidden zone’ (gray shaded). The physical meaning of each region is explained
in text. (b) The calculated trap potential in the y-z plane at G = 0 for |*r,min | = 4.3
mK and |*b,max |/:� = 40 mK as indicated with red dots in (a). (c, d) show the
calculated trap potential along H direction and along G direction, with each trap
potential contributions plotted separately for comparison. Here the total potential,
blue-detuned guided mode potential, red-detuned guide mode potential and the
Casimir-Polder potential are indicated with blue solid curve, blue dashed curve, red
dashed curve and black dashed curve, respectively. All potentials are calculated for
Cs 6(1/2, � = 4 ground state and we have chosen :G = 0.98c/0 for the TE air mode
Bloch wavevector and :G = 0.99c/0 TE dielectric mode. The black dot in (c) refers
to the turning point of the trap along y direction.
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can estimate the span of the trapped is on the order of ∼ 20 nm, this will create a
tightly confined atom with trap frequencies ∼ 1 MHz.

For the optimal trap ratio, onemay notice that in Fig. 3.16 that the blue trapmaximum
(*b,max) is typically 10X larger than the red detuned trap minimum (|*r,min |). This
is because along the G direction, the blue detuned air mode typically has an intensity
minimum at the trap position G = 0. As a result, the air band blue-detuned trap
potential has to be much stronger than the red-detuned dielectric trap in order to
make a closed trap. However, recall that at the band-edge, the Bloch mode has a
visibility of 1, while away from the band-edge, the Bloch mode visibility decreases.
Thus, this ratio of *b,max/|*r,min | for optimal can be sensitive to the exact position
in frequency of air and dielectric modes with respect to the band-edge and a precise
design of the relative guided-mode power ratio is critical [67, 92]. Finally, It is
worth noting that this ‘safe delta’ generally applies to any photonic crystal structure
where the blue detuned trap and red detuned trap are peaked at different positions.
However, it does not apply to the unstructured waveguide such as the nanofiber
where the blue and red trap peak positions are located at the same position along the
fiber. In that case, a stable trap can be made by similar trap depths for blue and red
trap but with different evanescent decay length due to the wavelength difference, as
demonstrated in Ref. [66].

In the previous analysis, we focused on the trap potentials within one unit cell and
assumed the trap potential is the same for all unit cells through the whole device.
This is however, not true for finite devices. Recall that in Fig. 3.8, we showed that
the field near the band-edge will have cavity ‘supermode’ profiles along the device
due to reflection on the boundaries, with ‘supermode’ profiles replicated for the air
band in Fig. 3.17 (a). As our previous discussion relies on the optimal trap ratio
of blue and red guided-mode traps, the presence of this ‘supermode’ profile will
break the optimal ratio and make it spatially dependent along the whole device.
Furthermore, the presence of ‘supermodes’ will lead to ‘phase slips’ where the
intensity maximum position of the air mode is deviated from its normal position
(e.g. G = 0/2 inside a unit cell) as shown in Fig. 3.17 (d) (i). Here the ‘phase slip’
for air mode is defined as ΔG/0 = (Gpeak − 0/2)/0, i.e. the offset of the Bloch mode
from the unit cell center along G. One may achieve more uniform field distributions
by avoiding the ‘supermodes’ and aligning the trap frequency far away from the

added together to get the total potential. Strictly speaking, this is not true as both the Casimir-Polder
potential and the dipole potential depends on the atomic state and an exact diagonalization of the full
Hamiltonian may lead to crossed terms as shown in Refs. [62, 63].
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Figure 3.17: (a) The intensity profiles along the full APCW as a function of fre-
quency with first six resonances’ frequencies indicated with a8, 8 = 1, 2, 3..., 6. Cs
D2 frequency is indicated with white dashed line. Left illustration indicates the port
the input light is excited for the APCW. (b) An example of intensity distribution
from COMSOL®[45] simulation for frequencies far from band-edge with two-ports
excitation. The standing-wave envelop is not uniform as indicated by the color.
More importantly, significant ‘phase slip’ deviation to the Bloch mode is observed
as shown in the insets. Top and Bottom: fields concentrate on the air mode intensity
maximum position. Center: field concentrates on the dielectric mode intensity
maximum position. (c) The intensity distribution for (i) single-port excitation (ii)
double-port excitation at the anti-resonance between sixth (a6) and seventh (a7)
resonances (not labelled), as indicated blue dashed line in (a). (d) the ‘phase slip’
measured by the offset of intensity maximum position to the nearest unit cell center
G = 0/2, (i) for single port excitation and (ii) double port excitation.
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band-edge (i.e. the ‘waveguide region’). However, as shown in Fig. 3.17 (b), away
from the band-edge will actually lead to more significant ‘phase slip’ due to the
mismatch of the wavevector :G to the lattice reciprocal vector c/0. To overcome
this nonuniform field intensity problem and the phase-slip problem, a few methods
have been proposed and here we present a method with double-port excitation at
anti-resonance frequencies.

The working principle of this method is illustrated in Fig. 3.17 (c). As shown
in Fig. 3.17 (c) (i), when the guided-mode light is excited from one port at the
anti-resonance frequency, the ‘supermode’ envelope is asymmetric with the device
center. Thus, if one excites the guided-mode light from both ports at the same
anti-resonance, adding two asymmetric profiles coherently will finally lead to one
symmetric and uniform profile along the whole device, as shown in Fig. 3.17 (c) (ii).
We further calculated the phase slip for this double-port excitation at anti-resonance
method and the result in Fig. 3.17 (d) (ii) suggests that we can also suppress the
‘phase slip’ for more than 100 unit cells near the center of the device. Here, the
residual fluctuations of ‘phase slip’ are due to mesh resolution in the simulation.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that such double-port excitation is also necessary for
the cancellation of vector shifts from the guided mode, as demonstrated in Ref. [66].

As a summary, we have shown the general principle of designing a stable guided-
mode trap by combining both red-detuned and blue-detuned guided modes. When
combining the guided-mode traps with field maxima locate at different position, the
constraints for making a stable trap are explicitly given. Numerically, it was shown
that these constraints lead to ‘safe delta’ in the parameter space. Further, beyond the
unit cell analysis, we showed how the ‘supermode’ profile and ‘phase slip’ problem
can be solved by employing the double-port excitation at anti-resonance method.
Combining all these techniques presented here, we can design a stable guided-mode
trap along the finite devices [146]. It is worth mentioning that stable surface traps
above the nanostructure can also been generated from external illuminations, as
suggested in Refs. [68, 171, 182]. We will discuss the surface traps formed by
external illuminations in detail in Chapter 4.

3.6 Other considerations
Finally, it is worth mentioning that there are a few other topics we did not discuss in
detail but might still be relevant. Here we provide an incomplete list
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Atomic motion and tunneling effect
In our previous Green’s function approach, the atomic motion is treated as an
classical variable and the atom state evolution is solved quasi-statically at every
fixed atom position (or equivalently averaging over all atomic positions). However,
this quasi-static approximation may fail when atom trapped inside the guided-mode
trap as the atom oscillation frequency is comparable to the atom decay rate, leading
to coupling between atomic internal state and motional state. Furthermore, when
atom are cooled to the trap’s ground state, the coupling of photon and phonon at
these discrete motional levels can lead to entanglement between the photonic state
and the motional state [106]. In both cases, a rigorous quantum treatment of atom
motion is required with the atom position as quantum variable. Example of such
treatment can be found in Ref. [178].

Imperfections and material loss
In reality, the photonic crystal structure can be full of local defects and imperfections
due to imperfect fabrication process. The imperfections and local defects might
change the local density of states and change the Green’s function locally [40].

Mechanical mode of the nanophotonic structure
When the atom trap frequency is close to one the mechanical modes of the nanos-
tructure, the thermal motion of the nanostructure may introduce heating effect on
atoms, as found in Ref. [90]. We will study the optomechanical properties of the
APCW in Chapter 7 and evaluate the heating effect on trapped atoms.
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C h a p t e r 4

THE PROPOSAL FOR ATOM ASSEMBLY ON
NANOPHOTONIC STRUCTURES

In previous chapters, we have introduced the basic theory (Chapter 2) and the real
world practices (Chapter 3) for understanding atom-light interactions in nanopho-
tonic structures. Since the starting of this project, a few important experimental
milestones in this subject have been achieved within the QOG [33, 66–68, 86].
However, one of the major experimental challenges for studying atom-light interac-
tion in nanophotonic systems is to achieve efficient and controllable atom delivery
to positions near and within the photonic crystal structures. In this chapter, we
will present an approach for achieving deterministic atom delivery and assembly
on nanophotonic structures by the integration with optical tweezer arrays. From
our initial analysis, this method is promising to extend our ability to control and
manipulate each individual atom near dielectric materials. This proposal is inspired
by recent exciting achievements in free-space atom assembly [16, 17, 57] and also
early success for delivering single atoms to nanophotonic crystal cavities [182]. Part
of the materials presented in this chapter are adapted from Ref. [125].

4.1 Introduction
The research described in this chapter attempts to create novel paradigms for strong
quantum interactions of light and matter by way of single atoms and photons in
nanoscopic dielectric lattices. Nanophotonic structures offer the intriguing possibil-
ity to control interactions between atoms and photons by engineering the medium
properties through which they interact [40, 42, 124]. Opportunities beyond con-
ventional quantum optics thereby emerge for unconventional quantum phases and
phenomena for atoms and photons in one and two-dimensional nanophotonic lat-
tices [52, 71, 204]. The research is inherently multidisciplinary, spanning across
nanophotonics, atomic physics, quantum optics, and condensed matter physics.

Beyond the advances reported here, this general area has diverse implementations
for quantum information science, including the realization of complex quantum
networks [110] and the exploration of quantum many-body physics with atoms and
photons [93]. Further avenues of interest are the investigation of quantum metrol-
ogy and long-distance quantum communication [47] combined with the integrated
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functionality of nanophotonics and atoms. As a comparison, solid-state emitters
coupled to nanophotonic structures [49, 172, 207] provide a complementary route
to some of the physics described here. However, these systems exhibit inhomo-
geneous broadening which can make the coupling of even two such emitters in a
single nanophotonic structure a challenging experimental task [58] and they are
not, in their current form, designed to generate controllable interactions across a
large system of emitters as has been demonstrated with numerous atomic physics
platforms.

While exciting theoretical opportunities of atoms coupled to nanophotonics have
emerged, this research only moves forward in the laboratory by advancing nanopho-
tonic device fabrication and by integrating these novel devices into the realm of
ultracold atoms. Important experimental milestones have been reached [67, 68, 86,
164, 182, 184], but generally laboratory progress has lagged theory in combining
ultracold atoms and novel nanophotonic devices. A grand challenge for experiments
in this new field is the realization of atomic arrays with high fractional filling of
single atoms into unit cells of 1D and 2D lattices [40, 124].

Previously in the QOG at Caltech, two major atom-delivery schemes were demon-
strated in experiments for delivering atoms to the positions near the APCW as
summarized in Fig. 4.1. For example, in Lab 11, the side-illumination (SI) trap was
used for loading and trapping atoms above the APCW [68, 86]. As illustrated in
Fig. 4.1 (a), the SI beam with a beam waist F0 ' 50 `m is perpendicularly aligned
to the APCW. Due to the interference of incident light and reflection light from
the APCW, reflective traps are formed near the APCW, labelled as ‘I1’, ‘I2’ etc.,
as indicated in Fig. 4.1 (b) on the simulated intensity profile. As demonstrated in
Ref. [68], the averaged trapped atom number is ∼ 3 with atoms spanning ∼ 20 `m
along the x axis of the device. Despite recent progress in increasing the trapped atom
number by engineering the collision blockade physics during the loading process,
one of the major limitations in this side-illumination approach is the fluctuating
atom numbers from experimental cycle to cycle and the large and uncontrollable
atom spacing along G axis as compared to the APCW lattice constant 0 = 370 nm.

In Lab 2, a conveyor belt approach was implemented for delivering atoms near
the APCW [33]. In this approach, atoms are first loaded in the lattice (called
‘pancakes’) formed by a pair of counter-propagating beams with waist F0 ' 60 `m
[33]. The atoms inside the ‘pancakes’ are then transferred to the APCW by chirping
the frequency of one beam with respect to another. Fig. 4.1 (d) (i-iv) shows the
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Figure 4.1: Two different atom-delivery schemes developed in the QOG. (a) Illus-
tration of the side-illumination (SI) trap where a focused beam with beam waist
F0 ' 50 `m is perpendicularly aligned to the APCW. Atoms are loaded and trapped
in the first reflective trap called the ‘I1’ trap. (b) The simulated intensity profile of the
SI beam near the device in the H − I plane. Trapping positions of ‘I1’, ‘I2’ and ‘I−1’
are indicated with text. (c) Illustration of the conveyor-belt atom delivery scheme.
Atoms are transferred by the ‘pancake’ lattice with spacing _/2, as explained in the
text. (d) The simulated atom positions (red dots) as a ‘pancake’ moves across the
APCW at four different times: (i) before reaching the APCW (ii) ‘pancake’ aligned
to the top surface of the APCW (iii) ‘pancake’ aligned to the bottom surface (iv)
‘pancake’ exits from the APCW. Exact timing of each plot can be found in Ref. [33].
Figs. (a, b) are adapted from Ref. [68] and Figs. (c, d) are adapted from Ref. [33].
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simulated atom positions of the pancakes moving across the APCW. We can see
that a small portion of the delivered atoms can pass through the gap of the APCW
[146], but with a significant portion of atoms crashing to the top surface of the
APCW. This inefficiency of atom delivery and trapping leads to rapid Cs coating on
the APCW and degrades the device’s performance and lifetime as documented in
details in Ref. [130]. Despite guided-mode heating method are developed to reverse
the adsorption process [146], it is still challenging to achieve deterministic atom
delivery with known atom number and position with this approach.

Given the constraints of previous atom delivery schemes described above, it is
desired to develop a new atomdelivery schemewhere atomnumber and positions can
be controlled precisely above the nanostructure. Inspired by recent breakthroughs
of free-space atom assembly with optical tweezer arrays [16, 17, 57], we believe the
integration of nanophotonics with optical tweezer arrays could be one promising
path that provides feasible manipulation of atoms on nanostructures down to single
atom level and would ultimately allow us to build the nanoscopic atomic arrays with
one atom per photonic crystal unit cell, as illustrated in Fig. 1.4. In the rest of this
chapter, we will discuss in detail how to apply the current state-of-art free-space
atom assembly techniques into our nanophotonic system and evaluate the potential
requirements and challenges for achieving the cartoon illustration in Fig. 1.4.

4.2 Atom assembly: from free-space to near nanostructures
Optical tweezers and atom assembly in free-space
Before introducing the proposal of atom assembly on nanostructures, here we first
give a short review on the optical tweezers and atom sorting techniques in free-space,
following Ref. [28].

The trapping of single atom in a tightly focused dipole trap, or an optical tweezer
trap was demonstrated by Schlosser et al. in 2001 [167]. There, an optical dipole
trap with a waist (1/42 intensity radius) ∼ 1 `m is immersed in a magneto-optical
trap (MOT). When an atom is cooled from the MOT into the optical tweezers and
gets trapped inside, the continuously emitted fluorescence light under near-resonant
illuminationwill signal the presence of this single atom in the optical tweezer. Now if
a second atom enters the trap, the fast light-assisted collisions between the two atoms
will lead to the immediate loss of both atoms [168], limiting the number of atoms in
this optical tweezer trap to be either zero or one with probability ? ∼ 1/2 for each.
This effect is called ‘collision blockade’ in the optical tweezer trap [167, 168]. One
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Figure 4.2: Atom assembly in (a) one dimensional chain, (b) two dimensional array
and (c) three dimensional lattices with arbitrary structures. Details of the methods
are explained in the text. Figure (a) adapted from Ref. [57], Fig. (b) adapted from
Ref. [16] and Fig. (c) adapted from Ref. [17], with permission.

can scale up the optical tweezer traps with an array of optical tweezers. However,
due to the stochastic loading of optical tweezers, the probability ?# of having all
# traps simultaneously filled decreases as 1/2# . Careful engineering of the light-
assisted collisions to lose just one atom of the pair [29, 75, 120] was shown to
enhance the probability of one atom up to ? ∼ 0.9. Still, the probability of creating
a #-trap defect-free array decreases very quickly with # (?# = ?# ). As a result, the
size of optical tweezer arrays was limited to just a few atoms for a long time [28].

In 2016, this limitation was circumvented with the demonstration of atom sorting
techniques [16, 57, 107], which making it possible to achieve fast atom assembly
of defect-free arrays with atom number # ∼ 100. The basic idea of atom sorting
is to start from a large array with 2# traps with randomly loaded ∼ # atoms
(each with zero or one atom). By measuring the random configuration in each
experiment cycle and matching it to the pre-calculated sorting algorithm, one can
actively sort the atoms into the target configuration (e.g., an ordered array) in real
time. In experiment, this sorting technique can be achieved with two methods,
depending on whether the optical tweezer array is moving or not. In the first
method, the optical tweezer array is generated by acousto-optical deflectors (AODs)
where multiple radio-frequency (RF) tones are fed into the AOD, creating multiple
first order beams before focusing [166]. The trap depth and the spacing of optical
tweezers are controlled by the RF power and frequency separation, respectively. For
the atom sorting in experiment, a fluorescence image of the tweezer array is taken to
distinguish the loaded tweezers from the empty ones and then the the empty tweezers
are removed and the loaded optical tweezers are dynamically moved using the AODs
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to create a fully loaded array, as shown in Fig. 4.2 (a) in the case of 1D (Figure adapted
from Ref. [57]). Extensions to 2D and 3D were also demonstrated in Ref. [107] and
Ref. [119] in the same year. In the second method, the optical tweezer arrays are
generated by a spatial light modulator (SLM) which imprints an appropriate phase
pattern on the trapping beam before focusing. After the fluorescence imaging of
the loading configuration, a moving optical tweezer generated and controlled by the
AOD captures an atom from a filled site, then moves and releases it to the target site
one at a time [16], as shown in Fig. 4.2 (b). Sorting in 2D optical tweezer arrays
forming by microlenses arrays was also demonstrated in Ref. [139]. Recently, this
method has been extended to the assembly of 3D arrays with arbitrary designed
structures [17], as shown in Fig. 4.2 (c). This sorting of atoms has also been applied
in two and three dimensions in optical lattices with large spacing between sites [116]
and arrays of optical tweezer trapped molecules [4].

Protocol for atom assembly on nanostructures
Inspired by the success of free-space atom assembly, it is natural to wonder if this
method can be applied to atom assembly on nanostructures. However, it is soon
realized that it is challenging to directly apply the atom assembly techniques in free-
space to the arrays on nanophotonic structures. Recall that in free-space, the success
of atom assembly relies on three basic requirements: 1) The initial optical tweezer
array should fill with zero or one atom in each trap; 2) the two configurations (zero or
one atom) can be determined quickly from non-destructive methods (fluorescence
imaging); 3) the lifetime of trapped atoms is relatively long with respect to the
sorting time in order to achieve high fidelity.

The presence of a dielectric structure destroys all the three bases. For the first basis,
the presence of the dielectric material will diminish the density of atoms in theMOT
near the material, leading to inefficient loading of the optical tweezer array (? <
1/2). Despite the success of direct loading in reflective dipole traps on quasi-1D
structures such as nanofibers [135] and the APCWwaveguide [68] where the impact
to the MOT is minimal, this method does not apply to general structures such as the
2D photonic crystal slabs [204] presented in the previous chapter or structures with
supporting substrate [108]. Furthermore, immersing the nanophotonic structure
in the MOT will cause rapid Cs adsorption on the nanophotonic structure, shift
the spectrum of the device and degrade its performances. For the second basis,
when aligning the optical tweezer arrays with the nanophotonic structures, the
reflection/scattering light from the structure interferes with the incident tweezer
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beam, forming reflective fringes (or ‘pancakes’) similar to a 1D optical lattices. As
a result, the optical tweezers are no longer a single trap and each of the pancakes
can trap zero or one atom. This makes it challenging to determine the initial
configuration for the trap closest to the structure (the ‘I1’ trap, as shown in Fig. 4.1
(b)). Finally, the lifetime of the trapped atom next to the dielectric material is
typically limited to ∼ 10 ms under probe light and ∼ 100 ms without probe light
[68, 182]. This is in contrast to the typical lifetime of ∼ 1 s under illumination and
∼ 10 s lifetime of atoms without illumination in free-space [16, 57]. Furthermore,
the presence of the dielectric material makes the conventional cooling schemes such
as PGCsnot efficient near the dielectric surfaces [68]. Without long lifetime and
efficient coolingmethods, it is hard to determine the loading configuration accurately
(as atom will be lost) and to achieve high fidelity sorting. Since the presence of
the dielectric material breaks all the three basis of atom assembly in free-space,
this makes the direct atom assembly on nanostructures very challenging in the near
future.

Instead of direct atom assembly on nanostructures, here we circumvent the difficul-
ties above by first assembling the atom array in free-space and then transfer to the
target positions on device. Typical experimental steps for achieving #B atom array
on device can be as follows

Step 1: Loading an array of #0 (#0 � #B) optical tweezers at distance far away
from the device (for example, distance >50 `m).

Step 2: Determine the configurations of the #0 array by fluorescence imaging.

Step 3: Free-space atom sorting and creating a defect-free array of #1 atoms
(with #0 > 2#1).

Step 4: Transfer array of #2 (#B < #2 < #1) atoms from free-space to the
device. Depending on the transfer probability and lifetime of the trapped
atoms on device, one can decide whether it is necessary to perform atom
sorting on device.

Step 5: Perform science experiment with the array of #B (#B < #2) atoms on
the nanostructures.

Step 6: Transfer back to free-space and determine the atom configurations for
further rearrangement.
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Step 7: Repeat steps 4-6, until the total atom number #tot is not enough for the
intended science experiment (#tot < #B), repeat 1-6.

In the proposed protocol above, the first three steps are relatively straightforward.
When the distance of the loading position is sufficiently far away from the nanos-
tructure, it can be safely assumed that the free-space atom assembly techniques can
be well applied. Step 5-7 is also self-explanatory. Due to the fact that the lifetime of
free-space trapped atoms are much longer than the lifetime on the device (e.g., 10
s vs. 100 ms), we have purposely used the free-space atom array as atom reservoir
for continuous single atom supply, to increase the repetition rate of the experiment.
Thus, in our following discussions, we will mainly focus on addressing step 4.

Specifically, there are two important parameters in step 4: the free-space to target
device trap transfer probability and the lifetime of trapped atoms on the devices.
These two parameters determine whether it is necessary or possible to perform an
additional atom sorting on the device. On the one hand, high transfer probability to
the target trap can ensure that the transferred atom array on the device is still defect-
free and thus circumvent atom resorting above the device. For example, given
the free-space assembled 10 atom array and the single atom transfer probability
?C ' 0.94 (which is demonstrated in Ref. [182]), the probability of having a 10 atom
array to be defect-free on device is ?10

C ' 0.54 while a lower transfer probability,
for example, ?C = 0.8, the probability of having a 10 defect-free atom array is
?10
C ' 0.11. On the other hand, the lifetime on the device is also critical. For

any operations on the device (e.g., sorting or science measurement) that take time
ΔC and the corresponding lifetime g, the probability of having a full array without
atom loss is ?> = exp(−#BΔC/g). For #B = 10, ΔC = 5 ms and g = 100 ms, we
have ?> = 0.6, while if the trapped lifetime is extended to 1 s, the probability of no
atom loss after the operation is ?> = 0.95. Thus, it is important to find the ideal
method for free-space to device transfer and to push the lifetime of trapped atoms on
nanostructures or equivalently, to reduce the time needed for a specific operation.

First, for transferring from a free-space array to target positions on the device, a few
methods have been proposed and demonstrated, namely, the conveyor belt method
[33, 108], the side-transfer method [164, 182] and the transfer using superposed
Laguerre-Gaussian modes[20]. The conveyor belt method has already been dis-
cussed in detail in Lucas Peng’s thesis [146] and in Ref. [108] for optical tweezers.
For the transfer method using superposed Laguerre-Gaussian modes, we will dis-
cuss in detail in Chapter 6. In this chapter, we will mainly focus on the side-transfer
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method [164, 182] in our discussion. As this subject of transferring from free-space
to device is strongly depends on the device design parameters, we will offer detailed
discussions in following sections.

Second, the trapping lifetime can be extended by suppressing the potential heat-
ing sources for trapped atoms near dielectric structures. This can include state-
dependent trap potential [199], vector shifts due to elliptical polarization near di-
electric surfaces [46], and mechanical motion of the device [90]. For the first two
heating sources, heating can be suppressed by employing the ‘magic’ wavelength
for the trap design and having counter-propagating guided modes for cancelling the
vector shifts [66, 199]. The impact of light shifts can also be fully eliminated for
atoms without ‘magic’ wavelengths by temporally alternating the trapping beam
with cooling and imaging beams as reported in Ref. [94]. For the heating from the
device’s mechanical vibrations, this can be suppressed by a better design of the me-
chanical properties of the device, for example, switching from the APCW to SPCW.
Furthermore, efficient cooling is critical to suppress the potential atom loss due to
heating. This can be achieved by conventional Doppler or sub-Doppler cooling near
the dielectric surfaces. For example, lower temperatures can be achieved by using
Doppler cooling with narrow linewidth transitions, for example, 6(1/2 → 5�5/2 in
Cs atoms [36]. Recently, nearly ground state cooling for atoms trapped 300 nm near
the nanofiber is demonstrated in Ref. [132] with guided-mode polarization gradient
cooling (PGC) and degenerate Raman cooling (DRC). The observed lifetimes for
surface trapped atoms are extended to 1.5 s for PGC and 1.7 s for DRC, compared
to the 75 ms lifetime in the absence of cooling, as reported in Ref. [132].

Reducing the sorting time near the device is also critical for atom assembly on
the nanostructures. This can be achieved by making use of the strong atom-light
coupling within the nanostructure and improving the signal-to-noise ratio in atom
detection. For example, for PCWs such as the APCW with Γ1D > Γ′, the atom can
be excited illuminated from beams collinear with the optical tweezers (to minimize
the direct scattering into device), as shown in Fig. 4.3 (b). The fluorescence counts
will be efficiently collected from the guided mode due to large Γ1D and used to
determine the atom number versus defect number. Alternatively, the transmission
and reflection spectra can also be used to determine the atom number, as shown in
Fig. 4.3 (c-d). By probing on the red detuned side Δ�/Γ′ ∼ 1 (as indicated with red
dashed line) and measuring the phase shift due to the presence of atoms, one can
resolve the atom number and also reduce heating from the probe light [18].
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Figure 4.3: (a) Illustration of guided mode illumination. (b) The basic rates of atom
trapped in an optical tweezer trap aligned to the PCW (c) The typical transmission
spectrum for the APCW at first resonance for 1-5 atoms (d) The phase shift due to
the presence of atoms on the APCW. By probing on the red detuned side Δ�/Γ′ ∼ 1
(as indicated with red dashed line), one can resolve the atom number and also reduce
heating from probe light.

4.3 Atom assembly on quasi-1D nanostructures
Transfer free-space atom array to the I1 traps above the APCW
As mentioned in the previous section, the transferring of free-space atom arrays to
nanostructures is particularly important as a high success rate transfer can circumvent
the step of atom sorting on nanostructures. In this section, we investigate the side-
transfer scheme where the tweezer is initial on the side of the device and transfer to
the device by simply moving the tweezer to align on it. The side-transfer technique
was originally demonstrated by Thompson et al. [182] for transferring an atom from
a single optical tweezer to a one-dimensional nano-beam photonic crystal cavity.
In Ref. [182], the transfer success rate was measured to be 94 ± 6%. Given the
structural similarity between the 1D nanobeam cavity and the APCW, it is expected
that the side-transfer technique should also lead to high delivery efficiencies for
transferring free-space trapped atoms to reflective traps above the APCW.

Fig. 4.4 (a, b) illustrates the side-transfer scheme where the tweezer array is on
the side of the APCW and moving towards the APCW. Here, the tweezer array
is generated by an AOD with axis along G and moving the entire tweezer array
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Figure 4.4: (a) An illustration of the scheme for transferring a free-space array
of single atoms to reflective traps above the APCW. The red circles indicate the
size of a tweezer with radius equal to the waist F0 = 850 nm and green dots
indicate the rms span sizes of ∼ 100 `K trapped atoms in a 1 mK tweezer trap.
(b) A COMSOL® [45] simulation of the tweezer trap when aligned on PCWs with
tweezer focus position at I = −1 `m and polarization along x direction (out of
page), with the closest three reflective traps labelled as ‘I1’, ‘I−1’ and ‘I2’. The
white curve shows a typical atom trajectory starting at initial tweezer trap minimum
(G, H, I) = (0,−2.5,−1) `m with initial temperature ∼ 50 `K. (c) Probability of
transferring into different reflective traps at different tweezer focus positions along
z direction, with atom initial temperature )8 = 20 `K. (d) Probability of transferring
into I1 trap at different atom initial temperatures at 1 mK tweezer trap.
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vertically along the H direction is achieved by sweeping the RF drive frequency of
a second AOD with axis along H. Due to c-phase shift of the reflection light from
dielectric surface, the interference between the reflection light and the tweezer light
leads to an intensity minimum at the surface of the dielectric material. As a result,
for the red-detuned tweezer trap, the atom will stay in the intensity maximum region
and avoid from colliding to the dielectric surface. Fig. 4.4 (b) shows a typical atom
trajectory (white curve) from numerical simulation being successfully transferred
into the so-called I1 trap close to the upper surface of the APCW trap with the
largest coupling rate to TE mode of the APCW [68, 86]. Here, the free-space initial
position of the tweezer waist is located at (G, H, I) = (0,−2.5,−1) `mwith the atom
initial temperature ∼ 50 `K in a free-space tweezer trap depth*0/:� = 1 mK.

Generally, the probabilities of transferring into different reflective trap sites {I8}
can be tuned by changing the initial tweezer focus along the z direction. This is
further quantified by a Monte-Carlo simulation of atom trajectories as shown in
Fig. 4.4 (c) for tweezer waist F0 = 850 nm and atom initial temperature 20 `K. The
simulated probability of transferring into the I1 trap is peaked at ∼ 100% between
I = −1 `m and I = −1.7 `m which indicates a relatively large tolerance of tweezer
focus positions along I. Our investigations of atom trajectories via Monte-Carlo
simulation show that achieving high probability transfer with (? > 0.9) into the I1

trap also requires that the atom starts initially with a temperature less than 60 `K,
as shown in Fig. 4.4 (c) for tweezer waist F0 = 850 nm, trap depth */:� = 1 mK
and focus position I = −1.5 `m. Absent the difficulties brought by the dielectric
boundary, this can be achieved with PGC in the tweezer or Raman sideband cooling
as shown in Refs. [105, 181].

Figure 4.5: Transfer probability for atoms trapped in an optical tweezer (a) with
polarization along y axis and waist F0 = 850 nm (b) polarization along x axis but
with waist F0 = 1.26 `m. All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.4
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Further, we numerically investigated the transfer probability dependence on the
tweezer polarization and waist. Fig. 4.5 (a) shows an example of the calculated
transfer probability for the tweezer with polarization along y axis (perpendicular to
the APCW), with all other parameters the same as in Fig. 4.4, we observe significant
probability of transferring into ‘I−1’ and ‘I2’ traps which limit the peak probability
into the ‘I1’ trap under 80%. The simple explanation of this difference can be made
from the weaker reflection from the APCW for light polarized along y direction,
which leads to weaker pancakes as the tweezer moves towards the device. Another
variable to consider relative to Fig. 4.4 is the tweezer waist with Fig. 4.5 showing an
example of the calculated transfer probability for F0 = 1.26 `m. Here this specific
choice corresponds to the setting for a NA= 0.4 objective in our current setup, as
discussed in Chapter 5. As we can see from Fig. 4.5, transfer into other traps such as
I2 and I−1 is not negligible due to the relative larger span of atoms along I direction.
As a result, the highest transfer probability into I1 trap is ? ∼ 0.75 at an optimal
position of I0 = −2 `m, where I0 refers to the tweezer focus position along I axis.
Compared to Fig. 4.4 (c), the range for transfer probability ? = 0.9?max ' 0.65
along I axis is ΔI ' 2.5 `m. Next, we investigated the dependence of transfer
probability on the device parameters. The dependence of I1 trap position and
trap depth with respect to the device thickness C was already investigated Juan
Muniz’s thesis [171]. Here we focus on trap deformation under different transverse
dimensions for a double-nanobeam waveguides, as an analog to the APCW. Fig. 4.6
shows the simulated tweezer intensity profile in H − I plane when aligned to a
double-nanobeam waveguide for a set of nanobeam widths F (the gap size and the
thickness is the same as the APCW). For F ≤ 500 nm, the I1 trap is well-defined
above the double nanobeams and the trap size along H direction is defined by the
gap of the double nanobeam. However, for F ∼ 600 nm, the I1 trap is connected to
the upper corners of the two nanobeams, suggesting being not suitable for trapping
atoms. For larger nanobeam widths (F > 700 nm), the I1 trap recovers as a well
defined trap for trapping atoms above the device. The deformation of the I1 trap at
different nanobeam widths F is related to the interference of the scattered light from
the nanobeam. Specifically, at F ' 600 nm, the light scattered from the nanobeam
forms a destructive interference at the conventional I1 trap center.

It turns out that the transverse dimension of the double nanobeams will have a
significant impact on the transfer efficiency in the side-transfer method. Fig. 4.7 (b)
shows an example for side-transfer to a double-nanobeamwaveguide with nanobeam
width F = 450 nm. As we can see, for tweezer focus position between I0 = −1 `m
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Figure 4.6: COMSOL®[45] simulated tweezer intensity profile in H − I plane when
aligned to a double nano-beam structure for different widths F of the nanobeam.
Here the double-nanobeam gap is fixed at 6 = 220 nm (as in the APCW) and
the tweezer focus is at the top surfaces of the double-nanobeams and aligned to
the center of the gap. The gray shaded region indicates the cross-section of the
double-nanobeam waveguide.

and −3 `m, there is a significant probability of atom trapped on the side of the I1

trap, called I1,1 trap, as indicated in Fig. 4.7 (a). Recall that the polarization in our
previous simulations are all along the waveguide by default (as indicated in the inset
in Fig. 4.7 (a)), one can adjust the input tweezer polarization to suppress the two side
traps I1,1 and I1,−1. For example, Fig. 4.7 (c) shows the simulated intensity profile
for tweezer polarization orthogonal to the nanobeam (or H-polarized as indicated in
the inset in Fig. 4.7 (c)). Clearly, the two side traps I1,1 and I1,−1 are gone, despite
the I1 trap itself having two intensity maximums above each nanobeam.1 One
can utilize this difference of I1 trap between G-polarized tweezer and H-polarized
tweezer to further transfer the I1,1 trapped atoms into the I1 trap. This is achieved by
adding an additional step to rotate the polarization of the tweezer from G-polarized
to H-polarized. The trajectory simulation suggests that almost all atoms originally
trapped in I1,1 trap can then be transferred into the I1 trap, as shown in Fig. 4.7 (d).
With these two steps, one can achieve a high transfer probability as for the case of

1The trajectory simulation for transferring atom with the H-polarized tweezer (not shown) sug-
gests that there is significant probability of transferring into I2 or I−1 traps due to the lower reflectivity
from the nanobeam during the transport.
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Figure 4.7: (a) COMSOL®[45] simulated intensity profile for an optical tweezer
aligned with the double-nanobeamwaveguide (gray rectangles) with waistF0 = 850
nm and focus position at I0 = −2.5 `m (2.5 `m lower than the nanobeam top
surface). A new trap I1,1 on the side of I1 trap is indicated with white dashed circle.
Here the nanobeam width is F = 450 nm. The inset indicates the polarization
of the optical tweezer along the double-nanobeam waveguide. (b) The numerically
calculated transfer probability from trajectory simulation at different focal positions.
Inset indicates the polarization of the optical tweezer. The probability of transfer
into I1 (blue curve) peaks at I0 = −1 `m but with significant probability of ending
into the new trap site I1,1 (purple curve) at other tweezer focal positions (I0). (c)
COMSOL®[45] simulated intensity profile for polarization perpendicular to the
double nanobeams, as indicated in the inset. Other parameters are the same as in
(a). Note that the trap sites I1,1 and I1,−1 are now not relevant. (d) The numerically
calculated transfer probability with additional step of rotating the polarization from
along waveguide to perpendicular to the waveguide when the tweezer is aligned to
the waveguide, as indicated in the inset.
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transferring to smaller nanobeam width waveguides.

Loading into a subwavelength array on the APCW

Figure 4.8: (a) The subwavelength I1 lattice (right) formed by adding the long
cigarette-shaped I1 trap from conventional side-illumination beam (left) with the
blue-detuned air mode (middle). The evanescent field of the air mode will divide
the long I1 trap into different sites with period the same as the APCW structure.
The right plot is a COMSOL®[45] simulation of the total combined trap at the
plane I = I1. (b) The I1 trap along device at position H = 0 and I = 130 nm (with
the surface at I = 0). The red curve indicates the conventional I1 trap from the
side-illumination beam with waist F0 = 55 `m. The blue curve represents the total
trap formed by adding blue-detuned air mode and the I1 trap.

In the previous section, we have shown the side-transfer method can be applied to
quasi-1D system to achieve high transfer efficiency. There the tweezer itself forms
the I1 trapwhen aligned to theAPCW.However, such I1 trap arrays formed by optical
tweezers cannot be subwavelength. In fact, in order to have well separated traps and
avoid frequency beating, the distance between neighbor tweezers are typically kept
larger than 2F0, with F0 being the tweezer waist. However, a subwavelength lattice
can be formed above the nanostructure by combining the guided-mode traps with the
reflective traps (I1 trap) from the conventional side-illumination beam, as already
suggested in Ref. [71]. In this section, we will show how to apply the side-transfer
method to transfer free-space atom array into a subwavelength lattice on the APCW.

Fig. 4.8 shows the basic idea for the case of the APCW. Here the trap lattice above
the APCW is a combination of the conventional side-illumination beam (with waist
F0G along the device ' 55 `m formed by a cylindrical lens) and the blue-detuned
air mode. Due to the Bloch mode periodicity and the finite decay length of the
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evanescent field, the blue-detuned air mode will extend to the I1 trap region and
separate the long cigarette-shaped I1 trap into many isolated trap sites, as shown
in Fig. 4.8 (b) for the total trap along the line I = I1 and H = 0. As the combined
trap is formed with the blued-detuned guided mode, it naturally inherits the lattice
constant from the APCW and form a 1D lattice at the original I1 trap position. For
brevity, we refer this combined trap lattice as ‘I1 lattice’.

Figure 4.9: (a, b) Example of simulated trajectory (white curves) for transferring
into the I1 trap lattice above the APCW in (a) G − H plane and (b) H − I plane. The
free-space tweezer has a trap depth *0/:� = 1 mK, the side-illumination beam has
a trap depth *SI/:� ' 2 mK at I1 trap position and the blue-detuned air mode has
a peak trap depth (anti-trap) *air ' 2 mK at I1 trap position. (c) The numerically
calculated transfer probability into the target site at G = 0 (label as ‘0’ site) and
neighbor sites at G = 0 and G = −0 (labelled as ‘+1’ and ‘-1’ in (a)) as a function of
the tweezer initial position G, for atom initial temperature )0 = 25 `K. The dashed
lines indicate the range to maintain 90% efficiency into the target ‘0’ trap site at
G = 0 (I = I1). (d) The probability of transferring into the ‘0’ trap site as a function
of atom initial temperature.

With the fixed I1 lattice above the APCW, we now investigate how the side-transfer
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technique can be applied to transferring into the I1 lattice site. Fig. 4.9 (a, b) shows
one example of the simulated trajectory for transferring into the target trap site at
G = 0 for an atom with an initial temperature )0 ' 25 `K in an optical tweezer
with trap depth ' 1 mK and waist F0 = 850 nm. As indicated in Fig. 4.9 (a),
the precise alignment of free-space tweezer to the desire trap site is critical for
achieving high transfer probability. This is further quantified in Fig. 4.9 (c) where
we calculated the probability of transferring into target trap site at G = 0 with the
initial tweezer position misaligned by Gshift, with condition same as in Fig. 4.9 (a,
b). From this numerical result, it shows that for an misalignment within ΔG = ±70
nm, the transfer probability can still maintain at ? > 0.9. Of course, this tolerance
in the G direction dependents on the atom’s initial temperature. For example, for the
setting in Fig. 4.9 (a-c), the estimated rms. size along x direction is 〈G2〉1/2 ' 60 nm.
We further calculate the transfer probability under different atom initial temperature
with Gshift = 0 and the result is summarized in Fig. 4.9 (d). It suggests that for
high transfer probability, the initial atom temperature should be lower than 50 `K.
This temperature limit should be accessible with conventional polarization gradient
cooling.

With the demonstration of transferring into a single site in the I1 lattice, it might
seem to be straightforward to transfer the free-space trapped atoms array to each
site of the I1 lattice and creating a fully loaded subwavelength array. However, this
is not true given the mismatch of the free-space lattice constant 3 (e.g., 3 ≤ 2F0)
and the APCW lattice constant 0.2 Here we propose a simple geometric trick for
loading into the subwavelength I1 lattice with one step side-transfer as shown in
Fig. 4.10. This trick is based on the fact the projected spacing can be much smaller
than original spacing of the tweezer array. For the case of the APCW with 0 = 370
nm and free-space tweezer array with spacing 3 = 2F0, the correct angle \ for
projecting each optical tweezer to each I1 lattice site is \ = arccos(0/3) ' 76°. To
load the free-space tweezer into each I1 lattice site, the RF frequency tones applied
to each AOD are illustrated in Fig. 4.10 (b), with the AOD axis 51 and 52 indicated
in Fig. 4.10 (a). Here the slopes of the frequency ramping in 51 and 52 are chosen

2One may wish to transfer the free-space atom one by one into the subwavelength lattice to avoid
overlapping between tweezers. However, to achieve this, the system’s degree of freedom needs to be
�$� ∼ 2# which is much larger than the two AOD system with �$� ∼ #1 + #2. Here # refers
to the atom number and #1 and #2 refer to the number of frequency tones applied to each AOD.
For fully loaded 2D array, # = #1 × #2. Here, we assumed the tweezer array is generated by the
AODs. If the tweezer array is generated from spatial light modulator with one moving tweezer, as
in Ref. [16], each atom can be individually moved to the I1 lattice but it requires # steps for fully
loading # sites.
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Figure 4.10: The proposal for loading the subwavelength I1 lattice from 1D atom
array. (a) The tweezer array is at an angle to the APCW so that the projection of
tweezer focus positions are aligned to each trap site of the I1 lattice. Here the axes
of the two AODs are indicated by 51 and 52 and the red arrows indicate the moving
path of the tweezer. For tweezer distance 3 = 2F0, the angle is calculated to be
' 76°. (b) Illustration of RF-driving frequencies for AOD1 ( 51) and AOD2 ( 52) as
functions of time during the transfer. The slopes of the frequency ramping in 51 and
52 are chosen to keep tweezer moving along the red dashed lines in (a). The red ’X’
indicates the marked frequency tone is turned off at the time when the corresponding
tweezer has reached the center of the APCW.

to keep tweezer moving straight towards the trap site (as indicated with red dashed
lines in Fig. 4.10 (a)). The red ’X’ markers in the AOD1 frequency tones indicate the
time when the corresponding tweezer has reached the center of the APCW and the
corresponding RF power should be adiabatically tuned off. It is worth mentioning
that for minimizing the impact to neighbor site atoms, it requires the free-space
tweezer trap depth to be smaller than the blue air mode trap barrier to ensure the
neighbor atom not be pushed into the G = 0 trap. Mathematically, this corresponds
to |*tw(G = 0/2, H = 0, I = I1) | < *blue(G = 0/2, H = 0, I = I1).

One can further reduce the footprint of the titled 1D tweezer array by creating a
compact 2D tweezer array with the two AOD axes take an angle at \ = arccos(0/3).
For example, a 4 by #/4 free-space atom array can be used to load total # sites in
the I1 lattice, as shown in Fig. 4.11 (a). The corresponding frequency tones in time
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Figure 4.11: The proposal for loading the subwavelength I1 lattice from 2D tweezer
array. (a) Here the 2D tweezer array is generated by a pair of AODs with non-
orthogonal axis as indicated by 51 and 52. (b) Illustration of RF-driving frequencies
for AOD1 ( 51) and AOD2 ( 52) as a function of time during the transfer. Compared
with Fig. 4.10 (b), the RF driving frequency for AOD1 and AOD2 are decoupled.

Figure 4.12: The proposal for loading the subwavelength I1 lattice from 2D tweezer
array by using time domain frequency programming. (a) Here the 2D tweezer array
is generated by a pair of AODs with orthogonal axes as indicated by 51 and 52.
The moving trajectory of tweezers are indicated with red dashed arrows. Note that
transverse shift along x direction which are different from previous proposals. (b)
Illustration of RF-driving frequencies for AOD1 ( 51) and AOD2 ( 52) as a function
of time during the transfer.
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are illustrated in Fig. 4.11 (b).

Figure 4.13: Transfer into the guided-mode trap by linearly ramping down the side-
illumination power and linear ramping up the red-detuned dielectric guided mode
power. (a-d) shows the combined trap profile in H− I plane at (a) C = 0, (b) C = 0.3C 5 ,
(c) C = 0.6C 5 and (d) C = C 5 , where C 5 = 5 ms is the total ramping time. The pointer
indicates an example of the atom position in one snapshot.

Finally, a third method for loading a subwavelength I1 lattice without rotating
the free-space atom array is also proposed as shown in Fig. 4.12. Here the 2D
lattice are generated by a pair of AODs with orthogonal axes and the loading into
subwavelength arrays are achieved by shifting the frequency along x direction as the
tweezer array moving towards the device, as shown in Fig. 4.12 (b). The advantage
of this method is it does not require the 2D atom arrays to take a specific angle with
respect to the PCWs and can be then generally apply to more complicated structures
such as 2D photonic crystals.

Once atoms are transferred into I1 lattice, one can further transfer them into the
guided-mode trap described in Chapter 3. This is achieved by adiabatically turning
off side-illumination traps and turning on suitable guided-mode traps as shown in
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Fig. 4.13 for example [86]. It is worth mentioning that such transfer from I1 trap to
guided-mode trap can also apply to the case without the I1 lattice, for example, a
tweezer array with position aligned to the red-detuned dielectric mode positions.

Thus, till now, we have shown the basic steps from free-space atom array to fully
loaded guided-mode traps.

4.4 Atom assembly on 2D nanostructures
In the previous section, we have shown the steps to transfer from free-space atom
arrays to fully loaded subwavelength array in guided-mode traps for the APCW. In
this section, we will show how the side-transfer technique can be applied to transfer
to 2D photonic crystal devices as shown in Ref. [204] and also Chapter 2. Unlike the
quasi-1D structures where atoms can be directly transfer to the target positions with
one step side-transfer, the target position in 2D devices are typically far from the
edge of the 2D slab. For this reason, transport for 2D devices requires the free-space
assembled atoms first transfer to the edge of the 2D slab and then move to the target
position inside the 2D photonic crystal. Following this logic, we split the transport
of atoms in 2D devices into two separate problems, as shown below.

Figure 4.14: (a) Calculated transfer probability for transferring to an unstructured
2D slab with thickness C = 200 nm, based onMonte-Carlo trajectory simulation with
atom initial temperature )0 = 50 `K in a 1 mK trap depth tweezer trap with waist
F0 = 850 nm. The tweezer polarization is parallel to the edge of the 2D slab. Inset:
Illustration of the optical tweezer trap moving towards the 2D unstructured slab. (b)
COMSOL®[45] simulated intensity profile in the H − I plane for an optical tweezer
with F0 = 850 nm aligned to the 2D square photonic crystal slab with parameters
defined in Ref. [204]. Inset shows the illustration of an optical tweezer aligned to
the 2D square photonic crystal slab.

First, we investigate the transfer of atoms from free-space to the edge of an un-
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structured 2D slab, as indicated in the inset in Fig. 4.14 (a). From the Monte-Carlo
simulation of atom trajectories, we calculated the transfer probability into the re-
flective traps on an unstructured slab under different tweezer focus I positions, as
shown in Fig. 4.14 (a). This produces similar results as in the case for transferring
to the APCW (Fig. 4.4 (c)) under the same initial parameters, with the simulated
transfer probability into I1 trap ? > 95% under a wide range |ΔI | ∼ 2 `m.

Figure 4.15: The simulated intensity profile for an optical tweezer with waist F =

850 nm and focus on the surface of a 2D SiN slab (200 nm thick) with different gap
size. The optical tweezer is moving across the gap as illustrated in the inset in (a).
Here (a-c) are for gap size 300 nm, (d-h) are for gap size 600 nm and (g-i) are for
gap size 900 nm. The first column (a, d, g) corresponds to tweezer focus position
1.5 `m away from the gap center and the last column (c, f, i) corresponds to tweezer
position aligned to the center of the gap. Center column corresponds to the position
where the I1 trap splits with two intensity maxima.

After the atom is transferred to the I1 trap above the unstructured slab, it needs to be
further transfer to the target position on the photonic crystal slab. Before investigat-
ing the transport on 2D slabs, we first make sure that when the tweezer is aligned to
the 2D photonic crystal slab, a stable I1 trap can be formed without unwanted defor-
mations as shown previously for double-nanobeam waveguides (Fig. 4.6). Fig. 4.14
(b) shows an example of the simulated intensity profile for an optical tweezer with
waist F0 = 850 nm, aligned to the 2D square lattice with holes of radius A = 103
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Figure 4.16: (a) The calculated trapped atom temperature (normalized by free-space
tweezer trap depth *0 = 1 mK) as the tweezer moves from H = −1.5 `m to H = 1.5
`m with the gap center at H = 0. Here the trapped atom temperature is inferred
from Monte-Carlo trajectory simulations. For large gap size (gap> 300 nm), the
positions of atom hopping from one local trap minimum to another minimum is
indicated with arrows. (b) The trapped atom final temperature at position H = 1.5
`m as a function of gap size. The blue shaded area represents the region where
there is no significant heating after crossing the gap.

nm and lattice constant 0 = 290 nm. The reflective trap has very similar shape to
the one on a unstructured slab (shown in Fig. 4.15 (a)). This similarity is due to the
hole size on the 2D slabs are smaller than the half wavelength _/2. Intuitively, the
tweezer samples effectively an unstructured dielectric material with an effective re-
flective index (lower than the real unstructured material). To further understand the
I1 trap deformation during the transport on the 2D slabs, we simulated the process
of an optical tweezer moving across an air gap on the 2D slab with different gap
size (as indicated in the inset in Fig. 4.15 (a)). The simulated intensity profiles for
different gap size and at different positions are summarized in Fig. 4.15 with three
rows here correspond to different gap size (gap=300, 600 and 900 nm) and columns
correspond to the tweezer at different positions with respect to the gap. First, when
the tweezer is aligned to the center of the gap (Fig. 4.15 (c, f, i)), the I1 trap has one
single intensity maximum but with an additional shift in I position as the gap size
become wider. Further, by comparing the plots in the middle columns (Fig. 4.15
(b, e, h)), we find that for gap=600 nm and 900 nm, the I1 trap splits into two local
intensity maxima. This splitting can be a problem for atom transport and will lead
to heating to the trapped atoms or even atom loss.
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To evaluate the impact of the I1 trap deformation to atom transport, we performed
a Monte-Carlo atom trajectory simulation as the optical tweezer moved across the
gap, for atom initial temperature of 100 `K. The extracted atom temperature as an
function of tweezer position for different gap sizes is summarized in Fig. 4.16 (a).
Here the gap center position is at H = 0 and around the gap center position, we
observed two hopping positions (indicated two arrows) as the trapped atom hopping
from the surface I1 trap to the gap I1 trap and then hopping back again to surface
I1 trap. After the first hopping (from surface I1 trap to gap I1 trap), the atom
temperatures increase. To visualize the overall heating effect during the transport,
the final temperature at position H = 1.5 `m is plotted in Fig. 4.16 (b) under different
gap size. Here, we can identify that for gap size smaller than 300 nm, there is no
significant heating as the optical tweezer moving across the gap. However, for gap
size larger than 300 nm, we observed a significant heating effect as the gap getting
larger with the heating effect peaks at gap=700 nm.

This heating effect can be understood from the simple hopping model illustrated
in Fig. 4.17. The splitting of trap centers creates a trap barrier *0 between two
local trap minimum. Initially, for an atom with kinetic energy � smaller than the
barrier*0, the atom is localized in one trap minimum as illustrated in Fig. 4.17 (a).
However, as the tweezer moves more towards the gap center (here corresponds to
the left trap minimum), the right trap become shallower and at an critical position
*0 − � = |*! −*' | = Δ*, the atom will hop into the left trap and gain kinetic
energy Δ*, as illustrated in Fig. 4.17 (b). The total kinetic energy for atom in the
left trap is �′ = � + Δ* = *0, which is exactly the trap barrier (independent of
atom initial energy � , if � < *0). This model is consistent with the intensity profile
simulation in Fig. 4.15 (b). For gap=300 nm, there is no apparent heating as the
trap is not split. However, for gap=700 nm, the trap splitting has the largest barrier
and thus leads to largest heating in atom temperature. The heating analysis from
the I1 trap deformation perspective suggests for dimension smaller than 300 nm, the
heating impact should be negligible. This is typically the case for 2D square lattices
where the air hole diameter is close to 200 nm, when aligned to Cs transitions.
We would like to emphasize that in the model described in Fig. 4.17, the hopping
heating is a ‘one-time’ heating, that is, if one further reduce the trap depth of the
left trap while lower the trap depth of the right trap, the kinetic energy of the atom
is still �′ as long as the barrier is the same. This corresponds to the second hopping
as indicated in Fig. 4.16 (a) when atoms ‘hop’ out from gap I1 trap into surface I1

trap when the tweezer moves away from the gap. Thus, we expect the heating effect
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described here will not accumulate when tweezer moves over multiple gaps (when
they are separated far enough without additional interferences).

Figure 4.17: The basic heating process for hoping between trap local minimums. (a)
For an atom with kinetic energy � smaller than the barrier*0, the atom is localized
in one trap minimum. (b) When the right trap is continuously lifted up, at an critical
position *0 − � = |*! −*' | = Δ*, the atom will hop into the right trap and gain
kinetic energy Δ* and the total kinetic energy is �′ = � + Δ* = *0.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that additional oscillations in atom temperature in
Fig. 4.15 are due to the change of trap depth which is a result of interference with
scattering light near the gap. In the actual 2D photonic crystal slabs, this trap
oscillation may generate additional parametric heating when the time crossing one
unit cell is close to the period of atom oscillation in the I1 trap.

After transport to the target position in 2D photonic slab, one can further transfer
to the guided-mode trap generated from 2D photonic crystal guided modes. The
process should be very similar to the case in the APCW. For simplicity, we skip this
discussion here.

4.5 Summary and outlook
As a summary, in this chapter, we have presented a general analysis of atom assembly
on nanophotonic structures. Attaining deterministic atom arrays, in the spirit of
recent worldwide advances with free-space tweezer arrays [16, 57, 105, 181], will
allow us to probe the physics of strong, photon-mediated interactions between many
atoms, as well as atom-mediated interactions between photons.

With the full control of the atom number and position with optical tweezers, we
expect to have the ability to observe many new experiments. For example, for
operating with the Cs frequency within the bandgap, the authors of Ref. [11] project
the ratio ' of coherent ‘spin’ exchange �1� to incoherent guided-mode loss Γ1�
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Figure 4.18: Possible investigations with optical tweezer arrays on a 2D square
photonic crystal slab. (a) An example of experiments involves two atoms, the
‘emitter’ and the ‘probe’ atoms. The ‘emitter’ atom is excited through by a c-pulse
(indicated with blue curves) the optical tweezer and the fluorescence (red curves) is
collected for the ‘probe’ atom due to atom-atom interactions. By moving the probe
atom around the ‘emitter’ atom from trial to trial (as indicated by black circle) and
recording the fluorescence counts, one could map the anisotropy of the 2D Green’s
function for atom-atom interaction on the 2D slab. (b) By transferring a 2D square
lattice tweezer array to the 2D square photonic crystal slab, one could observe the
evolution of the 2D atomic network with programmable atom-atom interactions.

to be ' = �1�/Γ1� ' 20 at a detuning of 20 GHz from the band edge, with the
possibility to observe coherent spin-exchange oscillations between two proximal
atoms trapped within the SPCW shown in previous chapter [11]. To achieve such an
advance would require a) the capabilities described in this chapter for placing two
tweezer-trapped atoms precisely along the SPCW, transfer from the tweezer traps to
guided mode traps within the vacuum gap for 5× increased coupling rate, and c) a
next generation PCW such as the SPCW.

Furthermore, switching to 2D nanophotonic structures offers many new oppor-
tunities such as anisotropic emissions [72, 204], Markovian and non-Markovian
dynamics [70] and topological quantum optics [147]. An example of a basic ex-
periment can involve only a pair of atoms in two tweezer traps near the surface of
the 2D photonic crystals, as shown in Fig. 4.18 (a). The anisotropic character of
2D photonic bands for photonic crystal structures described in Ref. [204] could be
mapped by exciting one ‘emitter’ atom and monitoring the fluorescence counts from
another neighbor ‘probe’ atom. By varying the relative angle and distance between
the ‘emitter’ and ‘probe’ atoms, we could measure the anisotropic emission of ‘emit-
ter’ atom and from that infer the spatial information of the 2D Green’s function as
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described in Ref. [11]. With the formation of 2D atom arrays on the square lattice
described in Ref. [204], one can observe the evolution of the 2D atomic network
with programmable atom-atom interactions.
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C h a p t e r 5

THE NEW APPARATUS FOR INTEGRATION OF OPTICAL
TWEEZERS AND NANOPHOTONICS

Nanophotonic structures offer the intriguing possibility to control interactions be-
tween atoms and photons by engineering the medium properties through which
they interact [40, 124]. Opportunities beyond conventional quantum optics thereby
emerge for unconventional quantum phases and phenomena for atoms and photons
in one and two-dimensional nanophotonic lattices [52, 71, 204]. While several im-
portant experimental milestones [33, 67, 68, 86, 164, 182, 184] have been reached,
the experimental progress has generally lagged theory in combining ultracold atoms
and novel nanophotonic devices. The simple reason behind experimental difficulty
is that cold atoms naturally prefer free-space and vacuum. The presence of dielec-
tric materials and the supporting structures typically deteriorate the vacuum system,
deflects and scatters the cooling light beams and adsorb cold atoms with their strong
surface forces. All these result in the difficulty of loading and trapping of cold
atoms near the nanophotonic structures. In this chapter, we present our design
and experimental progress on the integration of optical tweezers and nanophoton-
ics. Through a series of technical innovations, namely 1) a vacuum-compatible
silicate-bonding technique, 2) a free-space coupling with ‘Y-couplers’ and 3) effi-
cient loading and transport of tweezer array with single atoms, we developed a new
apparatus that overcame several important experimental limitations and challenges,
making a significant step towards atom assembly near nanophotonic structures.

The work described in this chapter is largely based on Refs. [19, 125]. It represents
a group effort where each individual inside QOG has made critical contributions
to this work. Starting from June 2018, Zhongzhong Qin, Jean-Baptiste Béguin
and I set up the laser systems and built the vacuum systems where we achieved
efficient atom delivery to the science cell. Later, with the joining of Alex Burgers
from Lab 2 in November 2018, Alex and I worked together on the single atom
loading into tweezer arrays and atom transfer to the APCW device. Independently,
Jean-Baptiste Béguin adapted the silicate-bonding technique used in LIGO into
our system with glass cells. Jean-Baptiste and Zhongzhong also contributed to
improve the free space coupling efficiency into the chip with the new ‘Y-coupler’,
designed and fabricated by Su-Peng Yu. My advisor Prof. Jeff Kimble supervised
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all these activities and contributed his rich experimental expertise and innovative
ideas throughout the whole research project.

5.1 Introduction
With the challenges from previous generation of setup in mind, in this chapter, we
describe an new generation of apparatus that provides several significant advances
relative to prior technical capabilities, which are summarized as follows:

1. Silicate bonding – We have previously used large manipulators inside conven-
tional stainless steel chambers for mounting our silicon chips illustrated in Fig. 5.1
(a). This method posed several limitations in our previous experiments [33, 67, 68],
including mechanical and thermal instability, complexity in fiber alignment and
assembly, and limitations on baking temperature and out-gassing due to various
epoxy resins and bonding agents used for “gluing” optical fibers to silicon chips and
chips to vacuum mounting hardware. Following discussions with Jun Ye and John
Hall at JILA, we have developed a new platform to mount our chips in vacuum. As
shown in Fig. 5.1 (b) and also described in detail in Section 5.2, we now bond a Si
chip to an SiO2 substrate by way of silicate bonding that we have developed in our
group (with significant input from a LIGO research team at Caltech). This bonding
technique has extremely low out-gassing properties compared to our previous chip
mounting configurations and enables high temperature baking of our vacuum cell
for ultra-high vacuum (UHV) operation.

2. A new generation of PCWs –We have developed optical chips that eliminate fiber
optics within the vacuum chamber, achieve more efficient coupling of light into and
out of our PCWs, increase power handling capabilities by twenty fold to facilitate
long-lived guided-mode optical traps [92], and enable high-temperature baking for
improved atom trapping times [202]. All of these goals have been met by way of the
design and fabrication of devices that utilize free-space optical coupling whereby
input laser light is coupled from outside the vacuum chamber directly into individual
PCWs. As described in Section 5.3, we have removed the need for in-vacuum fibers
by designing and fabricating a new Y-coupler at the terminating ends. The silicon
chip also has a significantly reduced footprint necessitated by having the terminating
Y-couplers much closer to the edges of the silicon chip to allow free-space coupling
for NA ∼ 0.1 − 0.2 of the new Y-couplers [202].

3. A new laboratory – Free-space coupling and silicate bonding have enabled the
construction of a new laboratory in the QOG at Caltech, which is built around
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Figure 5.1: The old (a) and new (b,c) ways of integrating nanophotonic chips
with cold-atom vacuum systems; (a) scale for old system is set by 2.75” flange to
connect to conventional 6” diameter vacuum chamber with chip (top of figure) then
centered in chamber. For more details, see Chapter 6 and Fig. 6.4 in Ref. [171]. (b)
New system with silicon chip of 4 mm width mounted on a SiO2 ‘optical table’ of
dimensions 5×11×2 mm. For more details, refer to Section 5.2. (c) The assembled
system in a SiO2 glass cell of internal dimension 1×1×4.5 cm (rectangular part),
surrounded by two coupling objectives (CO1 and CO2 with #� = 0.4) for free-space
optical coupling to PCWs and two tweezer objectives (TO1 and TO2 with #� = 0.4)
for generating optical tweezer traps and imaging [19].

a vacuum envelope reduced in size by approximately a factor of 102 to reach a
volume ∼ 10 cm3 with unprecedented optical access relative to our prior chambers,
as shown in Fig. 5.1 (c). We aim to achieve nanoscopic lattices of atoms that
are assembled deterministically with arrays of single-atom tweezers and that are
coupled to guided modes (GMs) of PCWs for efficient atom-photon coupling along
the PCW and of GM photons to and from free-space. As described in Section 5.4,
our experiment is in the spirit of recent worldwide advances with free-space tweezer
arrays [16, 57, 105, 181] but adds the significant complexity of assembling such
atomic arrays near the surfaces of 1D and 2D PCWs.

A general summary of our advances is provided by Fig. 5.1, which shows our ‘old’
[130, 171, 202] and ‘new’ [19] systems side by side. Of course, small glass cells
with volume ∼ 1 cm3 for various optical trapping schemes have been employed by
various groups for many years [5]. But to our knowledge, no group has succeeded
to implement a compact setup as in Fig. 5.1(b, c) when the difficult constraints of
localization of atoms near PCWs have been part of the setup [19].
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5.2 Silicate bonding

Figure 5.2: Photographs of (a) SiO2 polished rectangular tables (5×11×2 mm) with
three SiO2 hemispheres silicate-bonded onto the AR-coated table surface, (b) Three
parallel SiO2 cylindrical rods with diameter 1 mm and length 2 mm individually
bonded on flat cross-section to an APCW Si chip, (c) Three SiO2 spheres (diameter
1.5 mm) bonded to a blank 1×1 cm square silicon chip, (d) SiO2 glass chamber with
external AR-coating on all 5 surfaces of the rectangular glass cell with 1.25 mm
wall thickness, internal square cross-section 1×1 cm and length 4.5 cm. A Quartz
to Pyrex graded seal (internal diameter 2.54 cm) is fused via a cup (for coating
protection) to the rectangular cell, for chamber bake-out temperatures up to 400 K.

In previous atom-nanophotonic experiments [33, 67, 68, 86] in the QOG at Caltech,
the nanophotonic chips were held inside a stainless vacuum chamber by a long
mechanic manipulator (∼ 10 cm) with input-output fibers pre-aligned and glued
in the V-groove on chip [200], as shown in Fig. 5.1 (a). This posed three major
limitations in our previous experiments: 1) The long mechanical arm did not have
sufficient mechanical stability, thereby limiting the ability for precise positioning of
atoms on nanophotonic structures and dissipation of guided mode heating power.
2) Fiber coupling of light into and out of the chip involved cumbersome fiber pre-
alignment and gluing outside the vacuum chamber, and the number of devices (8
APCWs) that could be coupled was limited by failure probability and the number of
vacuum feedthroughs available (8 input plus 8 output fibers). Furthermore, once the
chip was inside the vacuum chamber, the coupling efficiency could not be further
adjusted or optimized. 3) The usage of UHV compatible epoxy for gluing fibers
and the chip prohibited the possibility of significantly baking the entire vacuum
chamber. As a result, the typical lifetime for atoms trapped near (∼ 300 `m) the
chip was limited to be . 100 ms [68].

Here, by adapting the silicate bonding method [189] whose reliability was demon-
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strated in NASA and ESA astronomical satellite missions (e.g. Gravity Probe B and
The LISA Pathfinder) and current LIGO instruments, we are now able to overcome
these limitations by mounting the nanophotonic chip inside a glass cell with small
footprint that is compatible with free-space coupling from microscope objectives
outside the vacuum cell. This largely eliminates the relative motion between chip
and vacuum chamber, and also the need of all optical fibers within the vacuum
envelope.

The hydroxide catalysis bonding method of Ref. [77] involves strong chemical
bonds between oxidizable materials such as SiO2 and Silicon. Such chemical
bonds can be formed at room-temperature. Optically, silicate bonding provides a
transparent bond, the refractive index ofwhich between twoSiO2 surfaces, converges
to the index of SiO2 [128] thereby minimizing Fresnel reflections from the bonded
surfaces and allowing low-loss optical transmission through the bond. AR-coated
glass surfaces can also be silicate bonded if terminal layers of SiO2 are deposited
on the surfaces to be bonded. Silicate bonding allows UHV operation, which is
an important requirement for research involving trapped cold atoms near surfaces
inside a vacuum chamber. The operating temperature for components secured by
silicate bonding ranges from cryogenic to beyond typical bake-out temperatures for
UHV chambers (i.e., 300 − 400 K). Because of the UHV compatibility of silicate
bonding and the small footprint of the glass cell, a vacuum pressure of ∼ 10−11 Torr
is achieved after the first baking of the entire vacuum setup, as compared to ∼ 10−9

Torr in previous work.

Turning then to the steps for achieving a mounted silicon chip by way of Silicate
bonding, we show in Fig.s 5.2 and 5.3 photographs of various stages of the sequence.
Fig. 5.2 (a) shows the glass tables upon which 200 `m thick (4×9 mm) silicon chips
will be bonded via three effective contact surfaces as in (b-c) using rods and spheres
as well as hemispheres in (a). Here we consider the case of hemispheres for which
three SiO2 hemispheres are first bonded onto a SiO2 rectangular optical table. The
curved caps of the hemispheres are then flat polished to better than _/10 over a
circular area of diameter ∼ 0.8 mm, defining a precision plane (to within 100 nm)
for next bonding the silicon chip to the flat tops of the polished hemispheres and
hence to the optical table. The table-chip assembly is then itself bonded to the
inner wall of a precision Fused Quartz glass cell fabricated by Starna [96] shown in
Fig. 5.3(e). It should be noted that the rectangular optical table is AR-coated on its
outer side (i.e., facing into the glass cell), while the glass cell is AR-coated on its
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Figure 5.3: (a) 3D model drawings of Fused Silica glass table assembly with silicon
chip with three different perspective views. (b,c,d,e) Photographs of table assembly
during construction and inside coated vacuum glass cell. (b) The weight of the glass
table with hemispheres is used during bonding to the Si-chip frame. (c) Example
photograph of a window-less Si-chip bonded to the glass table. (d,e) The small
chip-table assembly is finally bonded onto one inner wall of the rectangular glass
cell.

outer surface but not inner.

We recall that the nanophotonic structures are e-beam written into a 200 nm sacri-
ficial layer of silicon nitride deposited on the 200 `m thin Silicon substrate [200],
so that considerable care is required to avoid damage to the surface containing the
devices. Without the use of additional optical elements, the bare divergence angle of
the light emerging from the nano-waveguides (#� ∼ 0.15, as in Ref. [202]) requires
elevating the chip base from any surface and to position it in relation to the glass
cell geometry to avoid clipping loss.

5.3 The Y-coupler technology
In this section, we present a description of the new “Y-coupler” design which pro-
vides efficient free-space coupling, minimal light scattering and better mechanical
stability. This design extends the maximum power by roughly 20x beyond the
failure power for our previous fiber butt-coupled devices [200] which was a major
limitation in our previous atom-nanophotonic experiments [33, 67, 68] for achieving
long-lived guided-mode atom trapping at magic wavelengths [92, 199] as previously
demonstrated in the optical nanofiber system [66, 191].

The chip design in this work is an adaptation of the system presented in Ref. [200]
to enable direct free-space coupling from an objective into the waveguides. The
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devices are fabricated from a 200 nm silicon nitride device layer, suspended from
a 200 `m Silicon substrate. Precision grooves aligned to the waveguide device
layer are etched into the substrate, to enable cleaving of the chip for clearance for
free-space beam inputs and outputs. The absence of terminated optical fibers in
the vicinity of the waveguide input coupler widens the design space available for
coupler designs. Here, we present a Y-coupler design that simultaneously optimizes
transmission, suppresses residual reflection, and providesmechanical stability [202].
In order to mode-match the guided mode of a photonic waveguide to a Gaussian
beam, we taper the waveguide width to ' 130 nm, before terminating the waveguide
and launching the mode. The terminated end of the suspended waveguide is affixed
to the substrate through two ≤ 100 nm wide tethers. Conventionally, the tethers are
simply arranged perpendicular to the waveguide [200], as shown in the SEM image
in Fig. 5.4 (a) (i). Two issues arise from such tethering design. First, the tether pair
is polarized by the guided mode light, creating scattering and back-reflection that
are undesirable. Second, the tethers are perpendicular to the waveguide, therefore
releasing the tensile stress on the waveguide, potentially making the tapered section
of the waveguide mechanically pliable. At high optical power, the waveguide-tether
junction is observed to produce fluctuating scattering intensity prior to mechanical
failure, which we attribute to thermally-induced stress distributions causing physical
movements of the junction. These pose a significant constraint for achieving guided-
mode traps at magic wavelengths for Cs with a typical power handling ∼ 10 mW,
well beyond the ∼ 0.5 mW limit found for conventional couplers in Refs. [43, 200].

To overcome this limitation, an unconventional Y-shaped termination of the free-
standing end of the waveguide was designed in joint consideration of mechanical
and optical properties, as shown in Fig. 5.4 (a) (ii). The termination ends of the
suspended waveguide need to be mechanically affixed to the substrate with tethers.
By tilting the tethers away from the tapered waveguide, a controllable weak tensile
stress can be maintained on the waveguide and tethers to make them mechanically
robust. Optically, the tethers are tilted away from the electric field vector of the
incoming mode, reducing the polarizability of each tether. This effect, in addition
to the partial cancellation of the polarization vectors of the two tethers, reduce the
total polarizability of the junction, therefore reducing the scattering loss due to the
tethers, as shown in Fig. 5.4 (b) (i) and (ii) with vectorial illustrations for conventional
coupler with 90° tethers and the Y-coupler, respectively. In practice, a tilt angle of
60° from perpendicular was chosen from FDTD optimization [126]. The simulated
field pattern of a Gaussian beam incident on the junction from below is shown in
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Figure 5.4: (a) SEM images of the coupler with conventional 90°tether termination
(i) and the Y-coupler (ii) (b) Vectorial illustration of the polarizabilities on tethers
shows the working principle for the coupler with conventional tether termination (i)
and the Y-coupler (ii). (c) FDTD simulation of wave propagation in Y coupler for an
incident Gaussian beam propagating from the bottom to the top of the figure. Insert
is a SEM image of device under simulation with the Gaussian mode input indicated
as a red arrow.

Fig. 5.4 (c). Coupling efficiencies of a 1/42 waist F0 ∼ 2.5 `m beam with different
input polarizations to different couplers are calculated from FDTD simulations and
are summarized in Table 5.1. It suggests that, the Y-coupler has a better performance
than conventional couplers in terms of Gaussian-beam-to-waveguide transmission
(87% vs. conventional 79%) and reflection (< 0.1% vs. conventional 2.7%) for
input polarization along y direction (TE), which is critical for quantum correlation
measurements in nanophotonics [67]. In experiment, we have measured a coupling
efficiency up to 80% for TE input using the Y-coupler design [19].

Table 5.1: FDTD simulated transmission and reflection efficiencies for different
couplers

Type TE Transmission TM Transmission TE Reflection TM Reflection
with 90° tethers 79% 65% 2.7% 0.6%

with Y-shape tethers 87% 56% < 0.1% < 0.1%

In Fig. 5.5, we show measurement data asserting the power handling capability of
the devices with the free-space coupling and Y-coupler design strategy. Fig. 5.5 (a)
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shows the optical power transmitted by the device as a function of the input power
for light propagating in the TE mode with a magic wavelength for Cs atoms at 935.7
nm. The new design allows a measured 20-fold increase (from ∼ 0.5 mW to ∼ 10
mW) in the maximum optical light power before breaking or irreversible damages as
compared to our previous devices with the butt-coupler design [200]. This should
enable long-lived guided-mode atom traps by way of higher intensities required for
larger atomic detunings, including for magic-wavelength traps [92, 199].
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Figure 5.5: (a) Measured output light power %out versus input light power %in for
optical light field propagating in the TE mode with vacuum wavelength 935.7 nm
and chamber pressure of ∼ 3 × 10−10 Torr. (b) Fundamental mechanical frequency
of the differential in-plane mechanical mode of APCW as a function of output light
power. Different colors correspond to different nanophotonic devices on the same
chip.

While the detailed physics of device failure and plastic deformation is beyond the
scope of this article, we show in Fig. 5.5 (b) a measurement of the dependence of
the mechanical frequency of the fundamental differential in-plane mode of motion
of the APCW as a function of the output light power. Devices physically break at
%out ∼ 20 mW. At the very low powers, the quasi-linear decrease in frequency is
compatible with a simple model of reversible thermal elongation of a highly stressed
string. At the highest powers before failure, the frequency shift would amount to a
relative physical elongation and equivalent strain of ∼ 0.04, compatible with typical
ratios of the yield strength of silicon nitride to its Young’s modulus. More detailed
discussion on mechanical vibrations of the APCW will be presented in Chapter 7.
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5.4 Single atom trapping in a tweezer array near PCWs
One of the key challenges in atom-nanophotonic experiments is to achieve efficient
loading of atoms into guided-mode traps formed on the nanophotonic structures.
Given the small guided-mode trap volume and strong Casimir-Polder potential near
the dielectric surfaces, it was shown inRef. [33, 67] that direct loading of background
Cs atoms into the APCW guided-mode traps is very difficult. Trapping few atoms in
a single trap ∼ 130 nm above the APCW surface is demonstrated in Refs. [68, 86] by
reflecting a waist 1/42 F0 ∼ 60 `mdipole trap beam (the so-called side-illumination
beam). However, the average trapped atom numbers #̄ is restricted to ∼ 3 atoms and
the trap size along the APCW is ∼ 10 `m (along the x direction as in Fig. 1.4 (a)),
corresponding to ∼ 27 unit cells [68]. Therefore, it was not possible to have precise
positioning of individually trapped atoms and full control of their photon-mediated
interactions. By adapting techniques developed in free-space 1D, 2D and 3D atom
assemblies in optical tweezer arrays [16, 17, 57], our goal here is to achieve efficient
atom assembly on the PCWswith each single atom precisely positioned with respect
to the nanophotonic structures as in Fig. 1.4. In this section, we present a description
of the experimental protocol for trapping single atoms in a 1D tweezer array near
PCWs with our advanced apparatus.

Loading single atoms into an optical tweezer array
As shown in Fig. 5.6 (a), our apparatus consists of two vacuum glass cells named
source cell (top) and science cell (down) in a top-down configurationwhich is parallel
to the gravity direction. The experiment cycle starts with the loading of a MOT
from background, room temperature Cs vapor in the source cell for a duration ∼ 1 s.
With ∼ 107 atoms loaded into the ∼ 2 mm effective diameter MOT, we then perform
a 10 ms PGC [133] to cool the dense atom cloud to ∼ 10 `K before transferring
into a blue-detuned donut-shaped dipole trap beam which guides falling cold atoms
down into the science cell. Due to the ∼ 0.5 m separation between source cell and
science cell, it takes ∼ 300 ms for cold atom freely falling from the source cell, with
total delivery efficiency ∼ 20% which is limited by the lifetime of atoms in the blue
dipole trap. The difference of the measured optical density (OD) inside the science
cell with donut-shape guiding beam (orange curve) and without guiding beam (blue
curve) is shown in Fig. 5.6 (b). Here the OD is measured with a horizontal ' 1 mm
diameter probe beam on resonance with 6(1/2, � = 4 → 6%3/2, �

′ = 5. The time
span of the measured OD can be used to infer the vertical span size of falling atom
cloud which is estimated to be ' 8 cm for the free falling atoms and ' 20 cm for the
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Figure 5.6: (a) A simplified AutoCAD® drawing of the experimental setup. The
source MOT and science PGC cloud positions are also indicated with red circles.
Falling atoms are delivered from source cell to science cell by the guiding of a blue-
detuned donut-shaped beam, indicated with blue double lines with the measured
beam profile inserted on the side. (b) The measured optical density (OD) inside
science cell with donut-shape guiding beam (orange curve) and without guiding
beam (blue curve). The time span of falling cloud can be used to estimate the size
of the falling atom cloud in the direction along gravity. (c) An absorption imaging
of the PGC atom cloud in the science with peak OD ∼ 1.5 and ∼ 3 mm away from
the chip (indicated with the red rectangle).

blue guided donut beam. In the science cell, atoms are stopped and then cooled by
three retro-reflected PGC beams (with diameters ' 5 mm) to a volume of ∼ (500
`m)3 with temperature ' 20 `K and ' 3 mm away from the chip surface, as shown
in Fig. 5.6 (c). The three retro-reflected PGC beams are arranged with the ‘x’, ‘y’
beams lie in the G − H plane each with ∼ 30° to the y axis and ‘z’ beam lies in the
H− I plane with ∼ 20° to the y axis), to avoid clipping on the objectives. The science
cell PGC beam detunings are tuned continuously with optimized timings from on
resonance to −150 MHz red detuned to the 6(1/2, � = 4→ 6%3/2, �

′ = 5 transition
within a time window ' 10 ms. Compression of atom density in the science cell is
achieved as only the lower part of the elongated falling atom cloud that is overlapped
with the cooling beam are cooled and stopped. This design allows us to remove large
MOT coils near science cells which was a limitation of optical access in previous
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Figure 5.7: A simplified illustration of optics for tweezer array, imaging and guided
mode probe. Red beams represent the tweezer trap light at Cs magic wavelength
935.7 nm. Green beams represent the fluorescence from the Cs atom. Yellow
beams represent the guided mode probing beams coupled into/from the chip. PGC
optics, polarization control components (polarizers/waveplates) and Newport five-
axis stages are neglected in this figure for simplicity.
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generation setup [67]. It is worth noting that efficient atom delivery with the blue-
detuned donut beam is critical to our experiment as this allows to further lowering
of the background Cs pressure to improve the lifetime of the trapped atom inside
the tweezer and suppress the adsorption rate of background Cs to the device and the
degradation of the spectrum quality of the APCW [130].

Next, individual Cs atoms from the PGC cloud are loaded into a linear array of
optical tweezers with each trap depth *trap/:� ∼ 1 mK at a Cs magic wavelength
(935.7 nm). A simplified illustration of the full setup for the science cell is shown
in Fig. 5.7 where we have neglected PGC optics, polarization control components
and five-axis mount for objectives (Newport motorized XYZ\G\H tilt aligner, model
8081). Here the red beams represent the tweezer trap light at Cs magic wavelength
935.7 nm. Green beams represent the fluorescence from the trapped Cs atom.
Yellow beams represent the guided mode probing beams coupled into/from the
chip. In the full setup, four objectives surround the square shape science cell with
each objective’s function explains as below: obj1 (gray color) represents the tweezer
objective for generating tweezer arrays and also collecting fluorescence counts from
trapped atoms; obj2 (green color) is used to monitor the power of each tweezer site
and the relative positions of the tweezer array to the device for stability feedback.
obj3 and obj4 (red color) are used for free-space coupling light into/from the APCW
device inside the science cell.

To minimize the impact of light scattering from the chip during trap loading and
also the Cs atoms deposition on PCWs from high Cs densities [130], the tweezer
array is loaded approximately 3 mm away from the surface of the silicon chip. As
illustrated in Fig. 5.7, the tweezer array is generated by sending the output of the first
acoustic-optical deflector (AOD) (AA Opto-Electronic model DTSX-400-900.940)
with RF-controlled spacing into a tweezer objective (#� = 0.4), forming focal
spots with 1/42 waist F0 ' 1.26 ± 0.15 `m. The phase and power of each RF
tone are tuned to ensure each trap sites with equal power and avoid interferometric
beating and frequency mixing. After 30 ms of PGC and loading into the tweezer
array, we turn off the PGC beams for 50ms to let background atoms drop away
and then turn on the same PGC beams (15 MHz red detuned from D2, � = 4 − 5′

transition) to illuminate the trapped atoms for 50 ms. As shown in Fig. 5.8 (a)
(i), (ii) and (iii), by binning fluorescence counts recorded on the EMCCD (Andor
Camera iXon 3) around each tweezer location, we demonstrate that the distributions
of fluorescence counts are well separated due to discrete loading of either 0 or 1
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atom into each tweezer spot with approximately equal probability. This corresponds
to the ‘collisional blockade’ for loading atoms into tightly focused dipole traps
[167, 168]. Examples of atom loading into 6 and 17 tweezer sites 3 mm away
from the APCW are shown in Fig. 5.8 (b) (iii) and (iv) with 150 experimental shots
accumulated fluorescence counts. Generating more tweezer sites is also possible
and based on the AOD bandwidth and trap power estimations, our system can be
used to generate > 100 tweezer sites [57] with F0 = 1.2 `m and *trap/:� ∼ 1 mK
at magic wavelength 935.7 nm.

To determine the lifetime of a trapped atom in the optical tweezer, we measured
the occurrence of ‘1 atom’ events after different holding times, with cooling light
shut off by an optical shutter. As shown in Fig. 5.8 (a) (iv), we measured ' 25 s
for the first baked vacuum cell and 14 s for the unbaked vacuum cell (not shown).
It is worth noting that the final optimal loading condition and long trap lifetime is
achieved with the Cs dispenser’s current (four dispensers in the source cell) turned
down from 3.8 A to 3.2 A and the source MOT loading time reduced from 1 s to
' 100 ms, corresponding to ∼ 2 order of magnitude reduction in the science PGC’s
atom density.

Due to the relatively long trap lifetime and flexibility afforded by external objec-
tive lenses, transport of atoms trapped in the tweezer array to ∼ 10 `m from the
surface of the silicon chip along the PCW is accomplished over a programmable
interval 0.02 < ΔC < 0.1 s by mounting the tweezer objective on a precision linear
translation stage (“PI stage”, model Physik Instrumente V-522, 20 nm unidirectional
repeatability) with motion along the I direction defined in Fig. 5.6. A more detailed
characterization of PI stage and its heating effect during transport will be presented
in the next sub-section.

After transport of atoms to the position on the surface of the silicon chip and ∼ 10
`m from the APCW, the 1D atom array can be further transferred into reflective
traps near the dielectric surface of the PCW for strong atom-light interactions
[33, 108, 182]. This is can be achieved by sweeping the RF input frequency of
the second AOD (AOD2) in Fig. 5.7, a protocol inspired by Ref. [182] and has
been discussed in details in Chapter 4. Finally, the pair of AODs in our setup (as
illustrated in Fig. 5.7) can also be used to generate 2D tweezer arrays with the axis
of AODs and frequency spacing defining primitive vectors of the 2D lattice [16].
Further, we can change the relative angle of the AODs with respect to the APCW to
generate a tilted 1D tweezer array. This can be used to transfer 1D free-space tweezer
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Figure 5.8: (a) (i) A typical histogram of fluorescence counts(green color) measured
from a single site of the tweezer traps shows a discrete distribution of 0 and 1 atom
loaded each time, as compared to the background(gray)with no loading. The vertical
blue dashed line sets the threshold of detecting 1 atom. Inserts (ii) and (iii) indicate
the typical image on EMCCD for ‘0’ atom and ‘1’ atom, respectively. Insert (iv)
shows the extracted probability of detecting 1 atom after different holding time of
the tweezer without cooling. An exponential fit shows the average 1/4 lifetime of
an atom inside the tweezer is 25 s for vacuum cell after baking. (b) (i) Image of
scattered light from tweezer spots when aligned with the APCW, collected through
the same tweezer objective. (ii) An SEM image of the APCW with red ellipses
indicating the separation of two neighbour tweezer spots. The size of red ellipses
indicate the estimated confinement of an atom trapped with energy half the trap
depth. (iii) Free-space atomic fluorescence from loading of the six tweezer sites
with a 1.26 `m beam waist for 150 experimental shots 3 mm away from the chip
structure. (iv) Free-space atomic fluorescence from loading of the 17 tweezer sites
under same conditions as in (iii).

atom array into each lattice site on the APCW, as proposed in Chapter 4. Thus, the
system we described here has fulfilled all requirements to realize the proposals in
Chapter 4, from deterministic atom assembly in free-space to the deterministic atom
assembly on the APCW and finally loading a full sub-wavelength atom array on each
site of the APCW. Fig. 5.8 (b) (i) displays the reflection of multiple tweezer spots
when aligned to the APCW. Fig. 5.8 (b) (ii) indicates their separation on the APCW,
albeit with no atom imaging, with the size of the red ellipses indicating the estimated
confinement of an atom trapped with energy half the trap depth. Beyond these initial
measurements, sub-micron waists are achievable with a higher numerical aperture
objective (NA ∼ 0.7) and will be discussed in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Measured repeatability of the PI stage by travelling 1 mm distance
with 200 repetitions. (b) Measured DC magnetic field produced by PI stage. Z is
along the stage translation direction.

Atom transport to device
In the design of our apparatus, we purposely make the loading position of tweezers
3 mm away from the APCW, to minimize the impact of light scattering from the
chip during trap loading and Cs atom deposition on PCWs from high Cs densities
[130]. However, the impact of atom transport with PI stage is not elaborated in
previous section. In this section, we provide more measurements on the position
repeatability, the DC/AC magnetic field and heating on trapped atoms of the PI
stage.

First, to quantify the repeatability, we record the "real" position measured by the
internal position sensor with respect to the target set position. As shown in Fig. 5.9
(a), the PI stage is moved back-and-forth between the two set values at 0 and 1
mm with 200 repetitions. The observed deviations are in agreement with product
specifications (< 20 nm). Other measurements without the use of the internal
position sensor have also been implemented to study the position repeatability and
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we consistently observed negligible deviation from the target position (< 20 nm).

Second, the motor technology for the PI stage (voice coil) produces both DC and
AC magnetic fields. The DC magnetic field in three directions is measured by a
high precision magnetometer as shown in Fig. 5.9. The measured total magnetic
field produced by the PI stage is around 250 mG at a distance of 6 cm from atoms
in the science cell. The magnetic field is zeroed near the PGC cloud position by
three pairs of Helmholtz coils and further suppression of magnetic field by a factor
of ∼ 10 is also achieved by shielding the PI stage with a mu-metal box, as shown in
dashed lines in Fig. 5.9.

To investigate the efficiency for transport of single atoms in a linear array of tweezer
traps, we measured the conditional survival probability %B by transporting single
atoms from the loading zone to a target position near the PCW (ΔC ' 0.1 s), holding
still at target position for ' 0.1 s, and then moving back (ΔC ' 0.1 s) to the loading
zone for a second fluorescence imaging. In this measurement, a specific target
position is chosen to be ∼ 10 `m away from the APCW (along H axis) and in the
APCW’s x-y plane, as indicated by the green dots in Fig. 4.4 (a). After transport
from the loading zone to a target position and back to the loading zone again for
fluorescence imaging, we find that the survival probability %B ' 0.90 for finding
an atom in the second fluorescence measurement, given an initial measurement that
verifies that a particular tweezer trap is loaded. This observation suggests that the
one-way success probability for transport from loading zone to target position is
' 0.95 and the lifetime of trapped atoms at 10 `m near the PCW is ≥ 2 s.

We further quantify the heating effect of the linear translation stage during atom
transport by determining the initial and final atom temperature in the tweezer. This
method involves adiabatically lowering of the trap depth and measuring the escape
probability of a single atom, which is originally demonstrated in Ref. [2] for an
optical dipole trap and Ref. [186] for single-atom tweezers. When lowering the
trap adiabatically from *0 to *1 as illustrated in Fig. 5.10 (a)(i) and (ii), the atom
with initial energy �0 inside the tweezer trap will also be cooled to energy �1. The
relation between �0 and �1 is through the conservative actions during the adiabatic
process, namely

((�,*) =
∫ Gmax

0

√
2<(� −* (G))3G (5.1)

((�0,*0) = ((�1,*1) (5.2)
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where Gmax is the position where the atom has zero kinetic energy. As shown in the
gray shaded area in Fig. 5.10 (a) (ii), an atom with energy � ≥ *1 in a trap of depth
*1 will eventually escape the trap, as shown in Fig. 5.10 (a) (ii) with the critical
escape energy �4 = *1. When adiabatically deepening to the trap depth*0, the new
energy distribution is a truncated energy distribution as shown in Fig. 5.10 (a) (iii)
with the cut-off energy �2 depends on fromEq. 5.1 by setting ((�2,*0) = ((*1,*1).
Thus measuring the atom survival probability in the second fluorescence imaging at
different trap depth*1 yields the information about the initial energy distribution.

Figure 5.10: (a) Illustration of the measurement scheme for determining atom
temperature. (b) Numerical mapping between �2 and *1, both normalized to *0.
(c) Experiment results of survival probability under transport (blue curve) and no
transport (red curve). Initial atom temperature without transport is fitted to be 45±3
`K and the one after moving 2 mm and back is 105 ± 3 `K.

The experiment process is illustrated in Fig. 5.10. After loading a single atom into
the optical tweezer trap with trap depth *0/:� ∼ 1 mK, we adiabatically lower the
trap depth to*1 within 10 ms, hold at trap depth*1 for 10 ms to allow atom escape
and then adiabatically deepen the trap depth back to *0 for a second fluorescence
imaging. The measured survival probability (normalized to loading probability) is
shown in Fig. 5.10 (c). To fit the atom temperature, a fitting model is developed
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based on twomain assumptions: 1) the trap potential* is separable so that the action
((�,*) can be evaluated from a 1D potential * (G) = *0(1 − exp

{
(−2G2/F2

0)
}
).

2) the initial atom energy distribution in the optical tweezer obeys a 3D thermal
Boltzmann distribution:

5th =
1

2(:�))3
�24

− �
:�) (5.3)

Both assumptions are proved to be a good approximation under the harmonic trap
limit (:�) � *0) as discussed in details in Ref. [2, 186]. The survival probability
of the atom remaining in the optical tweezer after lowering the trap is equal to the
probability that an atom has an energy less than �2 in the initial distribution 5th(�)

%survival = %(� < �2) =
∫ �2

0
5th(�)3� = 1 − (1 + [ + 1

2
[2)4−[ (5.4)

where [ = �/:�) . To relate �2 to the experimentally measured trap depth *1, we
use Eq. 5.1 and for this 1D special case, Eq. 5.1 can be derived in an explicit form

D1 =
2
c

(∫ G̃max

0

√
42 − 1 + exp

{
(−G̃2)

}
3G̃

)2

(5.5)

where 42 ≡ �2/*0, D1 ≡ *1/*0, G̃ ≡
√

2G/F0 and G̃max =
√
− ln(1 − 42). A

numerical evaluation of this mapping is plotted in Fig. 5.10 (b). With Eq. 5.4 and
Eq. 5.5 , we can then fit the experimental result to extract the atom temperature
) . As shown in Fig. 5.10 (c), the initial atom temperature without moving stage is
fitted to be ' 45.4 ± 3 `K and the atom temperature after a round-trip 2 mm range
transport is fitted to ' 103 ± 3 `K. The shaded area corresponds to varying the
fitting temperature by 15%. Thus, we conclude that the atom transport from the PI
stage contributes a small heating (Δ) ∼ 50 `K) to the trapped atom temperature
but this heating effect is not an important source leading atom loss from the trap.

Finally, it is worth noting that the method we described here for measuring trapped
atom temperature can also be used to further cool the trapped atom near the device
without introducing additional cooling beams, as already demonstrated inRef. [186].
In experiment, the initial tweezer loading in the loading zone can start with a relative
deeper trap depth (e.g. *trap:� > 3 mK) and more trap sites. After aligning the
tweezer array to the device, we can adiabatically lower the trap depth and truncate
the atom distribution in the tweezer trap introducing an evaporative cooling which
was used for achieving Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [5]. This is particularly
useful in the case when PGC fails due to complicated polarization distributions
near the dielectric surfaces. Furthermore, vacant tweezer sites generated during the
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evaporative cooling process can be removed and rearranged by controlling the RF
tones sending into the AOD [57], ending with a fully loaded array of cold atoms
on the PCWs. Further transferring atoms from the ‘I1’ trap (the first trap above
the APCW) into the gap of APCW can be achieved by adiabatically increasing the
power of guided-mode trap powers, as already discussed in Chapter 4.

5.5 Towards higher optical resolution

Table 5.2: Waist benchmark of higher NA objectives. f and W.D. mean focal
length and working distance, respectively.

NA f W.D. Input waist Waist in air Waist in vacuum
(mm) (mm) (mm) (`m) (`m)

0.4 10 25 2.5 1.22 1.23
0.67 4 10.5 1.8 1.02 1.02
0.7 2 6 1.1 0.91 0.87

Our current apparatus can be improved in terms of optical resolution for both imaging
and smaller trap volume. It can accommodate state-of-the-art long-working distance
objective lenses with #� ∼ 0.7. To characterize the tweezer waist under different
NA objectives and filling ratio, we employed three different methods for a cross-
check: (i) Imaging by a CCD camera and a telescope system which consists of a
#� = 0.8 objective and 125 mm focal length lens. (ii) A knife-edge experiment
[177] with a scalpel blade glued inside a fused silica cell with inner dimensions
of 2 cm by 1 cm. The objective is moved on a two-dimensional motorized stage
to scan along and perpendicular to the light propagation direction. The Rayleigh
range and tweezer waist can be fitted from the transmitted light after the glass cell.
To investigate the effect of glass cell bowing on tweezer waist, the measurement is
performed when the glass cell is either at atmospheric pressure or under vacuum
(below 10−4 Torr). (iii) For tweezers inside the science glass cell, the tweezer
beam is scanned across a 500 nm wide and 200 nm thick uniform waveguide region
inside the glass cell, and the reflection and scattering are imaged by an EMCCD. The
Rayleigh range and tweezer waist can be obtained by fitting the images. The tweezer
waist measured from these three different methods for the #� = 0.4 objective are
all around 1.25 `m and consistent within 10%.

Table 5.2 shows the measured beam waist F0 (1/42 radius for intensity) with the
scalpel blade method for three different NA objectives (#� = 0.4 Mitutoyo M Plan
Apo NIR B 20X, #� = 0.67 OptoSigma PAL-50-NIR-HR, compensated for glass
thickness 1.25 mm andMitutoyo G Plan Apo 100X, compensated for glass thickness
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Figure 5.11: (a) A CCD image of APCW inside a glass cell with #� = 0.7 objective
under broadband illumination at 532 nm. The focused tweezer is at 852 nm with
1/42 waist F0 ' 0.7 `m, indicated as white dashed circle with radius = 0.7 `m.
The junction between the nanobeam waveguide and the APCW region is resolved
on the left end. (b) A SEM image of the part of APCW under image, corresponding
to the red dashed box in (a).

1 mm). The tweezer waists can reach 1.02 `m for #� = 0.67 objective and sub-`m
for #� = 0.7 objective. These measurements show that the differences for tweezer
waists in air and under vacuum are negligible for all three different NA objectives
and thus the bowing effect of the glass cell does not significantly contribute to the
tweezer aberration.

In Fig. 5.11 (a), we show an image of the APCW inside a glass cell imaged with
#� = 0.7 objective under broadband illumination at 532 nm. The high resolution of
the #� = 0.7 objective allows us to resolve the gap of APCW and precise location
of tweezer spot, as shown in Fig. 5.11 (a) with the tweezer aligned on one nanobeam
of the APCW (white dashed circle). Further atom trapping near PCWs in tweezer
arrays focused by high resolution objectives is a work under progress.

5.6 limitations and future improvements
For an optical tweezer array aligned to APCW, the stability of the whole setup
is an important concern for the design of the new apparatus. Instabilities arise
from three different time scales: 1) the fastest time scale (g ∼ 1 `s) corresponds
to the mechanical oscillation of the nanostructure; 2) the intermediate time scale
(g ∼ 0.1 s) corresponds to the vibration of the whole apparatus; 3) The slow
position drift (g ∼ 1 h) due to, e.g., temperature drifts of the lab. The first fastest
timescale instability is related to the design of the chip and can be suppressed by
better mechanical design such as 2D SPCWs will be discussed in Chapter 7. The
second instability can be suppressed largely by adapting silicate-bonding method
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as compared to previous long mechanical arm holding design Ref. [171]. The last
slowest position drift can be suppressed by better temperature control of the lab and
the experiment area. Without re-engineering the lab temperature control system,
here we show that we can track this slow drift by imaging the target device inside
the vacuum cell.

As shown in Fig. 5.7), we can continuously monitor the device and the power of
the tweezer array using an objective (obj2, Mitutoyo G Plan Apo 50X, #� = 0.55
and 3.5 mm glass thickness compensated) and a CCD camera (Guppy Pro F-201B)
from the back-side. A sample image of the device with the center APCW and two
supporting safety rails is shown in Fig. 5.12 (a). As indicated in Fig. 5.12 (a), two
region of interests are selected to trace the drift of device: region A (red dashed
rectangle) is a region on the APCW and is sensitive to motion in y direction; region
B (white dashed rectangle) is on the supporting tethers and is sensitive to trace the
drift in x direction. By taking an image of region A every 2 min in 24 hour (starting
from 4:00 pm to next 4:00 pm), we get the stacked image as shown in Fig. 5.12
(b). Clearly, we can see the moving of the center peak position corresponds to the
APCW motion in the y direction. Defocusing happens when the APCW moves
along z direction. By fitting the position of peak intensity and the width of peak in
the image with the objective’s point spread function, we can estimation the drift of
device in the H − I plane. Fig. 5.12 (d) shows the estimated position of device in
the H − I plane as a function of time. As indicated, the start position and the final
position are not completely overlapped, corresponding to a non-reversible day-to-
day drift. In experiment, this non-reversible day-to-day drift can gradually degrade
the optical alignment over a long period. The stacked image of the device (Fig. 5.12
(b)) is also compared with the recorded lab temperature near apparatus. As shown
in Fig. 5.12 (c) with same time coordinate, the recorded temperature curve shows
a similar pattern (blue curve) as the position drift in Fig. 5.12 (b), suggesting the
temperature drift is causing the displacement of the device. Similarly, we also
continuously monitor of reflection power from device over 24 hour(red curve) and it
is also qualitatively overlappedwith the record of lab temperature curve (blue curve).
The temperature dependent displacement is likely due to the long post supporting
the whole platform and this is confirmed with a COMSOL® [45] simulation of the
thermal expansion of the simplified apparatus. As we can see in Fig. 5.12 (d), the
thermal expansion coefficient near science glass cell is∼ 5 `m/Kwhich is consistent
to the displacement we observed in Fig. 5.12 (b, d).
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Figure 5.12: (a) A CCD image of the APCW with two side safety rails viewed from
the backside objective (obj2 in Fig. 5.7). Two regions are selected to trace the drift
of device: Region A (red dashed rectangle) is sensitive to motion in y direction and
region B (white dashed rectangle) is sensitive to trace the drift in x direction. (b)
Stacked image from region A taken every 2 min in 24 hour (starting from 4:00 pm
to next 4:00 pm). (c) The position drift in y has a very similar shape to the lab
temperature change (blue curve). A continuous monitor of reflection power from
the device input over 24 hour (red curve) is also overlapped with the record of the
lab temperature near apparatus (blue curve), suggesting that temperature drift is
the main cause of displacement and reduced coupling efficiency. (d) The extracted
position of device from stacked images of region A (b). Here the device y position
is from fitting the position of peak intensity and the z position is found by fitting
the width of the device’s image with the imaging system’s point spread function.
As we can notice in (d), the final position at the end of 24 hour is not completely
overlap with the original position, corresponds to a day-to-day overall drift. (e) A
COMSOL® [45] simulation of the thermal expansion of the simplified apparatus.
The thermal expansion coefficient near science glass cell is ∼ 5 `m/K which is
consistent to what we observed in (d).
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In the lab, to minimize the impact of thermal drift from day to day, the continuously
estimated device position is sent back to the Newport 5-axis stage in which the PI
stage and tweezer objective are mounted. However, this solution is not optimal as
it did not prevent the day-to-day non-reversible drift as indicated in Fig. 5.12 (d).
A better solution is the active temperature control where the whole setup is sealed
in an box with the HEPA-filters and sensitive temperature sensors for temperature
feedback. A proof of this concept has already been shown in Ref. [25] where mK
temperature stability is achieved. With this mK level temperature stability, the
overall displacement of the device can be suppressed to 5 nm, which is acceptable
for our purpose.

Finally, the differential movement of the tweezer spot and chip can be further
suppressed by better design of the mount of the objective. For example, one can
bond/glue an aspheric lens on the glass cell with the optical axis aligned to the
device. In this case, as along as the input beam angle stays the same, the focus
position relative to the device will stay the same and is not sensitive to `m scale
thermal drift of glass cell. It should be pointed out the effective focal length of a fixed
aspheric lens on the glass cell can still be varied by combining with a tunable lens, as
already shown in Ref. [17]. In our group, Jean-Baptiste and Zhongzhong show that
a carefully design of the lens systemwith tunable lens (Optotune, model: EL-10-30)
allows∼ 1mmtravel distance along propagation direction (I axis)without significant
change in size of focal spot (XF0/F0,min < 10%). This can be an alternative path to
our current “PI stage + objective” setup. However, dispersion problem with single
aspheric lens may require additional engineering for fluorescence imaging. Another
possible issue with the tunable lens is that they are typically not diffraction limited
and the optical liquid inside requires being operated horizontally with respect to the
gravity axis to minimize aberrations [95].

5.7 Summary and outlook
We have presented an advanced apparatus for the integration of atoms and nanopho-
tonics with several significant advances, including 1) efficient free-space coupling
of light to and from guided modes of PCWs with greatly improved power handling
capabilities relative to our previous work [67, 68, 86], 2) silicate bonding of silicon
chips within small glass vacuum cells thereby reducing the volume of the (bake-
able) vacuum envelope of our systems from ∼ 1 liter [171, 200] to ∼ 5 cm3 with
an associated drop in pressure > 100x, and 3) deterministic, mechanical delivery
of 1� single-atom tweezer arrays to near an APCW. Each of these advances elim-
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inates significant impediments present in prior experiments in the QOG at Caltech
as explained in previous sections.

The advanced atom-nanophotonic platform that we have described can provide a
foundation for realizing nanoscopic atomic lattices in 1� and 2� as envisioned in
Fig. 1.4 and thereby for experimental explorations of these systems involving strong
interactions between atoms and photons in nanophotonic structures as described in
Ref. [40, 124]. Attaining deterministic atom arrays, in the spirit of recent worldwide
advances with free-space tweezer arrays [16, 17, 57, 105, 181], will allow us to
probe the physics of strong, photon-mediated interactions between many atoms, as
well as atom-mediated interactions between photons. The versatility of dispersion-
engineered nanostructures makes accessing these physical regimes possible in a
single cold-atom experiment by changing the nanophotonic structures the atom
interacts with.

Moreover, the compact nature of our system also lends itself to more easily deploy-
able quantum technologies that are of growing interest in the community. Possible
applications of these nanophotonic systems range from quantum communication
using strong atom-photon interactions to probing unconventional quantum phase
transitions and investigating quantum metrology applications by combining the
functionality of nanophotonics and atoms. One example relates to ongoing inves-
tigations of the integration of nanophotonic systems such as described here with
on-chip frequency combs for a compact atomic frequency standard [91, 148]. The
collective decay of # atoms (known as Dicke superradiance) into PCWs demon-
strated inRef. [68] could provide a simple, deterministic and scalableway to generate
Fock states with large and fixed photon numbers, enable quantum-enhanced metrol-
ogy [145]. Apart from quantum information science, an essential aspect of atom
trapping near nanophotonic structures is a quantitative understanding of Casimir-
Polder interactions between trapped atoms and the dielectric boundaries [71, 92].
We have taken a modest step toward this end in recent work [33]. With a broad set
of such objectives in mind, we have developed the advanced apparatus described in
this chapter. Future improvements of our apparatus can be made by 1) adapting to
higher NA objectives, 2) better temperature control near the apparatus to minimize
the impact of device drifting and 3) better design to minimize the differential drift
between tweezer arrays and the device.
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C h a p t e r 6

OPTICAL TWEEZERS WITH LAGUERRE-GAUSS BEAMS

Spatially structured light has opened a wide range of opportunities for enhanced
imaging as well as optical manipulation and particle confinement. In this chapter,
we show that phase-coherent illumination with superpositions of radial Laguerre-
Gauss (LG) beams provides improved localization for bright optical tweezer traps,
with narrowed radial and axial intensity distributions. Further, the Gouy phase
shifts for sums of tightly focused radial LG fields extend the range of imaging
methods and permit novel phase-contrast microscopy strategies at the wavelength
scale. One application is the suppression of interference fringes from reflection
near nano-dielectric surfaces, with the promise of improved cold-atom delivery and
manipulation.

The work described in this chapter is partially based on Ref. [20] and is a result
of collaboration among individuals inside QOG. My advisor Jeff Kimble first came
out this idea about superpositions of radial LG beams in early 2019 and numeri-
cally demonstrated the volume reduction under paraxial approximation. Inspired
by Jeff’s initial success, I carried out the initial COMSOL®[45] simulations and
vector field calculation based on Debye-Wolf integral method to verify the volume
reduction for tightly focused tweezers (unfortunately, most of files are encrypted
after the Ransomware attack in May 2019). Jean-Baptiste Béguin took a lead in
the experimental realization with the spatial light modulator (SLMs) and developed
scalar/vector diffraction models for designing optimal SLM patterns. Prof. Julien
Laurat (who was visiting the QOG on sabbatical) contributed his own vector field
calculations with optimized parameters and a large amount of literature research.
Alex Burgers and Zhongzhong Qin contributed their valuable suggestions and ex-
pertise throughout the research.

6.1 Introduction
Structuring of light has provided advanced capabilities in a variety of research fields
and technologies, ranging frommicroscopy to particle manipulation [1, 13, 73, 205].
Coherent control of the amplitude, phase, and polarization degrees of freedom
for light enables the creation of engineered intensity patterns and tailored optical
forces. In this context, LG beams have been extensively studied. Among other
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realizations, tight focusing with subwavelength features was obtained with radially
polarized beams [51, 193], as well as with opposite orbital angular momentum for
copropagating fields [195]. LGbeams have also attracted interest for designing novel
optical tweezers [14, 60, 143]. Following the initial demonstration of a LG-based
trap for neutral atoms [114], various configurations have been explored, including
3D geometries with “dark” internal volumes [9, 35, 142] for atom trapping with
blue-detuned light [15, 196].

For these and other applications of structured light, high spatial resolution is of
paramount importance. However in most schemes, resolution transverse to the optic
axis exceeds that along the optic axis. For example, an optical tweezer formed from
a Gaussian beam with wavelength _ = 1 µm focused in vacuum to waist F0 = 1 µm
has transverse confinement F0 roughly 3× smaller than its longitudinal confinement
set by the Rayleigh range I' = cF2

0/_. One way to obtain enhanced axial resolution
is known as 4c microscopy [23, 83], for which counterpropagating beams form a
standing wave with axial spatial scale of _/2 over the range of I'. However, 4c
microscopy requires interferometric stability and delicate mode matching. Another
method relies on copropagating beams each with distinct Gouy phases [22, 26, 176],
which was proposed and realized mostly in the context of dark optical traps, either
with two Gaussian beams of different waists or offset foci [97, 194], or with two LG
beams of different orders [9]. However, for bright trap configurations, a comparable
strategy has remained elusive.

In this chapter, we show that superpositions of purely radial LG beams can lead to
reduced volume for bright optical traps. We also provide a scheme for implementa-
tion by way of a SLM for beam shaping extended beyond the paraxial approximation
into a regime of wavelength-scale traps. Significantly, apart from reduced trap vol-
ume, our study highlights differential Gouy phase shifts at the wavelength scale as
a novel tool for imaging. An application is the strong suppression of interference
fringes from reflections of optical tweezers near surfaces of nanophotonic structures,
thereby providing a tool to integrate cold-atom transport and nanoscale quantum
optics.

6.2 Superposition of paraxial radial Laguerre-Gauss beams
In this section, we will discuss the superpositions of LG beams under paraxial
approximation. We will find that the paraxial approximation does provide a very
clear picture of the essential physics with simple and analytical expressions.
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The paraxial LG beams are solutions of paraxial Helmholtz equation under cylin-
drical coordinates with each transverse mode labelled by the radial index ? (? > 0)
and the azimuthal index ;. For a G polarized LG beam propagating along I direction,
the electric field take the form E;? (A, i, I) = D;? (A, i, I) exp(8:I)Ĝ with the LG beam
amplitude D;? (A, i, I) given by (here we follow the convention in Ref. [137]):

D;? (A, i, I) =
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2?!

c(? + |; |)!
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(6.1)

where F0 is Gaussian beam waist (1/42 intensity radius) defined as in previous
chapters, I' = cF2

0/_ is the Rayleigh range, F(I) = F0
√

1 + (I/I')2 is the beam
radius at position I, '(I) = I (1 + (I'/I))2 is the wavefront radius, !;? is the
generalized Laguerre polynomial and the Gouy phase

k;? (I) = (2? + |; | + 1) arctan (I/I') . (6.2)

The Gouy phase lies in the heart of our discussion in this chapter. Physically, the
Gouy phase can be interpreted as a geometric phase shift due to focusing wavefront
[170] and it can bemeasured relative to a planewave (of same frequency) propagating
along I [22, 26, 176]. According to this definition, this is mathematically equivalent
to

k� ≡ :I − Arg(E;? (d = 0, i = 0, I)) (6.3)

It is worth noting that the Gouy phase in Eq. 6.2 is a function of index ? and ;.
Larger ? and |; | values leads to a larger phase gradient along propagation direction
near the focus as shown in Fig. 6.1(a). As we will show shortly, this unique feature
turns out to be the key of reshaping and reducing the focus size along propagation
direction.

Throughout our discussion, we mainly focus on radial LG beams with the azimuthal
mode number ; = 0 (i.e., pure radial LG beams with radial number ?). With ;
dropped with ; = 0, Eq. 6.1 can be simplified as:
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(6.4)
It is worth noting that for ; = 0, each individual ? mode has identical spatial profiles
|D? (0, 0, I) | =

√
2/cF0/F(I) along I. The intensity profile at the focal plane for the
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Figure 6.1: (a) Gouy phase for first five radial LG beams (; = 0) (b) The intensity
profile at the focal plane for the first four radial LG beams (; = 0).

first four radial LG beams are shown in Fig. 6.1(b). We can see that as ? increases,
the size of the intensity center decreases but the overall size of the beam increases.

For the superposition of orthogonal LG beams (that is, of same waist, focus position
and propagation direction), the superposed field amplitude DΣ can be generically
written as

DΣ (A, i, I) =
√
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where 0? is the complex amplitude for each ? mode in the superposition over a set
of mode index ?. It can be mathematically proved that in order to keep the intensity
of a superposition of modes being symmetric around focus plane at I = 0 (that is
� (I) = � (−I)), 0? should be real numbers (or with a common phase shift). In the
following discussion, we will use the notation ‘8 + 9’ to represent the superposition
E?=8 + E?= 9 while ‘8 − 9’ represents the superposition E?=8 − E?= 9 , for the sake of
brevity.

As an example, we consider a particular superposition ‘0 + 2 + 4’ of the radial
LG modes. Fig. 6.2(a, b) provide the calculated intensity distributions for the
fundamental Gaussian mode (? = 0) (blue) and for the ‘0 + 2 + 4’ superposition
(orange) along the radial (G) and axial (I) directions of the focus plane, respectively.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison between the fundamental Gaussian mode ®�0 (blue) and
the superposition of radial ? modes ®�Σ (orange) with ? = 0, 2, 4. The plots are
calculated for the paraxial case, with F0 = 1 µm and _ = 1 µm. (a) G-line cut
transverse intensity profiles. Insets provide the x-y distribution in the focal plane.
(b) I-line cut axial intensity profiles. Insets correspond to the x-z distribution in the
H = 0 plane.

As shown by the line cuts and insets in Fig. 6.2 (a, b), there is a large reduction in
focal size in both radial and axial directions for the ‘0 + 2 + 4’ superposition relative
to the ? = 0 Gaussian mode. To quantify this reduction in focus spot size in 3D,
we define a focal volume + = ΔGΔHΔI with ΔG,ΔH,ΔI taken to be the full widths
at half maximum (FWHM) for the intensity distributions along G, H, I. Physically,
this corresponds to the volume of trapped atom with temperature equals to half
the trap depth1. Proceeding this focal volume calculation for Fig. 6.2(a, b), we get
+0 = 8.6 µm3 with ΔG0 = ΔH0 = 1.17 µm and ΔI0 = 6.28 µm for the ? = 0 Gaussian
mode and +Σ = 0.39 µm3 with ΔGΣ = ΔHΣ = 0.51 µm and ΔIΣ = 1.5 µm for the
‘0 + 2 + 4’ superposition. This leads to a total reduction in volume +0/+Σ ' 22. It
is worth noting that the envelope of the superposed LG beams will stay the same
when focused on a dielectric planar surface. In this case, the focal volume reduction
effect will help suppress interference fringes in regions near dielectric boundaries
as an example, shown in Fig. 6.3(a) and the z-line cuts (orange curve) in (b) as
compared to the ? = 0 Gaussian mode (blue curve). A more detailed discussion of

1It is worth pointing out for the super-resolution community, the first intensity minimum position
is frequently quoted to compare spot size. Here, our choice is natural for applications in the trapping
of atoms or particles. Generally, there is no direct conversion between these two definitions of spot
sizes.
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applications in atom transport to nanostructures will be presented in Section 6.7.

Figure 6.3: (a) Reflection fringes (intensity) of ‘0+2+4’ superposition in the G − I
plane due to a semi-infinite planar surface (gray) (b) z-line cuts (G = H = 0) of
reflection fringes for ‘0+2+4’ superposition (orange curve) as compared the ? = 0
Gaussian mode (blue curve). Intensity here is calculated with focus at the surface
I = 0, waist F0 = _ = 1 `m, and amplitude reflection coefficient A = −0.8. All
intensities are normalized to their peak values.

for the reflective fringes, we can show that the reflective fringes take the same
envelope as the free-space one.

Another interesting example of LG beam superposition is the destructive ‘0-1’
superposition which is already found to have several promising applications in
atomic physics [9, 15]. The ‘0-1’ superposition of LG beams can be used to
generate the so-called ‘bottle’ beam for which the intensity is a minimum at focus
center, as shown in Fig. 6.4. This can be used to trap atoms in the minimum position
to suppress the trap light scattering and dephasing.

Scaling of the focal volume for superposed Laguerre-Gauss beams
With specific examples of constructive/destructive superpositions in mind, we now
turn to a more general analysis of LG beam superposition. To start with, consider
the electric field amplitude along the axial direction (A = i = 0), Eq. 6.5 can be
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Figure 6.4: (a) Intensity profile for the ‘0-1’ superposition of LG beams in the focal
plane (I = 0). (b) Intensity profile for the ‘0-1’ superposition of LG beams in the
G − I plane (H = 0). (c) x-line cut (H = I = 0) of radial intensity profiles (d) z-line
cut (G = H = 0) of axial intensity. All plots are calculated for F0 = _ = 1 `m.

further simplified as

DΣ (0, 0, I) =
√
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)
(6.6)

This expression suggests that the superposition of radial LG beams axial direction
is mathematically equivalent to summing over pure phasors with ?-mode Gouy
phases.

For the case of strong spatial reduction along I (ΔIΣ � I', as in the example of
‘0+2+4’), we have k? (I) = (2? + 1) arctan (I/I') ≈ (2? + 1)I/I', F0/F(I) ≈ 1
and

DΣ (0, 0, I)
I�I'≈

√
2
c

∑
?

0? exp(−8(2? + 1)I/I') (6.7)

We recognize that the RHS of this equation can be viewed as a Fourier transform of
DΣ (0, 0, I) with spatial frequencies :I,? = (2? + 1)/I'. In this picture, the spatial
reduction due to LG beams superposition is very similar to the temporal reduction
of a pulse with frequency combs. Note that the maximum spatial frequency is given
by the maximum ? mode (?max) in the summation. With �Σ (0, 0, I) ∝ |DΣ (0, 0, I) |2,
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we can claim that the minimum spatial size ΔIΣ,min scales as

ΔIΣ,min ∼
I'

2?max + 1
. (6.8)

Note that this minimum can only be achieved in the superposition of a plane wave
(spatial “zero” frequency) and ? = ?max mode with equal amplitude. However, the
intensity of this superposition is oscillatory.

As an example, we consider the case where ? summing from ? = 0 to ? = ?max

with equal amplitude, the total summing amplitude along I axis can be explicitly
written as

DΣ (0, 0, I) =
√

2
c

F0
F(I) �(I) exp(−8Ψ(I)), (6.9)

with
�(I) = sinc((?max + 1) arctan (I/I'))

sinc(arctan (I/I'))
Ψ(I) = (?max + 1) arctan (I/I').

(6.10)

In the case when I � I', the total intensity can be approximated as

�Σ (0, 0, I)
I�I'≈ sinc2((?max + 1) arctan (I/I')). (6.11)

We can see in this case, the total intensity near the focus is simply a sinc-function.
The FWHM ΔI is then given as

ΔIΣ ≈ 2I' tan
(

Z

?max + 1

)
≈ 2Z
?max + 1

, (6.12)

where Z = 1.39 is the solution of sinc2Z = 1/2. Fig. 6.5 (a) and its inserted log
plot shows the numerical calculated ΔIΣ without I � I' approximation (red dots)
with respect to ?max, as compared with the 2Z/(?max + 1) scaling (blue curve). We
can see a very good agreement for ?max ≤ 2. Note that for ? = 0 Gaussian beam,
ΔIΣ/I' = 2, as the Rayleigh range, by convention, is defined as half maximum at
half width (HMHW). Interestingly, Fig. 6.5 (a) suggests that the spatial reduction
effect is very significant for the first few ? modes (?max ≤ 4) and adding larger ?
modes only contributing marginally. This is important as in practice, larger ? modes
are typically more challenging to produce experimentally (see Section 6.5 for more
details).

Besides the constructive superposition discussed above, the destructive superposi-
tions as ‘0 − 1’ can also be generally analyzed. Consider the ‘sign-flipped’ super-
position

DΣ (0, 0, I) =
√
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)
, (6.13)
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Figure 6.5: The scaling of ΔI for superposition of different ? modes. (a) the con-
structive superposition with all ? mode amplitude equal. Red dots are numerically
calculated ΔI without approximation. (b) Sign-flipped superposition, which shows
smaller effective Rayleigh range.

with similar derivations as previous case and assuming I � I', the total intensity
is given as

�Σ (0, 0, I)
I�I'≈


sin2((?max + 1) arctan(I/I')), for odd ?max

cos2((?max + 1) arctan(I/I')), for even ?max.
(6.14)

We can see the total intensity near focus is generally oscillatory with the focus
intensity takes minimum for odd ?max and maximum for even ?max. The FWHM
ΔIΣ for this sign-flipped superposition is then given as

ΔIΣ ≈ 2I' tan
(

b

?max + 1

)
≈ 2I'b
?max + 1

. (6.15)

where b = 0.785 is the solution of sin2 b = 1/2. Fig. 6.5 (b) and its inserted log
plot shows the numerical calculated ΔIΣ without I � I' approximation (red dots)
with respect to ?max, as compared with the 2b/(?max + 1) scaling (green curve) and
we can see a very good agreement for ?max ≤ 2. The scaling for the constructive
superposition case is also plotted (blue dashed curve) as a comparison. We can see
that for the same ?max, the sign-flipped superposition typically has a smaller ΔIΣ.

Now let’s look at the spatial reduction in the radial direction. The amplitude of
the superposed electric field of radial LG beams (Eq. 6.5) in the radial direction
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(I = i = 0) can be simplified as
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We see this expression is mathematically equivalent to the summation of Laguerre
polynomials for the transverse focus plane. Using the formula
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For G � 1 and ; = 0, we can approximate this formula with its leading term as
!? (G) ≈ 1 − ?G. Using this identity together with 4−G ≈ 1 − G for G � 1, we can
simplify Eq. 6.16 under A � F0 as
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From this, we can estimate the FWHM ΔGΣ and ΔHΣ as

ΔGΣ = ΔHΣ ≈
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) 1
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(6.19)

Note that this expression also valid for single ? mode with ? � 1, and by setting
one 0? = 1 and others zero, we get

ΔG? = ΔH? ≈
√

2F0√
2? + 1

(6.20)

for a single ? mode without superposition. As a comparison, for the constructive
superposition from ? = 0 to ? = ?max with equal amplitude, we get

ΔGΣ = ΔHΣ ≈
√

2F0√
?max + 1

≈
√

2ΔG?max , (6.21)

where ΔG?max is the FWHM of ? = ?max mode. This suggests the FWHM ΔGΣ,ΔHΣ
in the radial direction is not improved compared with a single LG beam with
? = ?max (in fact it is getting larger by a factor

√
2 for ?max � 1). This can also be

proved exactly by using the identity2
?max∑
?=0

!0
? (G) = !1

?max (G) (6.22)

2This identity can be proved by using Eq. 6.17 and the identity
∑?max
?=<

(
?

<

)
=

(
?max + 1
< + 1

)
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Then, the electric field amplitude for the constructive superposition from ? = 0 to
? = ?max with 0? = 1 can be written as

DΣ (A, 0, 0) =
√

2
c

exp

(
− A

2

F2
0

)
?max∑
?=0

!?

(
2A2

F2
0

)
=

√
2
c

exp

(
− A

2

F2
0

)
!1
?max

(
2A2

F2
0

) (6.23)

Combining the analysis for both axial and radial direction, we reach to the scaling
for the focal volume +Σ as

+Σ ∼
F2

0I'

(?max + 1)2
(6.24)

As a comparison, the focal volume for a single LG beam with index ? is

+? ∼
F2

0I'

?max + 1
(6.25)

The main contribution of focal volume reduction is from the interference of Gouy
phase along axial direction and this physics can be viewed as an analogy to the pulse
width reduction in temporal domain with frequency combs.

6.3 Tightly focused Laguerre-Gauss beams
As shown in previous section, the paraxial approximation provides readily accessible
understanding of focused LG beam superpositions and simple analytical forms for
analyzing the scaling of volume reduction. However, for tightly focused beams with
sub-wavelength waist, the paraxial approximation fails and deviates from the real
vectorial solution. In this section, we use the Debye-Wolf integral method [137, 156]
to obtain a more accurate description for tightly focused LG beams.

The Debye-Wolf integral
To calculate the vector field of tightly focused LG beams, we turned to the Debye-
Wolf integral method which is valid for tight focus and large �−number system
(� > 10)3. A detailed derivation and discussion of the Debye-Wolf integral method
can be found in Ref. [137]. From Debye-Wolf integral method, the field near focus

3The Fresnel �-number is defined as

� ≡
'2
?

5 _
(6.26)

where '? is the radius of the entrance pupil, 5 is the focal distance and _ is the wavelength. For our
Mitutoyo #� = 0.7 objective at _ ∼ 1 `m, we have � ∼ 2000.
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Figure 6.6: (a) Illustration of focusing a beam by an aplanatic lens (b) Illustration
of the definition of the symbols in the Debye-Wolf integral. Figs. adapted from
Ref. [137].

can be expressed as superposition of spherical waves E∞ from the reference plane
(indicated as dashed curves in Fig. 6.6) as

E(d, i, I) = − 8: 5 4
−8: 5

2c

\<0G∫
0

2c∫
0

E∞(\, q)

× 48:I cos \48: d sin \ cos (q−i) sin \ 3q 3\,

(6.27)

where d, i and I are coordinates in the cylinder coordinate with I = 0, d = 0
corresponding to the focus position, \ and q are angles measured from a point on
the incident spherical wavefront surface to the focus position with distance 5 . An
illustration of the coordinates is shown in Fig. 6.6. It is easy to see that \max is
related to the NA of an objective by:

NA = =2 sin \max. (6.28)

The far-field E∞(\, q) in the Debye-Wolf integral (Eq. 6.27) is defined on the
reference sphere of the lens (see Ref. [137] Chapter 3 for more details). For input
polarization along x axis, the far-field E∞(\, q) can be expressed as:

E∞(\, q) = �inc(\) [cos qn\ − sin qnq]
√
=1
=2

cos \

= �inc(\)
1
2


1 + cos \ − (1 − cos \) cos 2q

−(1 − cos \) sin 2q
−2 cos q sin \


√
=1
=2

cos \
(6.29)
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Insert Eq. 6.29 into Eq. 6.27, and using the mathematical relations for Bessel
functions:

2c∫
0

cos =q48G cos(q−i) 3q = 2c(8=)�= (G) cos =i (6.30)

2c∫
0

sin =q48G cos(q−i) 3q = 2c(8=)�= (G) sin =i (6.31)

where �= is the =th-order Bessel function results in as an integral form over only
variable \:

E(d, i, I) = − 8: 5 4
−8: 5

2

\<0G∫
0

�inc(\)48:I cos \
√
=1
=2

cos \ sin \

×

(1 + cos \)�0(:d sin \) + (1 − cos \)�2(:d sin \) cos 2i

(1 − cos \)�2(:d sin \) sin 2i
−28 sin \�1(:d sin \) cos i

 3\
= − 8: 5 4

−8: 5

2

√
=1
=2


�0 + �2 cos 2i
�2 sin 2i
−28�1 cos i


(6.32)

where we have defined cos \ = C and the integrals �0, �1 and �2 as:

�0 =

1∫
cos \<0G

�inc(C)48:IC (1 + C)�0(:d
√

1 − C2)
√
C 3C (6.33)

�1 =

1∫
cos \<0G

�inc(C)48:IC
√

1 − C2�1(:d
√

1 − C2)
√
C 3C (6.34)

�2 =

1∫
cos \<0G

�inc(C)48:IC (1 − C)�2(:d
√

1 − C2)
√
C 3C (6.35)

We notice that for focusing linear polarization along G, the electric fields near the
focus now have non-zero components in H and I direction. Besides, the phase of
the electric field in the z component (�I) is c/2 out phase of �G which introduces
ellipticity near the focus. As a sanity check, we notice that by neglecting �1 and �2,
Eq. 6.32 is equivalent to the scalar theory of light propagation.

It is worth noting that there are several symmetries in vector field from Debye-Wolf
integral (Eq. 6.32). First, for G = 0 (i = c/2 or 3c/2), we have EH = EI = 0.
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This suggests the electric field at G = 0 is perpendicular to the H − I plane at G = 0
and thus it is Perfect Electric Conductor plane. Next, for H = 0 (i = 0 or c), we
have HG = HI = 0. This suggests the magnetic field at H = 0 is perpendicular
to the G − I plane and thus it is a Perfect Magnetic Conductor plane. Finally,
for the symmetry over I = 0 plane (G − H plane). It is easy to show that the
real components are symmetric while the imaginary part is anti-symmetric, that
is Re(�8 (d, i, I)) = Re(�8 (d, i,−I)) and Im(�8 (d, i, I)) = −Im(�8 (d, i,−I)) for
8 = 0, 1, 2. These symmetries will be useful in numerical calculations for reducing
simulation volume (only need to simulate 1/8 of the full volume). For the case with
a dielectric material present, if the material’s polarizability can be approximated as
a scalar and the dielectric structure is symmetric with respect to G − I and HI plane,
the scattered field will also respect the same symmetry as the incident field.

Finally, the intensity near the focus is given as

� (d, i, I) ∝ |�0 |2 + |�2 |2 + 2Re(�0�∗2) cos 2i + 4|�1 |2 cos i2 (6.36)

We see that the intensity near focus is not azimuthally symmetric but i dependent.
It can be shown that the waist along main polarization direction (G) is slightly larger
than the waist in the direction orthogonal to polarization (H direction).

The Debye-Wolf integral with Laguerre-Gauss beams
For focusing a G-polarized radial LG beam with waist F0,in (F0,in � _) aligned to
the lens position, we can express the �inc(\) as

�inc(\) = �04
−(G2
∞+H2

∞)/F2
0,in!? (2(G2

∞ + H2
∞)/F2

0,in)4
−8k? (I∞)

= �04
− 5 2 sin2 \/F2

0,in!? (2 5 2 sin2 \/F2
0,in)4

8(2?+1)c/2

= 8(−1)?�0!? (2B2(1 − C2))4−B2 (1−C2)

(6.37)

Here we defined B ≡ 5 /sin \max, C ≡ cos \. It is worth noting that the infinite
plane is defined at the far-field reference sphere and thus the additional phase term
48(2?+1)c/2 = 8(−1)? will ensure all focused LG modes have zero phase at the focus
position I = 0.

By convention, the ratio of input waist F0,in to the pupil radius '? is called filling
factor 50

50 ≡
F0,in

'?
=

F0,in

5 sin \max
(6.38)

We will see that this filling ratio is an important parameter for focusing a LG beam
at finite aperture and different filling ratio may have very different beam shapes.
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Figure 6.7: Focused intensity distributions calculated within the vectorial Debye
approximation for ? = 0 (violet) and ‘0+2+4’ (brown) inputs for NA = 0.7. Two
filling factor values are compared: For 50 = 0.35 (a) G-line cut transverse intensity
profiles. The insets provide the x-y intensity distribution in the focal plane I = 0.
(b) I-line cut axial intensity profiles. The insets correspond to the x-z distribution.
For 50 = 0.45 (c,d). Plotted intensities are normalized to their maximum values.
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Inserting Eq. 6.37 into Eq. 6.32, we can calculate the field distribution of tightly
focused LG beams near the focus of a high NA aplanatic objective. Fig. 6.7(a, b)
shows the line-cuts and 2D distribution (inserted) of the intensity profile near focus
for focusing ? = 0 and ‘0+2+4’ superposition beams with NA = 0.7 objective at
filling ratio 50 = 0.35 (a, b). For ? = 0 and 50 = 0.35, the intensity profiles in
both radial and axial directions (violet curves in (a, b)) are quite similar to those
in Fig. 6.2 with a 1.3 µm waist in the focal plane. The FWHM for each direction
are ΔG0 = 1.55 µm, ΔH0 = 1.51 µm and ΔI0 = 10.3 µm, corresponding to a focal
volume +0 = 24 µm3. As shown in Fig. 6.7(a, b) for input of ‘0+2+4’ superposition
at the same filling ratio 50 = 0.35 (brown curves), reductions in both transverse and
longitudinal widths relative to ? = 0 input are evident even in the vector theory with
wavelength-scale focusing. The FWHM of focus at each direction for the ‘0+2+4’
superposition input are ΔGΣ = 0.84 µm, ΔHΣ = 0.72 µm and ΔIΣ = 2.78 µm,
corresponding to a focal volume +Σ = 1.7 µm3. The ratio of focal volume for ? = 0
and ‘0+2+4’ superposition is +0/+Σ ' 14.

It is found that further increase the filling ratio 50 for the ‘0+2+4’ superposition
input does not lead to further reduction of the focal volume. As shown with the
brown curves in Fig. 6.7 (c, d) for filling ratio 50 = 0.45, the central width of the
focus is not reduced but the peak of two side lopes increases. However, this is not
the case for ? = 0 (violet curve in Fig. 6.7 (c, d)) for the same filling ratio 50 = 0.45
where the fitted waist F0 ' 1 µm. The existence of the optimal filling ratio is related
to the truncation of highest order of LG beam in the superposition which we will
discuss in Section 6.4 in detail.

Tight focusing is accompanied by a longitudinal polarization component, which
leads to a spatially-dependent elliptical polarization and to dephasing mechanisms
for atom trapping [115, 181]. Given the local polarization vector n̂ , one can define
the vector C = Im(n̂ × n̂★), which measures the direction and degree of ellipticity.
|C| = 0 corresponds to linear polarization while |C| = 1 for circular polarization.
6.8 (a) provides �H in the focal plane for the ‘0+2+4’ superposition input. Due to
tighter confinement, the polarization gradient reaches 3�H/3G = 1.6/`< for ‘0+2+4’
superposition input, to be compared to 0.4/`< for ? = 0 input. We can further
quantify the impact of this ellipticity for trapping atoms by the light shifts (scalar,
vector and tensor shifts) of the ‘0+2+4’ superposition for trapping the Cs atom, as
shown in Fig. 6.8 (b, c). Here, we choose the wavelength at a magic wavelength
of Cs (_ = 935.7 nm) with a given trap depth */:� = 1 mK (for #� = 0.7 and
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Figure 6.8: (a) Polarization ellipticity �H in the focal plane for the ‘0+2+4’ input
with NA = 0.7 and 50 = 0.35. (b, c) the light shifts for Cs atom at magic wavelength
935.7 nm with trap depth */:� = 1 mK for transverse (b) and axial direction (c).
The dashed lines indicates the <� levels in 6(1/2, � = 4 ground state (red dashed)
and in 6%3/2, �′ = 4 excited state (blue dashed). In (b), we can see the ground state
trap is shifted away for the center by XG ∼ 30 nm for the <� = 4 sublevel.

50 = 0.35). Vector light shifts are clearly observed in transverse direction as shown
Fig. 6.8 (b). The trap center for different <� levels in 6(1/2, � = 4 ground state are
shifted away from the center by XG ∼ 30 nm. As the vector light shift is equivalent
to a magnetic field gradient along x direction, it can be suppressed in experiment by
an opposite magnetic gradient as already demonstrated in Ref. [181].

Till now, we have far directed the attention to free-space optical tweezers for atoms
and molecules. However, there are important settings for both particle trapping
and imaging in which the focal region is not homogeneous but instead contains
significant spatial variations of the dielectric constant over a wide range of length
scales from nanometers to microns. Important examples in AMO Physics include
recent efforts to trap atoms near nano-photonic structures such as dielectric optical
cavities and PCWs [19, 33, 40, 86, 108, 181, 184]. These efforts have been hampered
by large modification of the trapping potential of an optical tweezer in the vicinity
of a nano-photonic structure, principally associated with specular reflection that
produces high-contrast interference fringes extending well beyond the volume of the
tweezer. With the electric field of the tightly focused LG beams calculated from
Debye-Wolf integral, we can further calculate the field distribution with arbitrary
dielectric structures. Here the calculation is done by applying the result from
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free-space Debye-Wolf as background field without scattering and solve for the
scattering field with the presence of a dielectric nano-structure. Results of focused
? = 0 Gaussian beam input and ‘0+2+4’ superposed LG beams aligning to the
APCW are shown in Fig. 6.9 for #� = 0.7, 50 = 0.35. This result again confirms
the spatial reduction of “fringe” fields from the superposition of LG beams near
complex dielectric nanostructures.

Figure 6.9: COMSOL®[45] simulation of aligning a tightly focused LG beams
scatter on the APCW (indicated by gray rectangle). With focus position aligned
to the geometric center of the APCW. (a) for the input field distribution is ? = 0
Gaussian beam, polarization along x; and (b) for the input field distribution is
‘0+2+4’ superposed LG beams and polarization along x. (c) for the input field
distribution is ‘0+2+4’ superposed LG beams and polarization along y. All three
plots are calculated with the background field calculated from Debye-Wolf integral
under NA = 0.7 and 50 = 0.35.

6.4 The optimal filling ratio
As already shown in Fig. 6.7, the truncation of LG beams in finite aperture will lead
to an optimal filling ratio for the superposed LG beam input such as the ‘0+2+4’
superposition. To understand this, we plot the electric field amplitude for ? = 0,
? = 4 and ‘0+2+4’ superposition at the filling ratio of 50 = 0.35 as in Fig. 6.10 (a).
As we can see for 50 = 0.35, the ? = 4 electric field amplitude (blue curve) has
already partially truncated by the aperture (gray area). Further increase the filling
ratio will misrepresent the ? = 4 LG beam on the input pupil and as a result, the
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foundation of spatial reduction due to Gouy phase superposition will not be valid
any more. The pupil apodization effects will modify the spatial properties of the
focused radial LG beams according to their radial mode number ? [79]. In fact,
larger filling ratio truncates the LG beams and can generate completely different
field profile (even bottle beams for a single LG ? = 1 mode input).

Figure 6.10: (a) Electric field amplitude of ? = 0 (red curve), ? = 4 (blue curve)
and 0 + 2 + 4 superposition (green curve) at filling ratio 50 = 0.35. The gray shade
region represents the physical cutoff from the entrance pupil of the objective with
#� = 0.7. (b) Phase gradient of the focused field for different LG beam input
assuming #� = 1. The horizontal dashed line indicates the maximum available
phase gradient from a finite objective with NA = 0.7. The crossing of the horizontal
dashed line and phase gradient for ? = 4 LG beam (green curve) corresponds to a
filling ratio ' 0.35.

Beyond the intuitive picture of truncation of high order LG beams at larger filling
ratio, we further developed a simple model based on the analysis of Gouy phase to
predict the optimal filling ratio. For focusing a LG beam with waist F0,in by a lens
with focal length 5 (assuming the input waist is at the lens position), the ABCD
matrix from Gaussian optics predicts the input and output waist (F0) are related by
F0 = 5 _/cF0,in. This leads to a Gouy phase as

3k�

3I
≈ 2? + 1

I'

=
(2? + 1)c

_

F2
0,in

5 2

=
(2? + 1)c

_
5 2
0 NA

2

(6.39)
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In the last step, we use the fact that 50 = F0,in/ 5NA. This suggests for NA = 1
system, the phase gradient increases quadratically with 50 (or input waist F0,in).
However, this phase gradient cannot be arbitrary high for a finite aperture objective.
As I will prove later in Section 6.6, the maximum phase gradient for an objective
with NA is given as (

3k�

3I

)
max

= : (1 −
√

1 − NA2) (6.40)

By equal Eq. 6.39 to this maximum phase gradient, we can solve for the optimal
filling ratio as

50,opt =
1
NA

(
2

2? + 1

) 1
2 (

1 −
√

1 − NA2
) 1

2
(6.41)

For NA = 0.7, ? = 4, this equation predicts an optimal 50,opt ' 0.36. In Fig. 6.10
(b), we show the plot of phase gradient for ? = 0 to ? = 8 based on Eq. 6.39. The
maximum phase gradient for NA = 0.7 is also indicated with horizontal dashed
lines. The crossing of NA = 1 phase gradient (colored curves) with the maximum
phase gradient for finite aperture predicts the maximum filling ratio for each ? mode
to preserve its property.

Finally, for the application of trapping atom, an “optimal” filling ratio might cor-
respond to the highest trap frequency at a given trap depth, as the trap frequency
measures how well a particle or atom is confined inside an optical tweezer trap. To
find the relation between trap frequency and filling ratio, we further simplify Eq. 6.32
by using the properties of Bessel functions, �0(G = 0) = 1 and �= (G = 0) = 0, for
= ≥ 1 and we find only EG component non-vanishing along z axis

E(d = 0, i, I) = −8: 5 4
−8: 5

2

√
=1
=2

1∫
cos \<0G

�inc(C)48:IC (1 + C)
√
C 3C (6.42)

By taking a norm of the electric field above and extracting the coefficient of I2 terms,
we found the trap frequency is proportional to4:

l2
I ∝

��|�I1 |2 − Re(�I0�∗I2)�� (6.43)
4The trap potential is proportional to the intensity in the case where there is no vector shift along

z axis.
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where the integrals �I0, �I1 and �I2 are defined as:

�I0 =

1∫
cos \<0G

�inc(C) (1 + C)
√
C 3C (6.44)

�I1 =

1∫
cos \<0G

�inc(C)C (1 + C)
√
C 3C (6.45)

�I2 =

1∫
cos \<0G

�inc(C)C2(1 + C)
√
C 3C (6.46)

Note that the term |�I1 |2 − Re(�I0�∗I2) in Eq. 6.43 can be either positive or negative
and the equation |�I1 |2 − Re(�I0�∗I2) = 0 defines a critical filling ratio when the
potential transforms from a trap (intensitymaximum at focus) to a anti-trap (intensity
minimum at focus). A plot of Eq. 6.43 is shown in Fig. 6.11 (a). We can see clearly
the two local maximum trap frequencies at 50 = 0.39 and 50 = 0.74. Despite the
axial trap is higher at 50 = 0.74, the intensity is more oscillatory (with strong side
lobes) along axial direction as shown in Fig. 6.11 (b, c). Aswewill see in Section 6.7,
this side lobes can introduce heating and reduce the atom delivery efficiency from
free-space to dielectric surface [20]. Two other filling ratio 50 = 1 and 50 = 5 are
also presented in Fig. 6.11 (d, e). For 50 = 1, it corresponds to the flatten trap
intensity in the axial direction which properties similar to the Bessel beams [55]
while the 50 = 5 corresponds to the limit of uniform input with diffraction-limited
spot size.

Similarly, we can derive the trap frequency for the transverse direction by expanding
to second order of d in intensity and we get:

l2
d ∝

���2Re(�I0�∗d0) − Re(�d1�
∗
I0) cos 2i − 4

���d2
��2 cos i2

��� (6.47)

with �I0 defined as above and �d0, �d1 and �d2 defined as:

�d0 =

1∫
cos \<0G

�inc(C) (1 + C) (1 − C2)
√
C 3C (6.48)

�d1 =

1∫
cos \<0G

�inc(C) (1 − C) (1 − C2)
√
C 3C (6.49)

�d2 =

1∫
cos \<0G

�inc(C) (1 − C2)
√
C 3C (6.50)
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Figure 6.11: (a) Axial trap frequency as a function of filling ratio for the ? = 0
input (orange) and the ‘0+2+4’ superposition (blue) with #� = 0.7 and trap depth
(*trap/:�) in focus position fixed to be 1 mK. (b) The input electric field profile for
the ‘0+2+4’ superposition at filling ratios 50 = 0.39, 50 = 0.74, 50 = 1. (c) (i-iv) the
intensity profile near focus at filling ratios 50 = 0.39, 50 = 0.74, 50 = 1 and 50 = 5.

To validate the trap frequencies expressions derived above (Eq. 6.43 and Eq. 6.47),
we calculated the angular trap frequencies lG and lI by numerically solving the
spatial time-independent Schrödinger’s equation for a single Cesium atom and a
scalar optical trap potential with depth of 1 mK (for 6S1/2). The results are presented
in Fig. 6.12. As expected, the trap frequencies have significant increases in a wide
filling ratio range for the ‘0+2+4’ superposition input (brown ) as compared to ? = 0
Gaussian beam input. Different from monotonic behavior for ? = 0 Gaussian input,
the axial trap frequency for ‘0+2+4’ superposition has a local maximum around
50 ' 0.39. This suggest the 50 = 0.35 result we shown in Fig. 6.7 is already
close to the optimal value for maximizing trap frequency at a given trap depth. On
experimental side, the choice of the local maximum at small value 50 ∼ 0.35 not
only alleviates practical requirements of the objective lens (e.g., focal length and
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Figure 6.12: Dependence of the angular radial (x-cut) (a) and (b) axial trap fre-
quencies (i.e. lG and lI at the bottom of the trap) as functions of the objective
lens filling factor 50, with fixed NA = 0.7. (Violet) the input field distribution is
? = 0 Gaussian beam; (Brown) the input field distribution is ‘0+2+4’ superposed
LG beams.

working distance) but also permits a description of the focused fields not dominated
by diffraction losses.

Finally, as the trap volume +trap ∝ (lIl2
d)−1, the expressions for trap frequencies in

the axial and transverse directions (Eq. 6.43 and 6.47) can be combined to find the
optimal filling ratio for the minimum trap volume, with a given input profile �inc.

6.5 Generate Laguerre-Gauss beams with spatial light modulator
Various methods have been investigated to produce LG beams with high purity
[6]. A relatively simple technique consists of spatial phase modulation of a readily
available Gaussian source beam with a series of concentric circular binary phase
steps to replicate the phase distribution of the targeted field ®�?C0A64C with ?C0A64C > 0
[10]. Themaximum purity for this technique is∼ 0.8, with the deficit of∼ 0.2 due to
the creation of ? components other than the single ?C0A64C . Moreover, it is desirable
to generate not only high purity LG beams for a single ?C0A64C but also arbitrary
coherent sums of such modes, as for 0 + 2 + 4. Rather than generate separately
each component from the set of required radial modes {?}C0A64C , here we propose a
technique with a single SLM that eliminates the need to coherently combinemultiple
beams for the set {?}C0A64C . Our strategy reproduces simultaneously both the phase
and the amplitude spatial distributions of the desired complex electric field (and in
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Figure 6.13: (a) Calculated transverse phase profile q applied to the spatial phase
modulator (SLM) to generate the field ®�Σ. (b) An incident Gaussian source field
®�s is incident on the SLM. The first order diffracted field ®�i on the exit plane of the
SLM is then focused by an objective lens with effective focal length 5 to form the
field ®�f in the focal plane at I = 0. (c) Line cuts along G of | ®�f |2 in the focal plane
for modulation of the SLM with q(GB, HB) calculated to generate 0 + 2 + 4 (red solid
line), ideal target intensity | ®�Σ |2 (black dashed line), and Gaussian intensity | ®�0 |2
(gray line). (d) As in (c), but for line cuts along I with G = H = 0.

principle, the polarization distribution for propagation phenomena beyond the scalar
field approximation).

Figs. 6.13(a, b) illustrate our technique for the case of the target field ®�Σ , with Σ
represents ‘0 + 2 + 4’ superposition. Amplitude information for the sum of complex
fields comprising ®�Σ is encoded in a phasemask by contouring the phase-modulation
depth of a superimposed blazed grating as developed in [24, 48]. For atom trapping
applications with scalar polarizability, the tweezer trap depth is proportional to the
peak optical intensity in the focal plan, where for the coherent field superposition
®�Σ , the peak intensity reaches a value identical to that for ®�0 at only 1/9 of the
invested trap light power, which helps to mitigate losses associated with the blazed
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grating.

Figure 6.14: Preliminary results of LG mode superposition generated by the SLM
for ? = 0+ 4 superposition. (a-d) Measured intensity profiles in (a) G − I plane with
H = 0, (b) G − H plane at the focus position, (c) line cut (blue dots) of (a) along z
axis with G = 0, (d) line cut (blue dots) of (b) along G axis with H = 0. Here the red
dashed curves correspond to the model fit from paraxial solutions of ? = 0 + 4 with
the waist F = 18 `m from fitting along z and F = 16 `m from fitting along x axis.
The dashed pink curve in (d) represents a Gaussian beam ? = 0 fit, with the fitted
effective waist F = 6.9 `m. Image courtesy of Jean-Baptiste Béguin .

Fig. 6.13 (b) shows numerical results for a Gaussian source field ®�s input to a SLM
to create the field ®�i leaving the SLM. ®�i is then focused by an ideal thin spherical
lens and propagated to the focal plane at I = 0 by way of the Fresnel-Kirchhoff
scalar diffraction integral. The resulting intensity distributions in the focal plane are
plotted in Fig. 6.13(c,d) (red solid) for comparison with the ideal ®�i = ®�0 (gray solid)
and ideal ®�i = ®�Σ (black dashed). These results are encouraging for our efforts to
experimentally generate tightly focused radial LG superpositions.

With the design principles presented above, Fig. 6.14 shows an example of the
preliminary experimental results that demonstrated the axial reduction of superposed
LGmodes. Here, the specific combination we consider is ? = 0+4 and the intensity
profile in space is measured by scanning the position of the camera (with pixel size
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' 2 `m) along I axis. As shown in Fig. 6.14 (a) in G − I plane and (c) for a line cut
along I axis, the measured axial profile (blue dots) matches very well the theoretical
predictions (dashed red curves). Further experiment for tightly focused LG beams
with high NA objectives is a work under progress.

6.6 Focal volume reduction beyond Laguerre-Gauss beams
The general problem
In this section, we investigate the possibility to further reduce the focal volume
further beyond the results within Laguerre-Gauss beams. Generally, the point
spread function generated from an objective can be interpreted as an interference
phenomena as shown in the Fig. 6.15 for both the radial (a) and axial (b) directions.
Four different types are identified as shown in Fig. 6.15. By engineering the
wavefront amplitude � and phase Ψ, we can reduce the size of the a focal spot
specific for either the radial or the axial direction. However, as shown in Ref. [163],
there is a fundamental limitation for the product of radial and axial spot size and it
is generally impossible for both radial and axial takes the minimum.

To get the minimum spot size along z, we recall that in the superposition of LG
mode, the smallest dimension IΣ,min is achieved by the superposition of themaximum
index ?max LG beam with the ‘zero’ spatial frequency plane wave (Eq. 6.8). This
interference from the maximum and the minimum Gouy phase gradient near the
focus generates a minimum spot size along axial direction. By following the same
logic, the smallest dimension I#�,min for a finite aperture objective with numerical
aperture #� can be generated by the superposition of maximum phase gradient with
the smallest phase gradient. To understand what is the maximum and minimum
phase gradient for a finite aperture objective, we approach this problem by studying
the Gouy phase within the Debye-Wolf integral method.

Apodization and the Gouy phase
To get the phase gradient focused by a finite aperture objective, we separate the input
field �inc(\) in the pupil aperture into a series of concentric annuluses with width
X\. We call these concentric annuluses as ‘partial waves’. As X\ → 0, we get

�inc(\) =
\max∫
0

�inc(\′)X(\′ − \) 3\′. (6.51)

That is the input field can be viewed as a summation of infinite ‘partial waves’
X(\′ − \) with amplitude �inc(\′)3\′. Equivalently, by defining C ≡ cos \, we
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Figure 6.15: Interpretation of the point spread function as an interference phenom-
ena. (a) Interference on the focal plane. (b) Interference along the propagation
axis. Four different interference types are illustrated with summation of phasors
as (I) local intensity maximum (side lope peak) when a half circle is formed (II)
intensity minimum as completely destructive interference (III) Intensity maximum
as completely constructive interference (IV) side of peak as reduced constructive
interference.

rewrite Eq. 6.51 as

�inc(C) =
1∫

cos \<0G

�inc(C′)X(C′ − C) 3C′. (6.52)

Next, we would like to calculate the Gouy phase from the ‘partial wave’ X(C − C0)
for C0 ∈ [cos \max, 1]. Replacing �inc(C) with X(C − C0) in Eq. 6.42, we get

E(d = 0, i = 0, I) = − 8: 5 4
−8: 5

2

√
=1
=2

1∫
cos \<0G

X(C − C0)48:IC (1 + C)
√
C 3C

= − 8: 5 4
−8: 5

2

√
=1
=2
48:IC0 (1 + C0)

√
C0.

(6.53)
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We recall the definition of the Gouy phase for a focusing beam is (Eq. 6.3)

k� ≡ :I − Arg(E(d = 0, i = 0, I)). (6.54)

We get the Gouy phase for the ‘partial wave’ X(C − C0) as

k� (C0) = :I(1 − C0). (6.55)

As k� (C0) is a linear function of C0, we can calculate the maximum and minimum
phase gradient as

k�,max(C0 = cos \max) = :I(1 − cos \max), (6.56)

k�,min(C0 = 1) = 0. (6.57)

Physically, the maximum phase gradient corresponds to an extremely thin annulus
(mathematically speaking, a circle) on the edge of the input aperture. This apodiza-
tion is very common in the generation of Bessel beams [54]. The minimum phase
gradient corresponds to extremely small annulus (mathematically speaking, a dot)
at the center of the pupil. The Gouy phase for apodization makes sense as for a
small filling ratio input beam, the focal field has very large Rayleigh range and thus
negligible Gouy phase gradient.

As we can see in the LG beam superposition case, the superposition of two waves
with largest phase gradient contrast will produce the smallest spot size along I axis.
Here combining the two limits (‘circle’ and ‘dot’) should give us the smallest spot
size along I axis. As illustrated in Fig. 6.16 (a, b), the apodization shape of this
input consists a dot and circle and we name this mode as CD profile. As an example,
the input field can be take the form

�inc(C) =
1

(1 + C)
√
C
(X(C − cos \max)) + X(C − 1))). (6.58)

Inserting this into Eq. 6.42, we get the electric field near focus to be

E(d = 0, i = 0, I) ∝
(
48:I + 48:I cos \max

)
, (6.59)

and the intensity is:

� (d = 0, i = 0, I) ∝ cos2
[
1
2
:I(1 − cos \max)

]
. (6.60)

The first intensity minimum I1 is at:

I1,CD =
_

2(1 − cos \<0G)
. (6.61)
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As a comparison, the first minimumposition under uniform illumination (the diffrac-
tion limited spot size) is:

I1,diff =
2_
NA2 =

2_
1 − cos2 \max

. (6.62)

The equation above defines the diffraction limit resolution in the axial direction.
Then the ratio to diffraction limit ��, as defined in Ref. [163] for the CD profile
will be:

�� =
1
4
(1 + cos \max) =

1
4
(1 +

√
1 − NA2). (6.63)

We notice that the minimum ratio is achieved at ��,min = 0.25 for NA = 1 and
the corresponding first intensity minimum is at I1,CD,min = _/2. While if only the
‘circle’ is presented (as shown in the upper panel in Fig. 6.16 (a), this will generate
the Bessel beams), the first intensity minimum is at I1 = _ and �� = 0.5 [163] for
NA = 1. For our objectives with NA = 0.7, we calculate the first intensity minimum
for the CD profile to be I1,CD,min ≈ 1.75_ while the diffraction limit I1,diff ≈ 4.08_
and �� ≈ 0.43.

However, as we can see in Fig. 6.16, the intensity by focusing a CD profile is
oscillatory near the focus with many trap sites along I. As one example, we
calculate the CD profile in free-space (c) and aligned to the APCW structure (d) as
shown in Fig. 6.16

�inc(C) =
1
√

2
(exp

(
−B2(C − cos \max)2

)
+ exp

(
−B2(C − 1)2

)
, (6.64)

with B ≡ 1/ 50NA as defined before, 50 = 0.05 and NA = 0.7. For our Mitutoyo
NA = 0.7 objective with entrance pupil diameter ' 5 mm, a filling ratio 50 = 0.05
corresponds to a Gaussian beam of waist ' 125 `m. This small waist on the pupil
can be generated by focusing a lens on the entrance pupil. Fig. 6.17 (b) shows a
potential way of generating this CD profile input by using a flattened axicon, as
compared to the method for conventional Bessel beams in (a).

For the applications, the oscillatory intensity near the focus generated by the CD
profile input can be useful in the Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM) [76,
190]. For applications to trapping atoms, this can be used to generate an array of
trap sites along the propagation direction. Together with the usage of AODs to make
arrays in the transverse direction (as discussed in Chapter 5), this allows generation
of 3D lattice sites with single objective, which is robust against phase fluctuations.
Also, the tight confinement along the propagation axis could be used to improve the
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Figure 6.16: (a) upper panel: the input profile for generating Bessel beams, view
from the pupil plane (left) and from the side (right). lower panel: the ‘circle-dot’
(CD) input profile, view from the pupil plane (left) and from the side (right). As
illustrated at the output of objective, the interference of Gouy phase will generate
oscillatory intensity profile near the focus. (b) Free-space intensity with CD profile
input, the result is calculated from the Debye-Wolf integral for input field �inc
defined in Eq. 6.64 with 50 = 0.05 and #� = 0.7 (c) COMSOL®[45] simulation of
the CD profile input on APCW with parameters same as in (b)

ground state cooling along the axial direction as the cooling rate is proportional to
lI. One can start with a single atom in the optical tweezer and then adiabatically
switch to the CD profile input for efficient ground state cooling.

Note that the oscillatory behavior of CD profile can be also suppressed by adding
more ‘partial waves’, similar to the case of LG beam superpositions. As a special
case, we consider the continuum summation of ‘partial waves’ as

�inc(C) =
(
(1 + C)

√
C

)−1
. (6.65)

Note that this distribution does not correspond to a uniform incident field �inc, but
actually a uniform far-field electric E∞ = 1. Physically, this represents a uniform
amplitude converging spherical wave. With this uniform amplitude converging
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Figure 6.17: (a) Illustration of generating Bessel beams with axicon. (b) Illustration
of generating CD profile input with flattened axicon.

spherical wave, the focal field becomes a summation of phasors with equal ampli-
tudes (as we did for the constructive LG beam superpositions), namely

E(d = 0, i = 0, I) ∝
1∫

cos \<0G

48:IC 3C =
1
8:I

(
48:I − 48:I cos \max

)
. (6.66)

The intensity in the continuum superposition case is given as:

� (d = 0, i = 0, I) ∝ sinc2
[
1
2
:I(1 − cos \max)

]
. (6.67)

The first minimum is at:
I1 =

_

1 − cos \<0G
. (6.68)

For NA = 0.7, we calculate the first intensity minimum at I1 = 3.50_. It worth
pointing out that LG beam ‘0+2+4’ superposition with same NA = 0.7 and a filling
ratio 50 = 0.35, the first minimum is at I1 = 3.02_.

6.7 Application to atom transport to nanophotonic devices
In Chapter 4, we have shown that the side-transfer technique can achieve a high
efficiency transfer of atom arrays from free-space to 1D and 2D nanophotonic
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structures. There, we have implicitly assumed the distance between the edge of 2D
nanostructures to the target positions on 2D nanostructure is close, with distance
less than 100 `m, given the constraint of field of view of the objective. However,
for general devices such as large photonic crystal slabs or devices with unetched
substrates, the condition we assume above is not fulfilled and side-transfer technique
might not be applicable to these complex nanostructures. As we shown before in
Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.9, the axial reduction from the superposed LG beams can lead
to reduction the reflection fringes. Thus, it is expected the axial reduction can be
applied to improve the transfer efficiency for transporting atoms normally to the
dielectric surface.
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Figure 6.18: Results from Monte Carlo simulation of cold atom delivery close to
a semi-infinite planar surface with an amplitude reflection coefficient A = −0.8.
(a) Optical potentials * (0, 0, I) for optical tweezers formed from the ? = 0 Gauss
mode (violet) and ‘0 + 2 + 4’ superposition (red), respectively, as in Fig. 1(d) for
focus at I = 0. (b) The final probabilities %(I8) for delivery of atoms to optical
traps centered at positions I8. Atoms are initially loaded into an optical tweezer
of depth *0 = 1 mK at focal distance I8=8C80; = 600 µm from the surface and initial
temperature of 100 µK. The focal plane of the optical tweezer is then scanned from
I8=8C80; to I 5 8=0; = 0 µm.

To verify that atoms can indeed be efficiently delivered to reflective traps near
dielectric surfaces, we performed Monte Carlo simulations of atom trajectories by
moving the tweezer’s focus position from far away (I = 600 µm) to the surface
(I = 0 µm, as shown in Fig. 6.18(a)) for amplitude reflection coefficient A = −0.8.
In the Monte Carlo simulation of atom transport from free space tweezers to near
surface traps, the atom sample is initialized from a sample of temperature 100 µK
in 1 mK trap depth with position ' 600 µm away from the surface. The tweezer
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Figure 6.19: Results from a Monte Carlo simulation of cold atom delivery close to
a semi-infinite planar surface with an amplitude reflection coefficient A = −0.3. (a)
Optical potentials* (0, 0, I) for optical tweezers formed from the ? = 0 Gauss mode
(violet) and ‘0 + 2 + 4’ superposition (red), respectively, for focus at I = 0. (b) The
final probabilities %(I8) for delivery of atoms to optical traps centered at positions
I8. Atoms are initially loaded into an optical tweezer of depth *0 = 1 mK at focal
distance I8=8C80; = 600 µm from the surface and initial temperature of 100 µK. The
focal plane of the optical tweezer is then scanned from I8=8C80; to I 5 8=0; = 0 µm.

focus is then accelerated with acceleration 0 = 1 m s−2 towards the surface for 20 ms
and then moves at constant velocity for 10 ms before decelerating with acceleration
0 = −1 m s−2 to stop at the surface (I = 0 µm). We then extracted probabilities
for single atoms being delivered and trapped in near surface traps as shown in Fig.
6.18(b). The specific choice of reflection coefficient A = −0.8 is based on full
numerical simulations of wavelength-scale tweezer reflection from the nanoscale
surface of an APCW as presented in [86] for tweezer polarization parallel to the
long axis of the APCW.

As shown in Fig. 6.18(b), the trap formed by the ‘0 + 2 + 4’ superposition (orange
histogram) leads to large enhancement in delivery efficiencies into near surface traps
(I1, I2...) as compared to the very small probability of delivery for the conventional
trap formed by ? = 0 Gauss beam (violet histogram). The probability of delivering
an atom into the I1 trap with ‘0+ 2+ 4’ superposition is %Σ (I1) ' 0.55 as compared
to %0(I1) ' 0.03 with ? = 0 Gauss beam.

To demonstrate the robustness of our scheme, we also simulated the atom transport
with reflection coefficient A = −0.3. The choice of this reflectivity is based on
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Figure 6.20: (a) The COMSOL®[45] simulated field of LG ‘0+2+4’ superposition
reflecting from the squared lattice slab described in Chapter 3. (b) Fitting of the
COMSOL®[45] simulated field (dashed line) with the Debye-Wolf evaluated field
reflecting from a planar surface (red solid line). (c) The transfer probabilities into
different trap sites evaluated from a 3D trajectory simulation using Debye-Wolf
method evaluated field reflecting from a planar surface with reflection coefficient
A = −0.33 as fitted from (b).

fitting of reflection fringes from the APCW with polarization perpendicular to the
waveguide. Fig. 6.19(a) shows the final frame for traps near the surface. As shown
in Fig. 6.19(b), atoms are mostly delivered into the first two traps near the surface
(I1 and I2). The probability of atom being delivered to z1 trap is 68.4%.

We stress that Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.19 are based upon a one-dimensional model
of reflection and transport and hence provides only a qualitative guide. A 3D
trajectory simulation with the vector field is also calculated, as shown in Fig. 6.20
(c). As COMSOL®[45] simulation 3D field with a large travel range requires a huge
amount of computation time, here we approximate the 3D field scattered from a 2D
square lattice described in Chapter 3 by the field evaluated fromDebye-Wolf integral
method. The COMSOL®[45] simulated field profile is shown in Fig. 6.20 (a) and
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the fitting of the COMSOL®[45] field (dashed line) with the Debye-Wolf method
evaluated field reflecting from a planar surface (red solid line) is shown in Fig. 6.20
(b). The fitted parameter A = −0.33 is consistent with the reflection coefficient from
bulk material with refractive index = = 2 with surface at I = −50=<. The transfer
probability into different trap sites evaluated from a 3D trajectory simulation using
Debye-Wolf method evaluated field reflecting from a planar surface with reflection
coefficient A = −0.33 as fitted from (b). The transfer probabilities into different trap
sites are evaluated from a 3DMonte-Carlo trajectory simulation using approximated
field evaluated from Debye-Wolf method. The result is summarized in Fig. 6.20
with the probability into the first trap site I1 to be 0.58. The slightly lower transfer
probability in to the I1 trap as compared to previous paraxial results (? ≈ 0.68) is a
result due to the presence of relative significant trap sites I2 and I3.

Figure 6.21: (a) Averaged atom temperature during transport as a function of
atom mean position along z axis. Temperature is evaluated from the 3D trajectory
simulation with vector field from Debye-Wolf integral method. (b) An example of
typical trajectories from the trajectory simulation. The ‘steps’ here correspond to
atom trapped in one specific ‘pancake’ and the ‘jumps’ correspond to atom left the
‘pancake’ and hopped into another ‘pancake’. Inset: Atom transfer from one site to
the neighbor site. A kinetic energy �: = |Δ* | is obtained during the transfer. |Δ* |
is related to the envelope of the profile (red dashed line).

The higher probability for lower reflectivity can be qualitatively understood from
the heating process during the transport. Fig. 6.21 (a) shows the extracted atom
temperature as a function of atom average position (along z) during the transport
where the atom are heated up from the initial atom temperature :�)8/*0 = 0.1 to
the final atom temperature :�) 5 /*I1 ≈ 0.3 when atom are delivered to the I1 trap.
An example of the typical trajectories from the trajectory simulation is shown in
Fig. 6.21 (b), with the G axis being the simulation time and H axis being the position
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in I. Here, the trajectory shows features of ‘steps’ (flattened z position) and ‘jumps’
(sudden change in z position). The ‘steps’ here correspond to atom trapped in one
specific ‘pancake’ and the ‘jumps’ correspond to atom left the ‘pancake’ and hopped
into another ‘pancake’, as illustrated in Fig. 6.21 (b). This ‘hopping’ behavior can
lead to heating of atom temperature and the mechanism has already been described
detail in the setting of 2D photonic crystal slabs in Chapter 4.

Beyond the results shown above, improvements have been found by including atom
cooling in the simulations at various stages of the transport, as well as applying blue-
detuned guided-mode (GM) beams as atoms arrive near the surface to overcome loss
due to surface forces such as the Casimir-Polder potential. Another promising but
yet to be investigated method is to load atom in the lower half space and then move
towards the slab using the I1 trap. This I−1 trap delivery method can get rid of the
heating due to hopping from different trap sites and thus should be able to achieve
nearly 100% delivery efficiency to the lower surface of 2D slabs. More numerical
investigation of this method is still under progress.

6.8 Summary
In conclusion, we have shown that coherent superpositions of radial LG beams can
lead to tightly focused optical tweezers with reduced volume and increased trapping
frequency. A specific application has been presented for the efficient transport of
atoms via optical tweezers directly to trap sites near the surface of a reflecting
dielectric. We are currently investigating other applications of the rapid variation
of the Gouy phase within wavelength-scale focal regions, including phase-contrast
microscopy within heterogeneous sample volumes. We are currently investigating
other applications of the rapid variation of the Gouy phase within wavelength-scale
focal regions, including phase-contrast microscopy within heterogeneous sample
volumes.
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C h a p t e r 7

COUPLING OF LIGHT AND MECHANICS IN A PHOTONIC
CRYSTAL WAVEGUIDE

This chapter describes research in the CaltechQOGwhosemajor goals are to achieve
direct, strong, and efficient links between individual photons and phonons, and
thereby enable opto-mechanics at the quantum level. Toward this end, experiments
harness strong interactions resulting from coupling of single atoms to nanophotonic
waveguides. The capabilities to observe andmanipulate photon-phonon interactions
at the level of individual atoms are being developed. Building on this, strategies are
being investigated that would enable full tailoring of interactions between atomic
spin, phononic, and photonic degrees of freedom. Such capabilities would enable
coherent control of quantum optomechanical phenomena at the many-body level
and open new opportunities for quantum information science and technology.

The material presented in this chapter is adapted from a manuscript in preparation.
Themechanical modemeasurement is led by Jean-Baptiste Béguin and Zhongzhong
Qin, with also important contributions from Su-Peng Yu, Alex Burgers and Lucas
Peng.

7.1 Introduction
Recent decades have seen tremendous advances in our ability to prepare and control
the quantum states of atoms, atom-like systems in the solid state, and optical fields
in cavities and free space. However, the outstanding goal of integrating these diverse
elements to achieve efficient quantum information processing still faces a number
of challenges. One of the most significant is the range of highly dissimilar physical
systems (atoms, ions, solid-state defects, quantum dots) that must be integrated to
realize elements for logic, memory, and long-range coupling. Each of these systems
has unique advantages, but they are disparate in their frequencies, their spatial
modes, and the fields to which they couple. For example, the electronic degrees
of freedom in atoms and atom-like defects typically respond at optical frequencies,
while their spin degrees of freedom, which are suitable for long-term storage of
quantum states, respond to microwave or radio frequencies. On the other hand,
the transmission of quantum information over long distances at room temperature
requires the use of telecom-band photons in single-mode optical fibers.
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Mechanical systems have been proposed as a broadly applicable means for over-
coming these disparities and transferring quantum states between different degrees
of freedom [80, 152, 153]. This is because mechanical systems can be engineered
to couple coherently to many different systems and can possess very low damping,
particularly when operated at cryogenic temperatures. To date, quantum effects
have been observed in mechanical systems coupled to superconducting qubits (via
piezoelectric coupling) [138], optical photons [27, 37, 150, 151, 160, 161], and
microwave photons [144, 180]. Efficient coupling has also been demonstrated be-
tween mechanical oscillators and spins in various solid-state systems, although to
date the mechanical components of these devices have operated in the classical
regime [8, 85, 112, 127, 141, 159, 179].

In this chapter, I describe my group’s nascent efforts to utilize strong coupling of
atoms, photons, and phonons in nanophotonic PCWs to create a new generation
of capabilities for quantum science and technology. The long-term goal is use
optomechanical systems operating in the quantum regime to realize controllable,
coherent coupling between isolated, few-state quantum systems. In our case, the
systemwill consist of atoms trapped along a PCW (as discussed in previous chapters)
that interact strongly with photons propagating in the guided modes (GMs) of the
PCW. The mechanical structure of the PCW in turn supports phonons in its various
eigenmodes of motion. While much has been achieved in theory and experiment
for strong coupling of atoms and photons in nano-photonics, much less has been
achieved (or even investigated) for the coupling of motion and light in the quantum
regime for the devices that we have discussed in previous chapters.

As emphasized in previous chapters, a “Grand Challenge" for this work is to achieve
the long-standing goal of integrating ultracold atoms with nanophotonic devices.
We could then use quantum motion to achieve enhanced nonlinear atom-light in-
teractions with single and multiple atoms. New regimes and novel mechanisms for
controlling atoms near dielectric objects and realizing strong atom-photon-phonon
coupling could be explored.

The first baby steps of the QOG are documented in this chapter and are 1) to observe
and characterize the low frequency, mechanical eigenmodes of an APCW and 2)
to develop theoretical models that can be validated in the nontraditional regime in
which our system works (i.e., well-localized mechanical modes, but nonlocalized
propagating photons both far from and near to the band edges of PCWs).

Although technically challenging, the approach of the QOG benefits from several
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advantages when compared to conventional optomechanics, including (a) the ex-
treme region of parameter space that atomic systems occupy (such as low mass and
high mechanical Q factors), (b) the exquisite level of control and configurability of
atomic systems, and (c) the pre-existing quantum functionality of atoms, including
internal states with very long coherence times. It should be noted that many spectac-
ular advances of atomic physics already build upon these features (47, 48). On one
hand, experiments with linear arrays of trapped ions achieve coherent control over
phonons interacting with the ions’ internal states (pseudo spins’). Goals that are
very challenging for quantum optomechanics with nano- and micro-scopic masses,
such as phonon-mediated entanglement of remote oscillators and single-phonon
strong coupling, are routinely implemented with trapped ions. On the other hand,
cavity QED with neutral atoms produces strong interactions between single photons
and the internal states of single atoms or ensembles, leading to demonstrations of
state mapping and atom-photon entanglement.

What is missing thus far, and what motivates the initial steps described in this
chapter, is a direct strong link between individual photons and phonons, to enable
optomechanics with atoms at the quantum level.

7.2 The alligator photonic crystal waveguide
Fig. 7.1 provides an overview of the APCW utilized in our experiments with details
related to device fabrication and characterization provided in Refs. [87, 131, 201,
203]. The photonic crystal itself is formed by external sinusoidal modulation of two
parallel nano-beams to create a photonic bandgap for TE modes with polarization
predominantly along H in Fig. 7.1a). The TE band edges have frequencies near the
D1 and D2 transitions in atomic Cesium (Cs). Calculated and measured dispersion
relations for such devices are presented in Ref [87] where good quantitative agree-
ment is found. Here, we focus on coupling of light and motion for TE modes of
the APCW. TM modes of the APCW near the TE band edges resemble the guided
modes of an unstructured waveguide.

As shown by the SEM image in Fig. 7.1(b), the APCW is connected to single-beam
waveguides on both end and thereby freely suspended in the center of a 2 mm wide
window in a Silicon chip. Well beyond the field of view in Fig. 7.1b), a series of
tethers are attached transversely to the single-beam waveguides along ±H to anchor
the waveguides to two side rails that run parallel to the G axis of the device to provide
thermal anchoring and mechanical support, with the coordinate system defined in
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Figure 7.1: Details of the APCW and the setup for our experiments. a) Drawing
giving the dimensions of the various components of the APCW in gray. The unit cell
spacing 0 = 370nm, the vacuum gap 6 = 238 nm, and the silicon nitride thickness
C = 200 nm. The outer beams have modulation amplitude � = 120 nm and width
F = 280 nm. b) An SEM image of the left half of the APCW showing (from left
to right) a single unstructured rectangular waveguide that splits at a Y-junction into
two parallel waveguides each of which is gradually modulated in width to finally
match the �, F values of the APCW itself which extends 150 unit cells to the right
along G before tapering to a second Y-junction and a uniform rectangular beam.
The entire structure is suspended in vacuum by transverse tethers connected to
supporting side rails (not shown) [131, 201, 203]. c) Reflection spectrum '(a) for
the APCWdisplays a series of low finesse cavity-like resonances for reflections from
the input tapers and APCW near the dielectric band edge at 344.3 THz. The inset
plots frequencies a= for successive cavity resonances = = 1, 2, ... near the dielectric
band edge. d) Simplified diagram for measurements of mechanical modes of the
APCW by way of transmission spectra ) (a) either by way of direct detection of
beam �>DC (a) alone at photodetector �1 or �2 or via balanced homodyne detection
of the signal beam �>DC (a) combined with the local oscillator beam �!$ (a) at
photodetectors �1 and �2.

Fig. 7.1a). Important for our current investigation, the single-beam waveguides and
the APCW itself are held in tension with ) ' 800MPa.

Light is coupled into and out of TE guided modes (GMs) of the APCW by a free-
space coupling scheme that eliminates optical fibers within the vacuum envelope
[refs for our Memorandum and AQT papers]. An example of a reflection spectrum
'(a) is given Fig. 7.1(c), which is acquired by way of light launched from and
recollected by the microscope objective O1 shown in Fig. 7.1d). Objectives O1,
O2 are mode-matched to the fields to/from the terminating ends of the waveguide
resulting in overall throughput efficiency ) ' 0.50 from input objective O1 through
the device with the APCW to output objective O2 for the experiments described
here. The silicon chip itself contains a set of APCWs and is affixed to a small glass
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optical table by way of silicate bonding.

7.3 Measurement of modulation spectra
With reference to Fig. 7.1(d), we have recorded spectra of photocurrent fluctuations
Φ(a, 5 , \) for light transmitted through an APCW for various probe frequencies
a below the frequency a�� ' 344.3 THZ of the dielectric band edge. Here we
employ a balanced homodyne scheme with �8= and �!$ having identical optical
frequencies a and each absent radio frequency modulation 5 save that from the
APCW.With free-space coupled modes of APCW, homodyne fringe visibility up to
∼ 0.95 can be obtained. Measurement results forΦ(a, 5 , \) are displayed in Figures
7.2 and 7.4 for three optical frequencies {a1, a2, a3} = {334.96, 343.64, 343.78}
THz (i.e., wavelengths (895.00, 872.40, 872.04 nm) moving from far below to near
the dielectric band edge, as marked by red arrows in Fig. 7.1c. The spectra display
a series of narrow peaks and are of increasing complexity as the band edge is
approached. All spectra are taken for a weak probe beam �>DC (a) with power
%>DC ∼ 10`W, while %!$ ' 500`W. The phase offset \ between �8= and �!$ is
set to maximize the observed spectral peaks whose frequencies 5 exhibit only small
shifts with changes in %>DC , as illustrated in Fig. 7.3. In vacuum (∼ 14 − 11 torr)
and at room temperature, the quality factor for the lowest peak at 51 = 2.4MHz is
& ' 1 × 105. While various damping mechanisms operate (reference) this value
is compatible with the numerically predicted increase of the intrinsic &int from the
high material pre-stress (&int ' 8.4 × 103 for 200 nm thin SiN beams [192]).

An important feature of the spectra in Fig. 7.2(a) is that peaks beyond 51 occur
at frequencies that are approximately odd harmonics of 51, with 5 9 ' 9 × 51 for
9 = 1, 3, 5, .... By contrast in Fig. 7.2b), the largest peaks double in number with
now the presence of even harmonics of the fundamental frequency 51 in addition
to the odd harmonics from Fig. 7.2(a). As shown by the inset in Fig. 7.2(a), the
dispersion relation is approximately linear with frequencies 5? ' ? × 51, where
? = 1, 2, 3, ....

Further understanding emerges if we consider higher accuracy for the frequencies
5? and examine the measured frequency differences Δ 5 = { 5? − 51} as in the inset
of Fig. 7.2b). Also plotted as the dashed line is the theoretical prediction for the
mechanical frequency differences Δ 5̃ = { 5̃? − 5̃1} of a 1D nanobeam, which is
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Figure 7.2: Measured vibration spectrawith spectrum analyzer at wavelength 895.00
nm (a) and 872.40 nm (b), respectively. Electronic noise floor of the homodyne
detector is shown in part (a). Inset in (a) plots the frequencies of odd quasi-harmonics
peaks (blue dots) and even quasi-harmonics peaks (red dots) of 51. Linear fit (dashed
red curve) and complete fit of 5̃? (dashed green curve) are also shown. Inset in (b)
plots the measured frequency difference Δ 5 (blue and red dots) and theoretical fit
Δ 5̃ (dashed gray curve).
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Figure 7.3: Frequency shift X 51 of the lowest frequency peak at 51 = 2.4MHz in
Fig. 7.2a) as a function of transmitted probe power %>DC . X 51(%>DC) is consistent with
thermal expansion (i.e., lengthening) of the APCW due to small optical absorption
of probe power.
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Figure 7.4: Measurement vibration spectrum near band edge 872.04 nm with a span
of 25 MHz (a) and 10 MHz (b). Except for the dominant peaks appear in 7.2, pure
integer harmonics of 51, sums and differences of the dominant quasi-harmonics
frequency components are also observed. Peak labeled as 1 is due to unbalanced
input laser light noise.
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supported at hinged ends. For this model, the mechanical resonances are [84]

5̃? =
?2c

2!2

√
��

d�
+ f!2

dc2?2 , (7.1)

where ? is the integer mode index, � is Young’s modulus, � the moment of inertia,
� the cross sectional beam area, ! the beam length, d the mass density, and f is the
stress in the beam.

Our APCW and connecting nano-beams are fabricated from SiN with high-tensile
stress f ' 800 MPa [200, 202]. Together with the largely 1D geometry of the
APCW (large aspect ratio of transverse to longitudinal dimension), the contribution
of the bending term in (7.1) can be neglected for the lowest modes such that 5̃? '
(?/2!)

√
f/d, giving rise to a close approximation of the the linear dispersion of a

tensioned string as in the inset to Fig. 7.2a). However, upon closer inspection, there
is a clear quadratic contribution from the bending term that is evident for higher
order modes in the inset to Fig. 7.2b).

In terms of absolute agreement between measured and predicted frequencies for
the spectra in Fig. 7.2, from Eq. 7.1 we calculate a fundamental frequency 5̃1 =

2.37(30)MHz from the total length ! = 180 × 0.37 µm + 2 × 20 µm = 107(10) µm,
the manufacturer’s quoted tensile stress f = 800(50)MPa, and the mass density for
LPCVD (stoichiometric) silicon nitride [89], dSiN = 3180 kg m−3. For the length
!, we consider the 150 unit cells of the actual PCW region, plus the 30 tapered
cells on each end, and finally the length from the beginning of the Y-split junction
which separates the two corrugated beams. The devices are designed for small stress
relaxation from that of the original SiN on Silicon chip [202]. The predicted 5̃1 is
close to the measured frequency 51 = 2.4 MHz.

While the frequencies of the largest peaks in Fig. 7.2 are well-described by Eq. 7.1,
the complexity of the spectra increases as the band edge is approached with the
appearance of many small satellite peaks as in Fig. 7.4 for a3 = 343.78 THz (i.e.,
wavelength _3 = 872.04nm).

After labeling for clarity the dominant even and odd quasi-harmonics that also
appear in Fig. 7.2, we clearly observe a secondary series of pure integer harmonics
in Fig. 7.4, such as the second, third and fourth harmonics of the lowest frequency
51. The majority of the remaining peaks have frequencies which coincide with sums
and differences of the main quasi-harmonics frequency components. Other peaks
(e.g., at 1.5 MHz) originate from unbalanced input laser light noise.
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Figure 7.5: Mechanical modes of the APCW structure illustrated with a reduced
geometry. Four types of eigenmodes kH,�1 , k

H,(

1 , k
I,�

1 and kI,(1 are shown in (a)-
(d). (e) shows a higher-order mode kH,�3 for a longer structure. B.C. means two
end-clamped boundary conditions.

7.4 Mechanical modes of the APCW
Frommeasurements as in Figures 7.2 and 7.4 in hand and some understanding of the
dispersion relation for the observed mechanical modes of the APCW, we turn next to
more detailed characterization by way of numerical simulation. Principal goals are
1) to determine the mechanical eigenfunctions (and not just eigenfrequencies) asso-
ciated with the observed modulation spectra and 2) to investigate the transduction
mechanisms that convert mechanical motion of the various eigenfunctions to mod-
ulation of our probe beam. Beyond numerics to find the mechanical eigenmodes,
we will present simple models to describe the transduction of mechanical motion to
light modulation for various regimes far from and near to a band edge of the APCW.
Quantitative numerical evaluation of the opto-mechanical coupling coefficient �l

for the APCW [36, 102] will be presented in Section 5.

Fig. 7.5 shows the fundamental mechanical modes of the APCW structure obtained
via numerical solution to the elastic equations. For clarity, we illustrate with a
reduced geometry due to the large aspect ratio of our structure. In Section 5, we
evaluate the eigenmodes for our actual full structure. The top panels represent the
3D deformed geometry as prescribed by the displacement vector field associated to
each of the mechanical eigenmodes, with an arbitrary choice of mechanical energy.
The magnitude of the displacement normalized to its maximum value D is indicated
by the colormap.

The design of the relatively longY-junction arises from the need for efficient (i.e., adi-
abatic) conversion of the light guided from the single waveguide into the mode of the
double-beam photonic crystal. While it does not represent a sharp boundary for the
mechanics (please refer to Ref. [200] for details of full suspended structure with an-
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choring tethers), it does impose a symmetric termination geometry for both patterned
beams. For the choice of effective two end-clamped boundary conditions, the four
types of eigenmodes consist of two pairs of symmetric ( and antisymmetric � oscil-
lation, one pair with motion predominantly along H, which we denote by kH,�? , k

H,(
? ,

and the other with motion mostly along I, denoted by kI,�? , k
I,(
? and labelled by

the mode number ? = 1, 2, 3, ... For the full structure, the eigenfrequencies for the
fundamental ? = 1 modes are in the ratio 5 H,�1 , 5

H,(

1 5
I,�

1 , 5
I,(

1 = 1, 0.77, 0.98, 0.74.
The bottom panel displays a higher-order anti-symmetric mode with 5

H,�

3 ∼ 3 5 H,�1
in the x-y plane for a longer structure. While these correspond to the mode families
with lowest eigenfrequencies, at higher frequency other types of beam motion with
mixed y-z displacement appear. The eigenmodes shown in Fig. 7.5 correspond
roughly to those of two weakly coupled nanobeam oscillators. Regarding the accu-
racy of the choice of boundary condition, we note that the mechanical properties of
the differential modes are little impacted by the length of single beam beyond the
merging point of the junction.

7.5 Mapping motion to optical modulation
Optical frequencies far from a band edge
A simple model for the transduction of motion of the APCW nano-beams into
optical modulation explains some of the key observations from the previous section.
First of all, each mechanical eigenmode in Fig. 7.5 modifies the band structure of
the APCW and thereby the optical dispersion relation l(:G) for propagation of a
guided mode along G with wave vector :G relative to the case with no displacements
from equilibrium. In our original designs of the APCW, we undertook extensive
numerical simulations of the band structure for variations of all the dimensions
shown in Fig. 7.1a) Refs. [88, 130, 200]. Guided by these earlier investigations, we
deduce that the largest change in band structure with motion arises from variation
of the gap width 6 from displacement XH for the antisymmetric eigenmode kH,�?
illustrated in Fig. 7.5 (a).

As suggested by Eq. 7.1, we then consider a 1� stringmodel withkH,�? (G) describing
H displacement at each point along G, namely kH,�? (G) = k0 sin(VG), with maximum
H displacement k0. Here, V is the mechanical wave vector with kH,� (G) subject to
boundary conditions, which in the simplest case are kH,� (G = 0) = 0 = kH,� (!)
with then eigenvalues V? = ?c/! for ? = 1, 2, 3, .... Again, kH,�? (G) denotes
the mechanical eigenmode in Fig. 7.5(a) and represents antisymmetric H dis-
placements of each nanobeam, with one beam of the APCW having displacement
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from equilibrium ±XH/2 = ±k0/2 and the opposing beam with phase-coherent
displacement ∓XH/2 = ∓k0/2, leading to an overall variation of the gap width
6 → 6 + k0 → 6 → 6 − k0 → 6 as described by kH,�? (G) along the G-axis of the
APCW. For small H displacements k and fixed frequency l far from the band edge,
we can then expand the dispersion relation to find :G (l, k) ' :G (l, 0) + X:G (l, k),
where X:G (l, k) = b (l) × k, with b (l) = 3:G (l)/3k.

Since H displacements vary along G as described by the particular mechanical
eigenmode kH,�? (G), X:G will also vary along G. The differential phase shift due
to a mechanical eigenmode for propagation of an optical GM from input to output of
the APCW is then given by (in our simple model) Φ? (!) =

∫ !

0 X:G (l, k(G))3G =∫ !

0 b (l)kH,�? (G)3G = 2!b (l)k0/?c for ? odd, and Φ? (!) = 0 for ? even. Here,
Φ? (!) is the differential phase shift between optical propagation through the APCW
with and without mechanical motion (i.e., k0 ≠ 0 and k0 = 0).

Of course, when excited the mechanical mode kH,�? (G) will oscillate at frequency
5
H,�
? , as will the phase shift Φ? (!), with 1/ 5 H,�? much larger than the transit time

for light propagation through the APCW. Overall, mechanical motion via kH,�? (G)
modifies the dispersion relation for an optical GM leading to nonzero phase modu-
lation at frequency 5? for ? odd eigenmodes and zero phase modulation for ? even
modes, precisely as observed in Fig. 7.2(a) far from the band edge.

There remains the question of the ‘missing modes’. If indeed the dominant spectral
peaks in Fig. 7.2 are associated with the eigenfunctions kH,�? , what has become of
the other three sets of eigenfunctions kH,(? , k

I,�
? , k

I,(
? The answer provided by our

simple model of mechanical motion modifying the dispersion relation :G (l) is that
k
H,�
? is unique in producing a large first-order change in :G (l) with displacement.

Fig. 7.5 reveals that only kH,�? has distinct geometries for displacements ±XH (i.e.,
the two nanobeams are more separated for +XH and less separated for −XH) leading
to a much larger calculated transduction factor bH,� (l) for motion along H than
bI,� (l) for motion along I. Moreover, far from the band edge, the symmetric
modes kH,(? , k

I,(
? have small transduction factors bH,( (l), bI(,(l) comparable to

those for modes of a single unmodulated nanobeam of the thickness and average
width of the APCW.

Optical frequencies near a band edge
Near the band edge of a PCW, the mapping of mechanical motion to modification of
an optical probe has a qualitatively distinct origin from that in the previous section
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for the dispersive regime of a PCW. For a finite length PCW, there appears a series
of optical resonances a= with = = 1, 2, 3... as displayed in Fig. 7.1(c). Each optical
resonance arises from the condition X:G (=) = :�� − :G = =c/! with :�� = c/0 at
the band edge [88]. The mapping from wave vector X:G (=) to frequency a= involves
a nonlinear dispersion relation X:G (a) near the band edge, which for our devices
takes the form

X:G (a) =
2c
0

√
(aBE2 − a) (aBE − a)
4Z2 − (aBE2 − aBE)2

, (7.2)

where aBE (aBE2) is the lower (upper) band edge frequency, and Z is a frequency
related to the curvature of the band near the band edge. The frequency for which
X:G = 0 is defined as the band edge frequency aBE. Validation of this model by
measurement and numerical simulation is provided in Ref. [88].

For our current investigation, we model how displacements of the APCW geometry
for the various mechanical eigenmodes illustrated in Fig. 7.5 lead to variation of
the parameters in Eq. 7.2. Specifically, since the resonance condition involves only
the effective length of the APCW (i.e., ! = (# − 1)0 with the number of unit cells
# ' 150 and lattice constant 0 ' 370nm), each optical resonance will be taken to
have fixed X:G (=) = =/(# − 1) × :�� with then the associated optical frequency
a(=) changing due to variation of parameters in Eq. 7.2 driven by displacements
from the mechanical eigenmodes.1

A mapping of changes in device geometry to changes in band edge frequencies is
provided in Ref. [130]. As in the previous subsection, we seek here a qualitative
description to understand the complex transduction of mechanical motion to optical
modulation in a 3� PCW. Quantitative numerical calculations will be described in
the next section.

That said, we proceed by way of Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.13 in Ref. [130] to estimate the
traditional optomechanical coupling coefficient�a for operation at the = = 1 optical
resonance, a1, closest to the dielectric band edge at a�� . Here,�a (a1) ≡ HI?× 3a(1)36

,
where we consider change in resonant frequency a1 due to variation in gap width

1In this regard, operation in the vicinity of an optical resonance near a band edge of a PCW
is analogous to more traditional opto-mechanics, with, for example, Fabry-Perot cavities, for which
thermally excited mechanical resonances of a cavity mirror can shift the optical resonances of a
high-finesse cavity. The result on a circulating optical field can be phase or amplitude modulation,
or even more exotic behavior, including parametric instability [reference], which we will shortly
discuss for the APCW.
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6 as in the previous subsection. HI? = 12fm is the zero-point amplitude along the
chosen coordinate H. By way of the dispersion relation Eq. 7.2 and Ref. [130], we
find that

��� 3a(1)36

��� ' 0.027)�I
=<

, and thus that the optomechanical coupling coefficient
�a (a1) ' 320kHz, which is to be compared to the value found in the following
section for a full 3� geometry.

The zero-point motion amplitude of mode ? is [121]

G0(?) =
√

~
2<effl?

,

wherel? = 2c 5? is the mechanical angular frequency. For a 1D string, the effective
mass<eff is half the bulk mass< = dSiNV, where the nominal volume of the APCW
is V ' 14.541 µm3. The mass of the APCW is < ' 46.2 pg. For the fundamental
mode using the previous frequency 51, we have G0(? = 1) ' 12.4 fm. At room
temperature ) = 300 K, ~l0 � :�) , hence the mean thermal phonon number
=̄(l0) ∼ 2.6 × 106. This gives an rms thermal amplitude Ḡ '

√
=̄G0 = 20.1 pm. The

same result is obtained directly from the classical equipartition theorem. The rms
amplitude of mode ? in thermal equilibrium at temperature ) is

�rms(?) =
√

:�)

<effl
2
=

, �(? = 1, 300 K) ' 20.0 pm.

7.6 Numerical evaluation of the opto-mechanical coupling rate �l

In this section, we consider the full APCW structure and evaluate numerically the
opto-mechanical coupling rate from the waveguide to the band-edge regions. We
first solve for the light field distribution propagating in the structure by launching
the TE mode solution of the infinite single nanobeam waveguide section. This also
gives the reflection and transmission coefficients of the TE electromagnetic mode
at both ends of the structure which is shown on the right axis of Fig. 7.6. We
neglect the small imaginary part of the refractive index for SiN as well as losses
due to fabrication imperfections. The mechanical eigenmodes are solved for the full
structure with clamped ends, taking into account a constant stress distribution which
is the steady-state stress field associated to the e-beam written geometry within the
sacrificial layer of SiN with initial homogeneous in-plane stress ) .

The exact expression for the opto-mechanical coupling rate 6 due to displacement
shifts of the dielectric boundaries within perturbation theory can be found in [104],
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Figure 7.6: Numerically calculated opto-mechanical coupling rate �l for eigen-
modes from ? = 1 to ? = 5 for the family kH,�? as functions of optical frequency.
Grey curve shows the reflection spectrum for the TE mode of APCW structure.)

and is

6 =
3l

3U
G0, (7.3)

which is the product of the mechanical zero-point motion amplitude G0, and the
change in optical mode eigenfrequency due to the dielectric displacement prescribed
by the mechanical mode (parametrized by U). The values of the coupling rate 6?
are shown in Fig. 7.6 for various eigenmodes ? for the family kH,�? as functions
of optical frequency. The calculation spans from the waveguide regime far below
the TE dielectric band edge, to then approaching the band edge, and finally into the
band gap itself.

In contrast to the strains associated with GHz-acoustic modes in our structure for
which the phonon wavelength becomes comparable to the optical wavelength, we
find the photo-elastic contribution 6PE [56] negligible by several orders ofmagnitude
as compared to the dielectric moving boundary contribution for the long-wavelength
vibrations under consideration. Ameasurement of the photo-elastic constant for SiN
can be found in [78]. Also, note that 6PE ∝ =4, with the ratio of SiN to Si refractive
indices =SiN/=Si = 2/3.
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7.7 Conclusion and outlook
We have reported observational data about the motion of an Alligator photonic
crystal waveguide and its effects on guided propagating light. The in-plane antisym-
metric mode of the two weakly coupled corrugated nanobeam oscillators dominates
the coupling to propagating light modes. We have presented a simple model to de-
scribe the transduction mechanism as well as numerical simulation of the structure.

The APCW structure was designed in view of combining cold atoms with a room-
temperature nano-photonic structure, for which the minimum & · 5 = 6 × 1012 Hz
product [185] to enter the quantum-mechanical regime would require Q values
larger than 2.5 × 106, that is at least x10 than currently observed. The motion of
the dielectric is important to consider for combining atom trapping in the vicinity of
nano-photonic structures [208]. A simple estimate of heating limited trap lifetime
due to trap potential pointing stability can be obtained from the thermal position
stability of∼ 300 pm/

√
Hz at 51. This corresponds to an energy-doubling time [165]

of order 10 ms, at atom trap frequency 51. Implementing feedback cooling with
guided light could alleviate the limitation of operation at room-temperature. The
curvature of phonon band can strongly enhanced heating rate for atom trap [90]. We
note that due to corrugated pattern for photonic band gap engineering, our structure
also possesses phononic band gaps, though in the GHz acoustic domain. Beyond
the focus of this article, we can excite selectively the observed mechanical modes
with amplitude-modulated guided light at the specific observed frequencies. In
fact, we also observe driving of the mechanical resonances with the external optical
conveyor belt described in [33]. Further, without light modulation, the APCW is
seen to exhibit a bistable behaviour marked with strong self-oscillation (near radian
phase modulation amplitude), for continuous guided light power thresholds lower
than 100 µW near the band edge. We note that while the q factor values are very
modest compared to current records, the very small effective mass allows for a
thermo-mechanical force sensitivity limit of

√
(�� ' 240 aN/

√
Hz, only x4 times

higher than compared to [185], (�� = 2<eff2c 51:�)/&. Gravity contributes a
force of ∼ 1 pN, which when integrated over the long length of the wavelength is
equivalent to an effective optical force from guided TE light power of 30 µW. Due
to the slow group velocity near the band edge, this value can be lowered by an order
of magnitude. Our work suggests further explorations of the mechanical degrees of
freedom for atoms coupled to nano-photonic structures.
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C h a p t e r 8

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The integration of atomic physics and nanophotonics combines the best of two
worlds. With atoms as the naturally existing qubits and nanophotonic devices as the
engineered interaction medium, new frontiers can be explored for building novel
quantum optical circuits for non-conventional quantum optics and exotic quantum
many-body physics, as well as potentially serving as a fundamental building block
for quantum computation and communication with neutral atoms. While important
experimental milestones towards this goal have been reached, a grand challenge for
experiments in this new field is the loading and trapping of atomic arrays with high
fractional filling near complex nanophotonic structures. In this thesis, we have pro-
posed a novel protocol for atom assembly on nanophotonic structures by integrating
optical tweezer arrays and photonic crystal waveguides. This research is inspired by
recent exciting progress in free-space atom assembly. However, different from the
free-space counterpart, our new proposal should enable subwavelength atom arrays
with complex patterns defined by precision nanofabrication. To demonstrate the
basic principles behind this new proposal, we have designed and built an advanced
apparatus with compact footprint that overcomes several significant experimental
barriers in previous experiments. To achieve efficient atom delivery and assem-
bly of arrays for more complex nanostructures, we have proposed a novel direct
delivery scheme with optical tweezers by exploiting the rapid spatial variation of
the Gouy phase of radial Laguerre-Gauss beams. With reduced dimension in the
axial direction, the optical tweezer formed by supposed Laguerre-Gauss beams may
find important applications in the communities of general atomic physics and super-
resolution imaging. Finally, we have investigated the optomechanical properties of
our nanophotonic devices and this information can be further used to evaluate the
vibration heating rate to guided mode trapped atoms. The studies presented in this
thesis should provide important guidance to future atom-nanophotonic experiments.
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